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WOULD YOU?
A

conversation
with

Dr. Zhao Mei
Fresh from "The Joan Rivers
Show" and en route to offBroadway, these cutting-edge
comedians will get your
Halloween celebration off to
a hilarious start. The New York
trio receives rave reviews as
they do stand-up routines spiked with a new twist, and
audiences - both straight and gay - are rolling in the aisles.
"These men are comic pioneers In the tradition of the
great women comics and black comics_"
- Joan Rivers

• By Paul Karr
• Photo by Tonee Harbert _
Acx:ept all wood cabinetry for
the same price u moot stock lin.....

Dr. Zhao Mei, a resident of China,
is temporarily practicing traditional
Chinese medicine in Portland under
the auspices of Maybe Someday ...
bookstore on Munjoy Hill. She is an
expert in gynecology, infertility,
Chinese massage and qigong (breathing excercises).

Consider sharing in the excitement of
creating disI:inctM kitcheN. botha It
other room design'
end enjoy it I _
Allow one of 4 woods, 9 stains aDd 14 custom
door oty\eI to be band crafted for YOU !

Experience:

'
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HONEST VALUE

~

By Omega

•

All Hallow Eve!

Saturday, October 31, 1992

•... ..
..

I like them. Friendly. People very
friendly. It is like the Northeast in '
China, same thing. Not very developed. It has more potential.

THE MUSIC HALL
PORfSMou':rH
NH
A
Nonprofit Cultural and Educational Organization

-

AIDS

~

response _

=-=-=-=== of tlte seOCOllSt ""

$25 Ticket includes reception with the artists
following the performance. All reception proceeds
to benefit AIDS Response of the Seacoast.

Box Office Information: (603) 436-2400
Charge by phone: ~4Z"'="', 207-775-3331
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What do you hope to do here?

Kitchens & Interiors
624 Forest Avenue
Portland. Maine
775-W2.7
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GOOD/'{OOKIN'

Stay Fit and
Healthy at
Maine's Most
Comprehensive
ealth and
Club

196 U.S. Route 1
Falmouth, ME 04105
781-2671

My family is medical. My father is
famous phannacologist in China he is specialist in use of snake toxins.

What are your Impressions of
Portland and Maine?

7:30 p.m.

Tickets: $10/$15/$25

How did you become a doctor?

MON-THURS 5PM - lOPM • FRI AND SAT SPM - 1lPM

your-

Compared to China, this country
is very rich. People can get everything. But they want health. Money
can buy medicine, but can't buy
health. Can buy good food, but can' t
buy appetite.

Are the Chinese more acceptIng of
life than Americans?
Yes, I think so. I think it's because
of the pain and suffering they have
had. Here, when we do the acupuncture, people cannot stand the pain
from the needles. In China, we say
we need this uncomfortable feeling
first to heal. caw

1992 MOUNTAIN BIKES REG SALE
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HAVE HAD FACIALS AT MANY

ELEGANT RESORTS AND SPAS;
Come to the proJessional
~'
BUT I HAVE NEVER HAD ONE
~
shin care clinic - home oj
THAT LEn MY SKIN LOOKING AND
,the two-hour Jacial and
FEELING AS GOOD. FABULOUSIB
J.1<OONrZ. KEfNE.NH
amazing hydrotherapy spa.
~

Gift Certificates Available.

ilL L' Esthetiques

. . Skin Care Clinic
4 Kelly Road, just off ROUle 1
Falmouth, Maine

774-1740 • SPRING AND HIGH STREET

talk

selves by doing this regimen.

KATAHDIN
ARIES (Mar 21-Apr 19): Good fellowship and generosity are yours in abundance
this season. Don't take them for granted. Prepare to playa key role in a festive affair.
It will take place at a restaurant named for a mountain. A friend could prove
indiscreet.
TAURUS (Apr 2O-May 20): Meet temporary setbacks with patience and flexibility.
By winter everything will be back on track. Your cheerful outlook makes you a
popular companion. Dress your best.
GEMINI (May 21-JWl20): Put career matters on the back burner and cultivate your
artistic, playful side. A taste of Katahdin's creative cuisine will prime your pump.
That summer fling becomes a fall fiasco.
CANCER (lun 21-Jul 22): Your social instincts are are excellent and serve as a
reliable guide. Do not be wedded to tradition. Katahdin's Daily Specials menu offers
somethjing new every day. An unexpected letter breathes new life into your holiday
plans.
LEO (lui 23-Aug 22): Your good humor and cheerful disposition sometimes seem
like an oasis in the desert. You shine in Katahdin's eclectic atmosphere. Learn more
about real estate.
VIRGO (Aug 23-Sept 22): In the near future you will need to impress an older
person with your financial acumen. Dinner at Katahdin should do the trick. Pay
attention to all correspondence, including mail-order contests.
LIBRA (Sept 23-0ct 22): You may be feeling unfashionable. Come to Katahdin and
discover that attentive and courteous service is always in style. Refuse to sign an
agreement you do not full y Wlderstand. Read the fine print.
SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21): Your diet takes center stage this autumn. Healthy
eating habits are essential. Try Katahdin's vegetarian specials, crisp salads, and other
delicious offerings. A blind date is an eye opener.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec 21): Your creative artistry reaches a peak this month;
take advantage of it. Carve a pumpmin or design a bewitching Halloween costume.
Avoid going into debt during the holidays.
CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19): See people as they really are, not what you wish
they were. You will become romantically entangled with a chocoholic in early
November. Treat this person to a Chocolate Mountain at Katahdin. You will make a
lifelong friend.
AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18): Do everything right the first time. You might not have
the chance to do things over. When entertaining important clients play it safe and
take them to Katahdin. You can rely on their consistently Good Cookin' and friendly
service.
PISCES (Feb 19-Mar 20): A promise may not be kept. This could put you in a
difficult situaton. Devote some time to planniong a weekend trip. A gift certificate to
Katahdin is a nice gesture to someone special.

I want to shar~ this knowledge, to
teach people how to care for self. This
is a different philosophy. Other
treatments make you depend on
others, depend on a doctor. But you
can
control
health

781-5100

Cannondale fV\5oo 15'
Specialized Rockhopper SpT 22'
. Trek 6000 All Sizes

$650 $500
525 450
649 549

1992 ROAD BIKES
Cannondale R500 56'
Cannondale R600 53',56',58'
Cannondale R900 56'
Speciahzed Sirrus SpT All Sizes

$869
875
1340
450

$699
699
1099
389

HYBRIDS
Cannondale H400 18'
Specialized CrossRoads 16.5'
Bianchi Project 5 17.5'
59 Federal Street, ;ortland ME
(207) 774·2933
Hours: 10-5:30 M-Sat
Many other sail blkls, tool

$649 $549
449 359
739 529
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ORGANIC
HAIR COLOR:
Introducing an
alternative to
chemical-based hair
color and henna I

talk
newsreal
Al Diamon
Facing fear
communal health
human rights
letters

• Inaulated jacket' and
snowsuits

• Waterproof .now panta
• Polartec® jackell
and hall
• Two piece
Polartec®

turtleneck.
and leggings
e Lycra
legging,

snowsuits
• Rainwear

• Warm hats
and 'ox
• Waterproof

newsreal

mittens

and glove.
eLong
-underwear

People-with all kinds of
hair can choose from a
whole range of colors
based on organically
grown flora. Call us nowl

To avoid conflict of Interest charges, Cumberland County

• Sweaters

District Attorney Stephanie Anderson will ship a probe of South Portland
petition fraud to the state attorney general's office. Anderson dismissed the
conflictofinterest charges-raised ina letter to her by South Portland resident
Jane Eberle - as "just absurd." Still, she sent the petition probe to state
prosecutors because she "didn't want a non-issue to become a big issue."
Eberle's letter questioned whether Anderson could impartially rule on the
probe since she had contributed $50 in 1991 to South Portland candidates
linked to the petition drive. Anderson explained that her contribution was
intended for Annette Holmes, a school board candidate who had worked for
Anderson's 1990 campaign. Anderson said the $50 was apparently divided by
Holmes' campaign treasurer into four$12.50 contribu tions, wi th one dona tion
going to a person who is now a potential defendant in the petition case.
The case stems from a June petition drive aimed at changing the way city
government operates. Police Chief Bob Schwartz said a handwriting expert
found that different signatures on the petitions appeared to have been
written by the same person.

773-4457
We're Maine's only
concept salon.
Extra
linen
in.lock.

ON THE CORNER OF MIDDLE &
EXCHANGE STREETS IN THE OLD PORT

273 Congress St., Portland 772-5357 e Open Mon-Fri. 8 - 6, Sat 8-5

Conflict of Interest was also denied by the new general

Nautilus
Maxi-Cam
Universal
Polaris
Unlimited Free Weights
Knjoy a workout with our state·of·the-art exercise
machines. Use what you need. Our professional staff is
here to assist you no matter what fitness level you are at.

HairBuilders
System

permanently!

appointment
today

HairBuilder's

881·8400
Oak Hill Plaza
Scarborough
Maine

,

LOCATIONS IN: BURLINGTON, VT.,
SCARBOROUGH & BANGOR, ME

Don't forgetour aerobic
classes include
something for
every level:

PEl
MONTH
In NOW AVAILAIU
CALL .01 DDAIU

TRY US OUT!
r

Wear it in any style you like.
And it's all perfectly
natural!
Call 'or an

manager of Portland's minor league baseball team. Charlie Eshbach,
who's leaving his post as president of the Eastern League to take the
Portland job, was a member of the committee that selected Portland as
the site for a new Double A team. But Eshbach said he had told other
members of the selection committee that Dan Burke, the Portland
club's principal owner, had offered him a job in June. Eshbach gave up
his voting rights on the selection committee but was asked by the
other members to stay on as an advisor.

.J"

...

Imagine!
Your hair!
Thicker, longer,
more beautiful!
The

can make short
hair long... thin
hair thick.. .
sparse hair
full ...
Our unique
process uses
your own hair
to create more
hair

-l
FREE

I
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• Street Jam
• Super Circuit
• As The Fat Burns
• Power Crunch

AT: Union Station
UNION:
I

..

~4

STATION!
with this coupon,

A review of the top news stories
effecting Greater Portland October
14 through 20.

~

expires
tI/5192
~=.1
.. _ _
__
___
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Fitdess

Union Station Plaza, Portland • 879-9114

Water rates will climb by nearly 40
percent for average families in Portland, South
Portland and Westbrook, according to a proposed
rate hike by Portland Water District. Under the
plan, monthly water bills for an average family
in the three cities will increase from $10.12 to
$13.90. At the same time, monthly bills for average families in the seven towns covered by the
district will increase from $17.37 to $19.59, or 12
percent.
"It's good to see some progress toward closing
the difference between city and town rates," said
Cape Elizabeth Town Manager Mike McGovern,
who' s led the towns in their fightagainst thedistrict's
dual rate structure. The rate hikes are largely due to
water quality improvements mandated by the federal
governmen t, accord ing to water district Treasurer Dick
Small. If approved by the state, the new rates will begin
to show in customer billings by early December.

Unsafe levels of lead were found in homes throughout
Greater Portland in tests by the Portland Water District. Drinking water in 68
percent of the "high-risk" homes sampled by the test contained levels of lead
above EPA standards, according to Dana Perkins, director of water quality for
PWD. High-risk homes were defined as those built between 1982and 1986 with
lead piping, lead-soldered pipes or brass fixtures, Perkins explained.
Lead, which is odorless, colorless and tasteless, can cause damage to the
brain, blood cells and kidneys in children. It's especially dangerous to infants
who drink baby fonnula and juices mixed with tap water. To protect
themselves, residents of high-risk homes should run their taps for 15 to 30
seconds if they haven't drawn water for several hours. For more infonnation
on how to detect risks, call the water district at 761-8310.
The Metro bus system won't seek as much money from
Portland and Westbrook as projected 'in its preliminary budget for 1993,
according to Metro General Manager Sarah deDoes. The preliminary budget
called for an additional $316,000 in subsidies from the twocitiesand prompted
speculation that bus service would be cut. ButdeDoesc1aimed the budget was
a "worst case" scenario and that Metro's request "would not be as large as
$300,000." She also said that Metro is leaning toward increasing, not decreasing, its service. Citizens will have a chance to air their views on Metro service
at a public forum from 6:30-9 p.m. on Oct. 29 at Portland High School.

Shuttle buses will start running from two parking lots through
downtown Portland in an effort to curb traffic and parking problems in the
city. The City Council approved an experimental, six-month shuttleprogram
by an 8-1 vote Oct. 19. The plan calls for shuttling commuters from parking
lots on Marginal Way and the Portland Fish Pier. The service will cost $19 a
month - compared to the average $65 per month parking garage chargeand may start as early as December.

•
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5& 7
6
8
12
14
15-16

Cumberland's police chief was suspended, with pay, pending an investigation into "personnel matters," according to Town Manager
RobertBenson. On theadviceof the town's lawyer, Benson refused to say any
more about his decision to suspend Police Chief Leon Planche on Oct. 13.
Planche has been at the center of several controversies during his tenure,
including shooting a dog in front of some children and rolling a new cruiser
and later admitting he had had a couple of drinks before the accident.
Private money Is driving public policy In Maine, according
to a stud y of campaign financing funded by the MacArthur Foundation. The
study of the 1990 election cycle drew four conclusions: Money is exploding
in Maine politics; most of the money is coming from business; business
money is self-interested money; and business money is carefully targeted.
The study found that state legislati ve campaigns are being financed by less
than 1 percent of the state's voters. Of the contributions analyzed by the
stud y, 58 percent came from business, 18 percent from the parties, 8 percent
from "ideological interests" and 6 percent from labor. Contributions from
business were well-aimed at legislative leaders, who received 84 percent of
their campaign money from business.

Portland's phone system was overloaded by a radio
station contest on successive Thursdays, Oct. 1 and 8. During a call-in
contest at WMGX, phone calls coming into Portland jumped from
68.000 to 203,000, jamming New England Telephone'S system for the
entire city,including911 service. Asa result, people who tried to reach
out and touch someone via phone couldn't even get a dial tone. The
problem was solved Oct. 15 when WMGX lowered the flood of
incoming calls by switching its search for the contest-winning 93rd
caller to the ninth caller. If such an overload were to occur during a
natural d isaster, phone company spokesman Peter Kovach
said, callers should stay on the line and they would
eventually get a dial tone. Kovach also said the
phone company could alter the system so "priori ty calls" - those involving public safety - could be
made.

Linda Bean has broken the $1 million
mark in her effort to unseat 1st District Congressman Tom Andrews, with nearly all of her funds
coming from her own bank accounts. According to
financial disclosure forms filed with the secretary of
state's office, the Bean campaign has spent $1,111,764
as of Oct. 14. Bean has loaned herself $938,815 of that
amount. Financial figures for Andrews were available
only for contributions and spending through the end of
September. According to Andrews' documents, his campaign has spent $504,392 and raised $581,226 since the
race began. Figures were unavailable on how much
Andrews has lent his campaign, but preliminary figures
indicated he had made no loans to his re-election bid in the
first nine months of this year.

Leaders of Maine's Christian Civic League voted Oct. 17to
put off launching a petition drive aimed at requiring voter approval of any
gay rights measure passed by state lawmakers. League directors decided to
shelve the petition drive while awaiting the outcome of a state Supreme
Court challenge to their plan filed by Maine's secretary of state.
League leaders still believe their bid to make voter ratification a prerequisite of any gay rights law is legal, said Jasper Wyman, the league's executive
director. But Wyman noted that given petition filing deadlines and other
considerations, the board's decision means there will be no referendum on
the issue in 1993. If Portland voters approve a human rights ordinance on
Nov. 3, state legislators are expected to propose a similar statewide measure.
Reported by Allan Dowd, Bob Young and the ASSlJciateJi Press,
illustration by John Bowdren

Ie
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Albert was sitting in his easy
: il i • i [:.}, II~I'"chair,Lyman
watching a ballgame, when a ~ullet

fired two miles away shattered the sliding
glass door of his Mattawamkeag home.
Police Chief Terry Thompson said Oct. 16 that the bullet came from a
7 .62mm Japanese military assault rifle two men were using fortarget practice.
Thompson said it appeared that the bullet hit a stump root, ricocheted up,
traveled through the air and came down in the glass door.
"It is terribly frightening to think a bullet can travel that far and come into
your house," said Albert's wife Barbara. "What is someone doing with a highpowered rifle like that?"
Thompson said the method of target shooting used by the men was not the
safest. He said they would have been better off shooting in a gravel pit.
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Andrews and Bean chill

Casco &y Wuldy

&other

mistakes
• By AI Diamon

Nowhere to run

\2~

Chickerfdinner

under five bucks
A quarter chicken-slow roasted over an open flamewith homemade mashed potatoes, fresh vegetables &
roll or cornbread: with leg & thigh $4.09, or breast $4.59

~,d~P.ft~~~~

Forest Ave.. Portland (Exit 6B, 1·295), next door In Raff"s

SPECIAL
6 Oceana Roses
The Rolls Royce
of Roses

$22.50

~
~~~~9N'S :9cj~BA~rB?w~~tS
Portland
774-5946

westbrook

Delivery Available

854-2518

FACT:
93% of Americans agree that excercise is
related to Good Health . However that's not
enough to motivate them to do it. '

Shut up and die like
an aviator

THEORY:
But, having more energy, improved
performance, looking Detter and feeling more
in control, does.

EXERCISE AT THE
WOMEN'S FITNESS STUDIO!
INTRODUCTORY OFFER: 4 Weeks of un limited

If Bill Clinton is elected president on
Nov. 3 it'll likely mark the end of Senate
Majority Leader George Mitchell's
presidential ambitions. For nearly two
years Mitchell has been on everyone's
short list of potential Democratic candidates for the White House and was
considered a sure bet to make the 1996
race. But that scenario assumed the
Democratic nominee in 1992 would be
another wombat from the MondaleDukakis school of political ineptitude.
When Clinton refused to follow form by
folding, the '96 picture changed radically.
Mitchell and other big-name Democrats who chickened out of running
against George Bush this year have
probably missed their chances altogether.
By the time Clinton relinquishes his lease
on 1600 Pennsylvania Ave., Mitchell,
who's 59, will be too old and too associated with the old guard in Congress to
wrest the nomination away from the likes
of AI Gore or the young Turks that rise to
prominence in the Clinton administration.
If Ointon wins this year, he's virtually
assured the nomination in 1996. That
means the next opening for a Mitchell bid
for the presidency would come in the
year 2000 when he would be 67 years old,
and completing his fourth full term in the
Senate. At a time when the talk of term
limits and congressional turnover is
growing, that may be too long to expect
anyone to hang on to the majority
leader's job.
Worse still for our George may be the
loss of power and prestige that inevitably
befalls a Senate leader when a president
of his party assumes office. Once Clinton
is inaugurated, the days when Mitchell
and House Speaker Tom Foley set the
Democratic agenda will be over. Gone
will be the role of chief spokesman for the
opposition, replaced by the majority
leader's new job as chief Capitol Hill
errand boy for the Clinton regime. It's
tough to run for the top job from a
platform that amounts to being little
more than a big-name toady.
Mitchell won't be the only one to
suffer the pangs of unfulfilled political
passion. Many of Maine's most ambitious
public officials (Congressman Tom
Andrews' comes to mind) have concocted
elaborate strategies based on Mitchell
vacating the Senate seat in '96. It appears
they'll have to find other outlets
(Andrews vs. Sen . Bill Cohen in 1996?), or
wait until at least the tum of the century.

$ Oi'HY

aeroblC/ step/toning classes and 5 FREE TANS
•

)( ~

Women's
Fitnes~Studio
(rear) 170 US Rt 1, Falmouth 781-4502

59
Ott '-:. I ('

~
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Gov. John McKernan, the state cochairman of the Bush-Quayle campaign,
asked by WMGX radio how his candidate
did in the first presidential candidates'
debate: '1 thought that the president did
as well as could be expected, and that, I
think, was probably a slight win for the
president, not on debating points, but on
the fact that his conviction, and his
decency, and his program finally came
through. I don't think he has to win on
debating points."
Just before the second debate, presidential spokesman Marlin Fitzwater

predicted Bush would win "by 40
debating points."

Everybody's got something
to hide except for me and
my monkey
Repu blican congressional candidate
Linda Bean's former campaign manager,
Paul (rhymes with folly) Volle has
recovered from being canned in September, and is operating out of a "very
secret" office on Washington Avenue in
Portland. According to a source familiar
with the Bean Team, Volle still supplies
Bean with computer services and
continues to have a major hand in
formulating her strategy.
Volle lost his job as campaign chief in
September when Bean started losing
moderate GOP votes. Many moderate
Republicans wanted nothing to do with
Volle after he staged a bitter, but unsuccessful, right-wing revolt aimed at taking
over the party. His lawsuit against the
GOP state committee and his conviction
for shoplifting haven't made him any
more acceptable politically.
So Volle was moved out of Bean's
Forest Avenue headquarters to an office
building near L.L. Bean's Northport
Business Park location (just a coincidence,
probably). Staff and volunteers sent to the
new office are told, "The press is not to
know about it."

Sounds of silence
Volle is not the only political embarrassment to go under cover lately.
Attorney Richard Slosherg, a leader of the
anti-gay rights group "Concerned
Portland Citizens" (CPC), has vanished
from the organization's debating team.
Slosberg shared the podium with CPC
founder James Duran on Sept. 30 for the
first debate on repealing Portland's gay
rights ordinance. He distinguished
himself by declaring that homosexuals
were "in the same league" as people who
practice bestiality and prostitution.
That was just a warm-up for the
second debate on Oct.!. Slosberg got into
a shouting match with one audience
member, called another "a dirty little
sqUirt," accused the City Council sponsor
of the ordinance of betraying his ancestors, and stormed out of the hall.
Since then, Slosberg has been out of
the loop. Requests for CPC members to
speak on the repeal effort are referred to
Duran, who tells callers he's the only one
available for speeches and debates. When
reinforcements are needed, as was the
case for the Oct. 15 televised debate,
Christian Civic League of Maine director
Jasper Wyman drives down from
Waterville.
Slosberg couldn't be reached for
comment. Just as well, probably. (lW

Ross Perot's not the only one who's all ears.
Our aural extremities are flapping like mad in
the chilly fall breeze. 1f you have hot air from
the campaigns, lukewarm voter reactions or
cold facts, send them to this column, care of
Casco Bay Weekly, 551A Congress St.,
Portland, ME 04101 . Or rattle our lobes
directly by calling 775-6601.

powerful House Democrats to oppose
If their first televised deba te was any
funding for military contracts aimed at
indication, congressional candidates
Bath Iron Works and Saco Defense. The
Linda Bean and Tom Andrews are
money was later restored by Congress.
turning down the heat as the election
"The point is that Tom is willing to
nears. The two candidates disagreed on
throw jobs away in the defense arena in
just about every issue during the hourMaine," Bean said.
long debate on WGME-1V, but both
But Andrews attacked the bomber
steered clear of the mudslinging that
program as "pork barrel" spending and
has marked the race to date.
On the economy, Bean repeated her
a flying dinosaur of the Cold War.
Andrews said the billions of dollars
calls for a cut in the capital gains tax rate
earmarked for the bomber could be
and plugged a budget-cutting proposal
better spent on educadrafted by a conservation and social
tive Washington think
"We have to have a IIttl
tank. She claimed the
e
programs in Maine.
plan would balance the ' break_ We've had a
Andrews and Bean
federal budget in five
decade of environmental
showed their greatest
advocacy, now let's have philosophical difference
years without touching
near the end of the
entitlement programs
one for jobs advocacy."
debate
when discussing
such as Social Security
Linda Bean
protection of the
and Medicare.
environment.
Andrews avoided
Bean, who was fined by the Departspecifics in calling for greater investment of Environmental Protection
ment in areas such as education and the
several years ago for infractions at her
nation's infrastructure, but maintained
Windsor farm, said environmental
that "growing" the economy will help
regulations such as wetland protection
close the deficit.
were eroding private property rights
Both candidates hedged on the
and costing jobs.
proposed North American Free Trade
"We have to have a little break," she
Agreement. Andrews echoed the line of
said. "We've had a decade of environDemocratic presidential candidate Bill
mental advocacy, now let's have one for
Clinton by saying he would support
jobs advocacy."
protection to the environment and more
Andrews said Bean was promoting a
money to retain Americans who lose
"myth" that protecting the environment
their jobs to cheaper Mexican labor.
hurts the economy. He countered that a
Bean accused Andrews of not taking
healthy environment promotes jobs.
a stand on the treaty with Mexico and
"Let's build an economy that we can not
Canada, but then admitted she would
only
make ourselves prosperous with,
need more information before saying
but that we can hand down to our
how she would vote.
children," said Andrews.
Bean repeated a charge she had made
The two candidates plan to have at
early in the campaign, that Andrews'
least two more televised debates before
"grandstanding" in opposition to the
Election Day.
B-2 bomber program caused several
Allan Dowd

Riding on natural gas
It handled like a regular car, accelerated like a regular car and looked like a
regular car, but the new Ford Crown
Victoria was so much quieter than a
regular car it didn't even seem to be
running. That's because the car was
powered by natural gas, not gasoline.
Representatives from Ford and
Northern Utilities, who made the car
vailable for test drives at Southern
Maine Technical College in South
Portland Oct. 20, hope it eventually
forces

I iI=lll'ki r(~ll ~:~;:

cars off
the roads. They said that natural gas,
which is plentiful in North America,
could help reduce the country's dependence on Middle East petroleum
products and cause much less harm to
the environment than gasoline-burning
engines.
John Chandler, an air quality specialist
at the Maine Department of Environmental Protection, agreed that natural gas
vehicles could "go a long way" toward
reducing the smog problems faced by
coastal Maine communities every
summer. He said they would also give
the state "some breathing room" in
complying with federal Environmental
Protection Agency demands that smog
levels be reduced.
According to Ford, natural gaspowered engines produce 80 percent
less hydrocarbon and carbon monoxide
emissions than conventional gasoline
engines.

Although the prototype on display in
South Portland cost about $40,000, Ford
claims the price could rival that of a
conventional car once the new models
are mass-produced . The vehicle has a
range of about 200 miles on a full load
of fuel.
While natural gas is increasingly
available as fuel for cars across the
country, there aren't any natural gas
filling stations in Maine. Natural gas
advocates want to create local demand
by interesting the managers of vehicle
fleets in the new technology.
Besides the environmental benefits
natural gas advocates say the fuel is the
equivalent of about 50 cents per gallon
cheaper than gasoline and that maintenance costs for vehicles powered by
natural gas are about 50 percent less than
those for gasoline-powered vehicles.
There are now 800,000 natural gas
vehicles in use around the world, with
50,000 in Canada alone. Recognizing the
environmental advantages of natural
gas and its ready supply, the Canadian
government took steps to make sure the
fuel was widely available for vehicles
and offered subsidies to help pay for the
conversion of gasoline-powered
vehicles to natural gas.
Northern Utilities will host a conference of state officials, environmentalists
and fleet vehicle managers to discuss
natural gas on Nov. 4, from 8 a.m.-5
p.m. at the Portland Marriott in South
Portland. For more information, call
797-8002.
Garry Beausoleil
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Facing fear
Violence spurs Portland's human rights ordinance

Reg. $30 lhru lomm

RICI(
HAUTALA
BOOK SIGNING

• Story IJy Miske Pietkiewicz
• PhotoslJy Tonee Harbert
A rainbow flag flutters outside the glass door of Chris
Castiglia and Chris Reed's renovated Victorian home in
Portland.
•
Inside, it's the picture of quiet domesticity - in the
kitchen a wicker basket full of clean laundry waits to be
folded and a plate of zucchini bread sits covered with Saran
Wrap on the counter.
It could be just another yuppie dream. But it's not.
Instead, it's an attempt by two gay men to buy a little
security against discrimination and harassment.
"One of the things that made me insist on having to buy a
house was just being really tired of feeling that if a landlord
didn't like who I was, I could be evicted," said Reed.
In the beveled windows that face the street, Reed and
Castiglia have placed two prominent fluorescent yellow and
black signs urging passersby to "Vote No" [to discrimination].
These two signs do more than encourage a no vote on
Portland's upcoming human rights referendum Nov. 3.
They symbolize the journey that finally led Castiglia and
Reed to their homeowner status.

Seeking shelter from the storm

DARK SlENCE

OCTOBER 24 • 1·8 PM

FACE PAINTING
11 AM-1 PM
AND SCARY STORIES READ

bool.{land
NORTHGATE LOCATION ONLY
797-9274

Reed and Castiglia are college sweethearts. They just
celebrated their 10th anniversary as a couple. And for the first
time in their academic careers - Reed has a Ph.D. in art
history, Castiglia, one in American literature - they have jobs
teaching at the same schoo\, the University of Southern Maine.
For six years before they moved to Portland, the couple
lived and worked in different states, seeing each other only
on weekends. Even in the liberal academic world it is difficult
for gay and lesbian couples to find jobs at the same schooL
"There are structures in place in certain schools to make
jobs for married couples, but people don't take gay relationships seriously," said Castiglia. "In fact, they assume that if
it's between taking a job and losing a paTtner, you'd much
rather lose your partner."
Reed noted that the argument commonly leveled against
gay people is that they're immoral because they're not like
straight people. "But as soon as we act like straight people,"
he said, "as soon as we have frank and open relationships,
committed relationships, long-term relationships, then that
becomes the badge of our deviance and they use that to
discriminate against us.
"It's a constant cycle of you're blamed no matter what
decision you make."
The first time Reed and Castiglia tried to become
homeowners was in 1985, when they wanted to purchase a
co-op apartment in New Haven, Conn. They were turned
down because they were perceived as being a gay couple.

"Since it was a co-op, the sale had to be approved by all
the co-op members," said Reed. "Unfortunately, the realtor,
who lived in the building, had tipped them off that we
were both guys- and probably gay- so they would n' t
even meet with us."
"We never even told them we were a couple or used the
gay word," added Castiglia. '1t's not like we were holding
hands and saying, 'Oh, this would be a nice bedroom for
us,' They just assumed that two guys living in a place
together, we must be gay."
So Reed and Castiglia used a gay realtor and a gay
lawyer to handle the closing of their Portland purchase in
1991. "And we've only had gay workers work on the
house," said Castiglia. "We have tried to crea te sort of a
protected atmosphere. We guard against these kinds of
things now because we don't trust people to deal with us
honestl y and fairly."
Century 21 broker Chris Behan sold Reed and Castiglia
their house. He said he has learned from experience to hide
the sexual identity of his clients.
"A couple of years ago I was selling a house near USM. A
gay couple was trying to buy the house and wrote an offer,"
he said. "The sellers refused to make a counter offer because
they said they'd lived in that house for 20 years, raised five
kids there and didn't want to sell to a gay couple."
Gay and lesbian sellers also face discrimination. Behan
was selling a house for a gay couple last spring for which
the buyers were trying to get a Federal Housing Authority
(FHA) loan. In an aside to the broker representing the
buyers, the FHA appraiser surveying the house said, "Do
you know these guys are fags?"
Behan said when the appraisal carne back there was an
unreasonable list of repairs the sellers would have to
complete before the FHA would approve the loan. Behan
called in a complaint, mentioning the appraiser's comments
to FHA officials. "I'he list of necessary repairs was immediately reduced by one-half," said Behan. "Can I prove this
was discrimination? I don't know."
Portland's human rights ordinance would make discrimination by sellers, buyers and housing loan grantors illegal.
Reflecting on the couple's attempts to find housing, Reed
said, 'The vast majority of straight people - particularly
those with whom you have a financial relationship - are
fine about us being gay. But it only takes one person to
screw up your life."

Lack of laws thwarts police
But it doesn't take legal discrimination to screw up a life.
A hate crime can also do it.

Another night after she had asked them to leave, 15 boys
The Portland human rights ordinance would not explicstaged a pseudo-rally in front of Wade's house. "I'hey were
itly address hate crimes directed at those perceived to be
chanting, 'Hell no, we won't go! Fuck you dykes and
gay and lesbian. But as Portland Police Chief Michael
queers!'" recalled Wade. 'Then they started throwing rocks
Chitwood said, "We can't combat these bias crimes unless
at the house." Wade reported the incident to police, who
gays are free to report them to us without fear of discriminawere unable to find any of the youth.
tion for coming forward."
Last summer the kids allegedly stole pieces of her
Michael P. Asen, a lawyer with the Portland firm of Mittel,
clothing off the line and other items from her car. 'Then it
Asen, Eggert & Hunter, said this fear is valid. He said he
got to where every time I went outside to get
turns away several cases a year in which
my mail it would be, 'Hey, there's that dyke,
members of the gay and lesbian community
"Violence doesn't
there's that queer.'"
have been denied places to live or lost their
happen in a vacuum.
But incidents of harassment are not just
jobs because of their sexual orientation.
It
emerges
from
a
committed by long-haired teenagers and
'The types of cases that have been sent
away would have been actionable had the
eontext that nurtures testosterone-laced adolescents.
Professor Chris Castiglia was si tting in his
discrimination been based upon sex or
that violence."
office
on the USM campus when a group of
creed," he said. '1t is among the most difficult
Lt. Mark Dion
college students ran by, yelling anti-gay
advice that I have ever had to render a client."
epithets through his door. Castiglia, who is
Lori, a Portland School of Art graduate,
legally blind, chased them down the hall but lost them in
was a victim of a bias crime in Portland. She is afraid to use
the crowded stairwell.
her last name because her new address is listed in the phone
'The university offered to move my office to a safer
book and she fears attack.
location," he said. "But I refuse to be harassed back into the
Lori lived in a Salem Street apartment. One evening she
closet."
left her apartment to walk her girlfriend home. When she
These incidents are not crimes, but the Portland police
returned, she found her front door blockaded by her VW
keep them on file for future reference. '1t's a short step from
bug. It had been picked up, carried across the street and
verbal harassment to physical violence," noted Lt. Mark Dion,
dumped on her doorstep. '1 lived in a fairly mixed neighwho heads the police department's Hate Crime Task Force.
borhood and thought it was just some young people playing
around," said Lori.
Discrimination to violence: one step
But the next night, glancing out her window, she saw a
young man pouring something from a metal can into her
Dion said that when he first read Lori's police report it
gas tank. The police later identified the substance as lighter
brought tears to his eyes. 'That's when I realized that we
fluid. "He went and talked with a group of seven teenagers
needed to do something about hate crimes in Portland," he said.
about 30 feet away. As he walked back toward my car I saw
Concerned Portland Citizens, the group opposing
the fire in his hand," she said.
Portland's human rights ordinance, claims that "no factual
"I ran out and yelled, 'Stop!' said Lori. 'We chased each
evidence supports the claim that widespread violence and
other around the car. He threw the flaming rag on the
discrimination exist in our city."
But Dion said it's deceptive to demand widespread
ground and took off down the alley."
Lori said she was terrified. "It would have been bad
statistical evidence of this kind of violence in order to justify
the ordinance. "It's like asking how many women live in an
enough if it had stopped there," she said. "But later that
night they smashed the windshield and scribbled "DYKES"
abusive home," he said. "If the abuse is working, no one
knows. Furthermore, if there is a prevalent atmosphere of
across the side of the car in large red letters."
Lori grabbed a few articles of clothing and moved in with
discrimination, and no laws in place to protect a person,
her girlfriend across town. Two days later she returned to
how do you expect them to report the crime?"
her apartment to retrieve her phone messages. The same
Dion said there is a direct link between violence against
young men stood in front of her door with sticks in their
gays and lesbians in Portland and an ordinance that would
hands. As she drove by they acknowledged her with a little
ban discrimination.
wave. "Needless to say, I kept on driving," she said.
"When we talk to a hate crime survivor, what we discover
When Lori returned to her apartment for the last time, the
is that the particular incident is one in a series of chronic
door and windows were open and everything of value had
experiences," he said. "Violence doesn't occur in a vacuum.
been stolen_ She reported this incident to the police as well.
It emerges from a context that nurtures that violence,"
"1 dyed my hair a very deep bright red and moved across
Dion recalled a particularly brutal case of harassment
town," she said.
recently directed at two gay professional men in Portland.
"What we're asking for is very basic," said Lori, "just to be
The harassers began by throwing rocks through the men's
able to have a place to live, to be able to walk in a restaurant
windows, then found other ways to shatter their peace.
and to be able to get a loan.
"Everyday those perpetrators
These are not big things. Just
twisted the screw in some
basic human rights.
way," said Dion.
"I don't think most
He said the harassers
heterosexuals realize that on
effectively turned the men's
some level the reality of
home into a prison . 'The gay
diScrimination is big enough
men blocked the windows
that most of us walk around
facing their tormentors ....
in fear for our lives," she said.
[Their thinking] was like, 'Out
According to Portland
of sight, out of mind. How
police, Lori's was not an
can I be more invisible?'"
isolated experience. FiftyThe men built "a refuge three of the 70 hate crimes
a prison courtyard" in their
reported in the past two
backyard, according to the
years were directed at gays
lieutenant. They also stopped
and lesbians, an average of
leaving home by their front
more than two a month.
door. Instead they climbed
For the past two summers,
out their bedroom window
Cindy Wade, a 29-year-old
and cut through someone
Shop 'n Save employee, has
else's yard to the street above
been harassed in her East
theirs - all because they
End neighborhood.
were afraid to walk down
At first it seemed to be just
their own street.
a case of teenagers strutting
The final blow came when
their independence by
someone dumped a load of
jumping the fence into
chlorinated water into the
Wade's yard and trampling
men's garden. The chemical
through her garden. '1 told
burnt up all the plants and
them not to cut through many
grass. "Now even their
times," she said. "At first they
prison was destroyed," said
said, 'Yeah, yeah,' then they
Dion. "So they did what any
got smart alecky and finally
rational person would do.
lori stands In her former nelehbOrhood, She moved from her
they started yelling 'dyke'
They moved."
Continued on p"ge 11
house (In the bac~und) after being harassed.
and 'queer' at me,"
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DISCRIMINATION
IN PORTLAND
PAID ADVERTISEMENT

M.e. Hothem D.O., P.A.
1192 Forest Ave., Portland
(207) 797-9155

Osteopathic Diagnosis & Treatment
of the Whole Person
including

Elect Esther Clenott,

This incident would have
been a classic case for a civil
rights injunction, Dion
explained. But the men
weren't open about their
sexuality at their jobs. They
feared that going public
would cause an eruption at
work - and then no place
would be safe.
Cases like this one thwart
police in their jobs. According to Dion, if the ordinance
doesn't pass, "[Voters] are
saying that this community
is not founded on principles
of inclusion but rather, is
willing to rationalize exclusion. That will have
consequences, including
flashpoints of violence. And
at that point, the problem of
discrimination will become a
police event."
"Finally," he said, "it's a
wink and a nod that this
behavior is 01<. Is a 17-yearold going to make the
sophisticated conclusion that
it's OK to push a gay person
out of an apartment but not
OK to push him off the
sidewalk?

''The climate here is really
bad," said Castiglia. "We go
for a walk every night and
pretty regularly we have
people screaming at us in the
street."
Reed said they get
harassed whether they act
like a couple or not. "We
don't hold hands in public
because the feeling I have
when I feel like holding
hands is not a feeling of
making an aggressive public
statement.
''That's something that
heterosexuals just never
think about, partirularly if
they're not the ones who are
out there bashing people. It
never occurs to them what
it's like to always have that
on your mind even when it's
not happening."
Castiglia said that sometimes when he and Reed
hold hands in their car, truck
drivers yell "1 hope you die
of AIDS!" at them.
In such a patently hostile
environment, the safety of
Cindy Wade stands In the backyard of her home, where
their home seems very
neIghborhood youths Jumped the fence on several occasions
fragile - and even more
to terrorize her.
vital to safeguard.
Castiglia took hold of Reed's hand. "People always talk
about
how we should just keep this private and not bring it
The spirit of the law
into
the
public. But that's just foolishness because people
Rush hour traffic had picked up outside Chris Reed and
invade
our
privacy all the time," he said.
Chris Castiglia's house. Two people strolled by and glanced
''There's no place where you're just safe, where you're
up at the "Vote No" Signs.
protected and private." caw
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The letter of the law
Portland's human rights ordinance
was sponsored last May by City Councilor Peter O'Donnell and passed by a 7-1
vote. Three weeks after it was passed,
opponents of the law collected enough
signatures to force a referendum to
repeal it. At that point the law was
suspended.
According to O'Donnell, the ordinance resulted from a number of cases
documented by Portland police in which
gays and lesbians were afraid to report
crimes for fear of public recrimination.
MOpponents of the ordinance claim
the problem is not widespread," he said.
"But whose threshold of discrimination
do we have to meet here? For me, it
doesn't matter if there's one person or 20
people being discriminated against in
Portland. In either case, it's not 01(."
If the ordinance stays in place,
O'Donnell said Portland will join 115
other cities that have instituted similar
laws. MJ want this city to be a leader in
the state in tenns of the standards we set
for how we treat all our citizens," he said.
"The responsibility of government is
to establish community, not division,"
said Portland Mayor Charles W. Harlow.
"To discourage anybody's rights,
whether they be homosexual, heterosexual or bisexual, would be to cause
division - which I'm not interested in
doing at all. I'm interested in bringing
community together, as one."
The language of the document is
modeled on that of the Maine Human
Rights Act. However, unlike the state
law, the burden of proof rests on the
plaintiff.
Paul Lavin, a Portland lawyer, said
this will "effectively discourage

frivolous allegations. If a plaintiff has to
come up with the funds to retain a
lawyer, he or she will probably not
pursue a case unless they have solid
evidence of discrimination."
A long list of organizations support
the ordinance including the Portland
Community Chamber of Commerce.
The chamber represents more than 600
city businesses, 80 percent of which
have 20 or fewer employees.
The ordinance bans discrimination
based on sexual orientation in four
areas:

Employment
It is unlawful for an employer,
because of a person's actual or perceived
sexual orientation, to discriminate with
regards to recruiting, hiring, tenure.
promotion, transfer, compensation,
tenns, conditions, privileges of employment, or any other matter directly or
indirectly related to employment.
Fraternal organizations are exempt if
they only employ people who are
members of that group. All religiOUS
corporations, associations or organizations are also exempt.

Housing
It is unlawful for an owner, lessee,
managing agent, real estate broker, or
housing loan grantor to discriminate on
the basis of actual or perceived sexual
orientation through inquiry as to sexual
orientation; refusal to show, rent, let or
sell; refusal to grant equal price, tenns,
conditions or privileges; or eviction.
Roommate situations are exempt.

Public accommodation
It is unlawful for any owner, lessee,
proprietor, manager, agent or employee
of any place of public accommodation to
refuse, withhold from or deny to any
person, on account of sexual orientation,
any of the accommodations, advantages,
facilities, or privileges of such place of
public accommodation, or to discriminate
against any person in the price, terms or
conditions of such accommodations,
advantages, facilities and privileges.

13 Royal Ave .. Fllleport

865·9214
Mon·Thu 9-6:30
Fri 9-4:30. Sat B-3
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Credit

Community
Cable Network

It is unlawful for any creditor to
refuse the extension of credit to any
person solely on the basis of sexual
orientation in any credit transactions.
No exemptions.
The ordinance does not require the
teaching of any particular subject in the
public schools and does not require any
form of affirmative action based on
sexual orientation.
A violation of the code provision is
considered a civil infraction, which is
enforceable in the Maine Superior Court,
with the burden of proof imposed on the
party seeking relief. In addition to
injunctive and monetary relief, a court
may award attorney's fees to the
prevailing party. Civil penal damages
may also be assessed ($1,000 for a first
offense, $2,000 for a second, $3,000 for a
third). A civil action must be commenced within two years of the alleged
discriminatory act.
"My sense is that there will be very
few cases," said O'Donnell, "but this
ordinance will allow people to have
recourse to injustices done to them."
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Can anyone be healthy

13

in an unhealthy world?

• By Miclulel Ventura

The statistics are overwhelming: We're sick.
It's not just that we have the most overweight population in
the West, nor that we have the highest infant mortality rate of
any industrialized country in the world. It's not that heart
disease is the worst epidemic since the plague, nor that one in
three Americans will get cancer, nor that it's been documented
beyond quibbling that most of this pain could be prevented by
more naturally grown food, fewer chemicals in the environment, less rat-racing and more exercise.
It's not even that our young people, in addition to being the
most ignorant, are also the fattest, the wheeziest, the least
physically active and the most neglected (13 million latchkey
children under the age of 14) of any developed country on
Earth.
No, the sickest thing about us is: That we hear these facts
over and over again (the data is undeniable and has been
broadcast for years), yet, as a people, we do nothing.
And we tolerate elected representatives who do worse than
nothing. who collaborate in causing these conditions. Their reelection coffers bulge with dollars contributed by the same
corporations that, in effect, sell ill health in
pretty packages.
So we're not just sick - we're crazy.
Because it's crazy to have had this
information for years, and to have done next
to nothing.
We're so dazed we can't seem to take in
two congruent facts. One: The United States
is the least healthy major industrialized
nation. Two: The United States is the only
major industrialized nation without nationalized health care. The American people,
their government, insurance companies and
the American Medical Association act as
though these two facts have nothing to do
with each other. Which is to say, the politicians are killing us because they don't want
to make waves; the insurance lobbies are killing us because
nationalized health care would gut their power base; the
doctors are killing us because they want to die rich; and we're
killing ourselves by letting these bastards get away with
killing us.
We can't seem to see what's in front of our eyes. When
asked, as a people, to describe ourselves, we give dysfunctional answers, answers that are contradictory and/or don't
correspond to reality. On the first day of the 1990s, the results
of a nationwide poll were published. According to the poll,
Honly 5 percent of Americans consider themselves to be in
poor health" - despite massive data to the contrary.
In that same poll, 89 percent claim to be "satisfied" with
"the way your life is going." although 25 percent "feel unsafe
walking alone at night in their own neighborhoods," while
half of us keep a gun in our homes, and Hone in 10 reported
that they or a member of their household has been the victim
of a serious crime in the past year."
During the '80s, as reported in USA Todily, handguns alone
killed more than 75,000 Americans. That's half again as many
as died in Vietnam. In 10 years of a shooting war, fewer
Americans got shot dead than during 10 years of "peace" in
their own country. Yet 89 percent claim to be satisfied. This
poll describes, albeit unintentionally, a dysfunctional population - a population incapable of connecting the dots.
People who can't describe themselves can't change. (At
least not consciously.) All of which may be connected to the
scariest statistic of all, parroted proudly by Walter Cronkite a
few years ago on a Special celebrating the 50th year of television: '1n this country we do more TV watching a day than
anything else except sleep." Take that in. As a people, we
. watch TV more than we work, more than we play, more than
we talk, more than we have sex, more than we walk, more
than we do anYthing except sleep. Watching TV and sleeping
constitute the bulk of our collective life.
What is such a people loyal to? What can such a people
believe in? What can such a people contribute? Is it so
surprising that these are the unhealthiest people in the
developed world? Will history one day describe us as a
culture that lulled itself, technologically, into a state of trance
- a trance so deep that the culture could no longer make
sense of the information crucial to maintain itself?
This is where you have to start when you talk about health
in America: that, when compared to much of the world, we
have become a physically weak people, in a plagued environment, suffering from a self-induced·state of severe
dysfunction.

Specter No.1: drugs
Dr. Ronald K. Siegel, author of Intorication, has been quoted
as saying that tobacco kills 1,000 Americans per day. New
information suggests that it may be low. Current research on
the lethal effects of "indoor pollution," primarily tobacco
smoke, may drive the statistics much higher.
Yet tobacco, though medically addictive, is a legal drug.
Advertised. Sold freely. Still accepted in most places as a
social institution. The movement against smoking grows
stronger every year, but cigarette sales are still brisk. Another
little-known fact is that Americans die every year from
prescription-<lrug "problems."
Doctor prescribes a drug, patient takes the drug, and zap.
Ether one of these figures (365,000 tobacco casualties, 125,000
prescription-<lrug mistakes), much less the two figures
combined, describe many, many more than the total number
of people killed by heroin, crack, coke, PCP, handguns and
AIDS yearly.
Many studies suggest that it's the very illegality of drugs
that causes the trouble. If drugs weren't illegal, the crime rate
would dip way, way down. Prescription
drugs are more fatal, alcohol is as degenerative, and tobacco is far more fatal and
degenerative. Why, then, the terrible fear of
the illegal, mind-altering drugs?
Plainly the society, at least as expressed by
its government, doesn't want minds to alter.
That's the crime as society sees it; and thus
far it's been willing to tolerate the worst
levels of violence and imprisonment in
Western social history in order to insist that
mind-altering is criminal.
Is this, or is this not, collectively dysfunctional: creating conditions of massive
violence in order to eradicate a nonviolent
practice? Is American society so uncertain of
its own concept of "mind" that it's literally
driven crazy by any other state of mind? And must all of our
lives be disrupted by this institutionalized insecurity?
Remember that massive drug use is an American problem.
In Europe, and in most of the rest of the world, a tiny
percentage of the society uses drugs, and the crime rate is
minuscule in comparison to that of the United States. America
is the drug market.
Americans use the drugs partly to get into other states of
mind, and partly as a desperate reaction against the general
dysfunction of their society; and their society respondsthrough its institutions, dysfunctionally - against all the
studies, against all the data, i.e., against reality, and creates a
situation ultimately much more dangerous to its people and its
institutions than the use of mind-altering drugs could ever be.
This is madness. This is a society putting itself at risk - for
no goddamned reason. Who can speak of "health" in a society
like this?

Specter No.2: AIDS
Statistically, it's unlikely that AIDS will ever equal heart
disease as a killer. Yet the causes of heart disease are comparatively easy to tend. So why did it take the heart-<lisease
activists the better part of a century to create the level of
awareness that the AIDS activists have created in less than a
decade? Because when you think "heart disease," you don't
think "sex."
Remember that tobacco kills a thousand Americans per
day.
If AIDS were killing a thousand Americans per day (in July
of this year the Centers for Disease Control estimated the
figure at 110 a day), the country would be in a state of total
hysteria. Every newscaster would knell the previous day's
death figure - a little higher or lower than a thousand.
Everywhere people would be horrified into sexual paralysis
by "the plague." Billions would be spent on research.
The culture, from its heights to its depths, would be in a
state of alternately panicked and stupefied shock.
I suspect that, as has happened during many of history's
plagues, people would need a scapegoat, and that gays, artists
and bohemians in general would be mobbed and murdered
everywhere - would, in fact, feel lucky if they were only
penned up by a government that had suspended all civil
rights for the duration of the emergency. For few would
question that the random and premature deaths of a thousand
people a day constitute an emergency.
I don't mean to minimize the horrors of AIDS. Especially if
you've done some walking on the wild side, you can't have a

money or their beauty or in any other of the fragile belief
persistent cold without feeling some real fear. And I won't
structures that shield them, temporarily, from the general
pretend to comprehend how it must feel to be part of a
community that's been decimated, and for whom friends'
dysfunction.
Many "health" club advertisements in this paper and
deaths have become part of the fabric of life. But I think AIDS
others imply that bright bodily health can shield you from
strikes the imagination as viciously as it does the body, not
other realities. And can give you something even more
because it's a difficult death (rare is the death that is pretty or
illusive: an identity. Not that it's not good to feel good . Not
easy); nor because it tends to fell people who are still comthat I shouldn't stop smoking (I'm as dysfunctional as
paratively young (so do cancer and heart disease, now, and
anybody) and drinking. I should certainly try to learn to sleep.
with far greater frequency); and certainly not because of the
But then what would my M.D., my therapist and my chironumbers of dead.
practor-kinesiologist do for a living?
No, AIDS has become mythic among us for three reasons:
The point is that your very own bright bodily health, as
There's as yet no reprieve; it doesn't hit you alone, but
rosy and satisfying as it may be, is yet a brittle casement for a
threatens your most precious intimates; and conceptually and
fragile life in a world that will get more chaotic, lots more,
physically, AIDS combines three things that stir up Americans
before
it calms down. And one person cannot be healthy, not
like nothing else - sex, death and homophobia.
really, in a world where so many are so ill and so mad. There
If AIDS were caused, say, environmentally, or genetically,
can be no health, then, without fundamental, structural
would it have become mythic? A reasonably cautious
change, because any private health is threatened constantly,
heterosexual's chance of contracting AIDS is far, far less than
on every level, by the general dysfunction.
one in three, which is his/her chance of getting cancer. I am
not suggesting reckless behavior, but I am saying that, for
The health of the planet
people who are not high-risk, what's behind the panic over
AIDS is that it's a convenient way to mask and act out fears
Meanwhile, beneath our feet, the earth slowly dies.
that have deeply infected them all their lives - sex, death and
There is no way around the fact that we are involved with
homophobia.
each other. It is still one of the greatest expressions of our
Not to mention the almost equally potent fear of freedom:
language, a truth the rest of the world is remembering though
Fear of AIDS serves the many people who want to run back to
we seem to have forgotten it in our shared trance, namely
the culture's old strictures because they're frightened of their
John Donne's "No man is an island .. . any man's death
own psyches.
diminishes me, because I am involved in mankind; And
In this way, AIDS (to paraphrase Susan Sontag) is diseasetherefore never send to know for whom the bell tolls; It tolls
as-metaphor as much as disease-as-virus. And, as a metaphor,
for thee."
as a channel of our worst fears, it infects people. So, among
It would be lovely to stop there - because that would put
those who aren't high-risk, the perception of AIDS is dysfuncthe entire problem in our hands, and, as shaky as our hands
tional. Statistically, they're in far more jeopardy from
may be, it would be like a Frank Capra film to think that we
prescription drugs, tobacco and fatty foods - but they feel a
could change things if only we could learn to care.
good deal more threatened by sex.
Except that we've infected the planet itself. It has a fever. Its
Not to mention being threatened by having to admit that
fever is called "the greenhouse effect." I've read enough to be
no matter how much exercise you get, no matter how well you
more convinced than my president that it exists, and that it's
eat, no matter how much money you have, you are very
going to change everything. It's such a huge thing that it
certainly going to die.
might not matter at all whether or not Bush is convinced.
And it's probably going to hurt. A lot. And you're probably
If the negative feedback effect has cut in, it's already too big
not going to be able to pick the time or place, and you might
to do anything about. In that case, in 20 years the sea will have
have to go it alone.
risen, and many coastal urban centers will look like a Steve
Other cultures have found paths toward dignity in the face
Erickson cityscape of blowing sand and submerged streets.
of these inevitable facts. I don't know whether their practices
All that real estate you thought would sustain you in your old
made dying any easier, but they seem to have made living
age? You may spend your old age begging for food in a
more meaningful. In American culture, we find the facts sort
refugee camp in Canada. And the homeless whose eyes
of shameful. As we get older we feel not that our bodies are
you've avoided will be cackling at you from up there in
doing what they're naturally supposed to do, looking like
Homeless Heaven.
Do you know what even a mild greenhouse effect is going
they're supposed to look - we feel our bodies have betrayed
to do to your country, your beauty, your
us somehow.
health, your life? The World watch Institute
We walk around as though we've been
We walk around as though
made some sort of promise that we can defy we've been made some sort
reported that in 1988, for the first time,
the laws of life and death - if we believe
"America ate more food than it grew." Can
of promise that we can defy
. the right things, or eat the right things, or
you make time to comprehend what that
means when combined with the greenhouse
do the right things or make enough money. the laws of life and death If we believe the right things, effect?
AIDS charges at our psyches like a
The planet probably doesn't mind. To the
dragon and gobbles those illusions and
eat the right things, do the
vomits them all over our insides as we
planet
it may be less a fever than a ripple of
right things or make enough
hyperactivity,
a flush, a blush, a hard-on.
sleep. Most of us aren't going to get AIDS,
money. AIDS charges at our
(It's Father Earth as well as Mother Earth,
but all of us are terrified at what it makes us
psyches like a dragon and
I'm sure.) Perhaps the planet couldn't care
think about: death, death, death, which is
gobbles those illusions and
less. It may even be enjoying itself. We have
coming. coming. coming. for me, you,
no idea and no way of knowing. (Anyway,
everyone.
vomits them allover our
we're made of the planet, we're just the
Aren't we lucky we can cloak all that fear Insides as we sleep.
planet on two legs, so who knows what the
in one word: AIDS. But to do that, to cloak
such core issues in fears that are not statistically very rational
planet's doing? It may be as crazy as we are.)
- is, uh, dysfunctional. Makes you crazy. Makes me crazy.
Still, and despite our ignorance in such matters, the point
cannot be understated: An individual's health cannot be
And, as I've said, we're crazy enough.
disengaged from the society's, and the society's health cannot
How much crazier can we get? What can be the meaning of
"health" in a world where so much craziness overlaps?
be disengaged from the planet's. And until we accept these
facts - nobody can say truly that they are healthy. Not
Hiding In health
without cutting themselves off in a very unhealthy manner
from level upon level of reality.
It was Hemingway who gave us the idea that in a morally
To be physically astute and psychologically tended, yet
bereft world, style can function as a kind of ethic, and beauty
morally insulated and conceptually blind - is to be crazy, not
can pass for grace. And many Americans treat health as
healthy. To the point where our very concept of "health"
something primarily aesthetic.
,
becomes just feedback screech in the generally dysfunctional
This is a weirdly attractive dysfunction, but it's unlikely
cacophony. caw
that treating health as fashion is ultimately good for one's
grasp of reality. And how can you be truly healthy without a
Miclulel VentUTli is II stllffwriter fur LA. Weekly, in which this tSSIJy
reasonable grasp of reality?
fim
IIpptartd. It's reprinted here from a 1990 iss~ of Casco Bay
When you see uhealth" in that frame - and frame it further
Weekly. Like John Donne's Meditation XVII, it gllins new significance
by the general, and often lethal, dysfunctions of America with tlIch muling - lind S«med tspecilllly apropos for CBW's hUmlln
then you see that the health movement is essentially a
rights iss~.
cosmetic. People hide in their health the way they hide in their
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views
Stepping in the
right direction
Three weeks after Portland's human rights ordinance was passed by an
overwhelming 7-1 vote by the Portland City Council, a group dubbing itself
"Concerned Portland Citizens" submitted 1,604 verified signatures to place the
ordinance on the November ballot for repeal. This small group has since engaged
in what City Councilor Peter O'Donnell described as "a campaign of fear, deceit
and deception."
One of the group's strategies has been to spread fallacious rumors, among them
that the AIDS virus "has already become an airborne disease," and that "homosexuals really seek special government endorsement of their sexual behavior."
This kind of rhetoric effecti vel y plays on people's
unconscious fears of sexuality. The economy's
current instability exacerbates those fears,
inclining those who feel disempowered or
disenfranchised to seek scapegoats - in this case, gays and lesbians.
In this week's cover story, "Facing Fear," Lt. Mark Dion states that "Violence
does not exist in a vacuum. It emerges from a context that nurtures that violence."
So, too, do the efforts of Concerned Portland Citizens.

•

It is no secret that Concerned Portland Citizens has been financially and
strategically aided by Jasper Wyman, executive director of the Christian Civic
League. It is also no secret that Wyman was officially present at an anti-gay
legislation workshop at "The Road to Victory," an August retreat hosted in
Virginia Beach, Va., by Pat Robertson's Christian Coalition, a $3 million taxexempt, far-right lobbying organization.
The coalition, an increasingly important player in GOP politics on the national,
state and local levels, sent 300 delegates to the Republican Convention this
summer. GOP leaders like President Bush have embraced the coalition's anti-gay
rhetoric. The Republican platform officially opposes laws that include sexual
preference as a protected minority, and the party has used anti-gay legislation as
an emotional lure to bring wavering Republicans back to the fold .
The largest single contributor to the coalition is the National Republican
Senatorial Committee, which contributed a $64,000 grant described by coalition
Executive Director Ralph Reed Jr. as "seed money."
The question Portland voters need to ask themselves is: What kind of seeds
would we be sowing by repealing a human rights ordinance? Let's look at the
other places the coalition has thrown its support.
According to the January 1992 Church and State Journal, the Christian Coalition
secretly backed David Duke in the Louisiana governor's race. And although Pat
Robertson denounced racism and nazism to reporters outside the Virginia Beach
conference, inside there were open expressions of support for Duke.
In response to the Iowa Women's Equality Campaign - a bill supported by a
constituency as large as that backing Portland's human rights ordinanceRobertson wrote: "The feminist agenda is not about equal rights for women. It is
about a socialist, anti-family political movement that encourages women to leave
their husbands, kill their children, practice witchcraft, destroy capitalism and
become lesbians."
Finally, the coalition has thrown its financial support behind political candi-

Voting no for everyone
• By Martha McCluskey

I'm voting no on Portland's human
rights ordinance for my grandmother.
She died 10 years ago at a dignified
age, after voting for Reagan and living
her last years as a quiet Catholic
widow, homemaker and former
World War r nurse, who made do on
Social Security in a fading lrish/
Italian neighborhood. We never
discussed homosexuality; she didn't
have much exposure to the issues of
the day beyond her home, TV and the
Readers' Digest.. But my grandmother
had a firm and unpretentious sense of
morality that I want to keep with me.
I'm voting no for her, because I
remember one visit when my grandmother was contemplating selling her
home of many decades. She confided
in me that a neighborhood group had
tried to get her to agree that she
would not sell to blacks. I don't know
whether she approved of what she
may have perceived to be the
"lifestyles" of some of the AfricanAmericans she saw on the news and
on her city streets. And I know she
was troubled by increasing vandalism
on her block - some of which her
neighbors blamed on the black
children attending the school across
the
street.
But
she
recognized prejudice, and she just said
no to her white neighbors' scheme to
discriminate, explaining to me, "I
don't think that's nice, do you?"
I'm voting no for a man whose
name I don't know. r met him some
years ago in another Maine city. He
was on welfare and eager! y seized a
chance to work in the building where
I worked . He was thin and quiet, I
assumed because of hard times, but
the men across the room called him a
fag. They complained to the management. Not long afterward, despite his
hard work and humility, he was gone.
r didn't have the guts to ask questions
then. So now I'm voting no.
I'm voting no for some teenaged
boys in the school where I used to
teach. I overheard them laughing
about their plans to cruise the streets
with a baseball bat, looking for gay
men to threaten. r want them, and
their younger brothers and sisters, to
grow up learning that concerns about
peoples' differences are best resolved

citizen

through discussion, not violenL'e, and
that we should base another person's
right to work, live or walk down the
street with us by how that person
treats others, not by labels.
I'm voting no for all the women gay, straight and in-between - who
have been victims of sexual harassment on the job. I know from friends'
stories that I'm not the only woman
who has been called a lesbian and
threatened with discrimination on that
basis when I resisted coercive sexual
advances from men. Some men
fantasize that women exist principally
for male sexual pleasure (and maybe
housekeeping), and therefore they
imagine that only lesbians would
refuse their sexual intrusionsregardless of hairstyle, boyfriends or
wedding rings. I'm voting no because
I don't want to give people with such
offensive ideas about sexuality a
special right to determine whether r
lose my job ormy home.
I'm voting no because the ordinance will protect every one of us, gay
or straight, from discrimination based
on perceived as well as actual sexual
orientation. It will protect all of us
from having to prove our sexuality in
order to keep our jobs, our homes or
our right to sit down in a restaurant.
And I'm voting no because I think
it's time to get over the "me generation." It's time to grow beyond the
insecurities that make some people
fear that any time they help another
person, they might somehow get left
out. It's time to return to the basic
values that recognize when times get
tough, we need each other all the
more - our families and our communities - and that we will all be
stronger by working together respectfully. I'm voting no to reject the "me
first" message that calls rights for all
"special privileges" and tries to
protect selfish hate as "individual
freedom."
I'm voting no because I want to be
proud of myself, my neighbors and
my city, knowing that we have the
courage to stand for what's right and
the generosity to build a community
that is better for all of us.

Martha McCluskey is, among other things,
a itJwyer, landlord and former teJlcher, all of
which give her good reason to vote no to end
discrimination Nov. 3.

dates who supported such backwards legislation as Bush's watered-down
substitute for the Civil Rights Act.

•

Concerned Portland Citizens exists in the context of the Christian Coalition's
larger agenda. As part of that agenda, the coalition has targeted 11 states and
municipalities for anti-gay legislation. The results have been grim in places like
Oregon, where violence against gays and lesbians has escalated 300 percent,
according to Donna Minkowitz of The Village Voice ("Queer Baiting in the Culture
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War," Oct. 7). Most recently in Salem, Or., an African-American lesbian and a
white gay man were burned to death when a Molotov cocktail was thrown
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through their window in the middle of the night.
Portland, Maine, is another of those cities targeted by the Christian Coalition.
Although Portlanders have not yet experienced violence on the scale of Oregon's,
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as Lt. Mark Dion of Portland's Hate Crimes Task Force said, "It's a short step from
verbal harassment to physical violence."
We think this would be a grave misstep for Portland . But we have an opportunity Nov. 3 to sidestep this slippery slope and move in a positive direction. We at
CAsco Bay Weekly strongly urge all Portlanders to stamp out discrimination by .
voting NO to repeal the human rights ordinance.
(MP)
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Exclude men not women
I'm responding to Mishe's
Pietkiewicz's article ("No men
allowed" 9.24.92). I'm a dyke separatist and choose to work only with
lesbians and other wombyn because I
like wombyn and mistrust men's
commitment to lesbian's and
wombyn's liberation. Anytime I've
participated in a mixed gender rally,
action or organization, men have
invariably said and done some very
wombyn-hating things. I cannot and
won't struggle for liberation from the
heteropatriarchy in groups or events
where men are oppressing wombyn.
To me the goal of a liberation struggle
is revolution, not reform.
All wombyn a;e oppressed in and
by the heteropatriarchy. The
heteropatriarchy is the system in
power in thi:; culture. It's composed of
men and women who serve men's
needs at the expense of themselves,
lesbians and other wombyn.
I don't believe wombyn will
achieve liberation until they are
willing to stop serving the
heteropatriarchy. For me, it's a
heartbreaking and counter-revolutionary for women who identify as
feminist to form feminist organizations that exclude lesbians and other
wombyn, who can't or won't work
with men, in order to include men.
I fail to perceive the feminism in
sacrificing wombyn's needs for men's
needs. I think FAR (Feminists Against
Rape) needs to examine its exclusionary
policies.
There
are
many lesbians and other wombyn who
are unwilling or unable to work with
men around issues of wombyn's
liberation, such as freedom from rape,
I don't believe that rape is a
wombyn's issue. I know that men are
the overwhelming majority of rapists
and for rape to stop, men need to stop
raping. And if they don't maybe
wombyn can stop them. But we won't
stop them by making nice and as long
as there are women eager to sacrifice
and exclude some radical lesbians and
other wombyn in order to include men.
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AnaR Kissed
Portland

Thankful for Monte
In many years of writing for
newspapers and magazines, I've
worked for a lot of editors, some
good, some bad. Monte Paulsen was
among the very best. He brought to
this community and the paper he c0founded here a perfect blend of talent,
vision and leadership. I'm thankful
that he came, and thankful for the
paper he has left behind, and I'm
sorry that he's gone. Monte was an
asset to Portland and to Maine.

fkM-.L~
John Lovell
Portland

Follow the signs
I object to some of Zoo Cain's
statements (I 0.1.92) regarding car
towing in Portland. Portland is a
wonderful place to live, and we try
very hard to keep it clean and attractive
Letters continued on page 16

_ait.
Take unfair advantage of your grandmother's emotions
and buy her a custom-made calendar with twelv~ full-col?r photos
of you, your kids, your pets or maybe a few vmtage pIctures ,
of Christmas 1964 when she got your grandfather that brand new paIr
of wading pants for his fishing trip in Canada. Yea, that'll get her.
Call 774-4455, or just stop in with your favorite photos.

GENERATED IMAGE
164 Middle Street, Portland, Maine 04101 207.774.4455
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ACUPUNCTURE
HEALTH CARE

Southern tv\aine Physical Therapy, PA
3 Westbrook Common
Westbrook, tv\aine 04092
(207) 854-1 239

Shetdon R. Ganbers
DAc., LAc., Dipl.Ac. (NCCA)
Gloria M. Seigler
M . Ac., L . Ac., Dipl. Ac. (NCCA)

Orthope?ic Physicat Therapy
Industrial Physical Theraphy

Anna Lee Stedman
LAc., Dipl. Ac. (NCCA)

Greater Portland's oldest, most established clinic providing traditional acupuncture
for a wide variety of health concerns, is pleased to announce the addition of

NEEDLE-fREE ACUPUNCTURE

"You should shop
here, period.
Period!"

sai.,.

VP. Candidate
We could.', have

JUST
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gentle, pain-free micro-current electric stimulation, when combined with the
training and expertise that only a state licensed acupuncturist can offer, could be
the answer to your summer spons injuries and related pain.
Don't let your mishaps or pain ruin your summertime enjoyment.
Call us to find out more about this exciting new concept in acupuncture treatment
Reimbursed by most insurers.

ACUPUNCTURE HEALTH CARE
278 State St. • Portland, ME
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490 CONGRESS ST, PORTLAND

207-775-4860

Why You Should Buy Your
Diamond Engagement Ring From Cross Jewelers
Crosl, u !'onbnd'i oldest fllllily-owned jeweIty ltore, hu a tradition of cxc:cIlence which spenl four lenetationl. The pIillosophy which guides our ltole il that
all jewdry mUll be made from the belt pruiOUI metals, desipled for beauty, designed to lalt, set with the iDlelt ,eml and accuretdy rep~. Our pIillosophy
and commibnent to e:><cellenc:e is your areateltassurence that ....ything you buy from Cro.. will rqnoeatt true value and provide maximum satisfaction. The benefits
of buying y""r dYmond at Cross include:
Ideal Cd. .: Ideal CUllin, is simply the moat beautiful way to cut a diamond.
Only one <lUI of evety Ihcuaand diamonds a1l in the world today achieves the
cxactin& standards ci the Crosl Ideal Cut diamond. YCUT choice of a CrossldeaI
Cut diamond gives y"" the optimum combination of brilliancy. diopenion
(reinbowcolon) and scintillation (q>arlde) . •• a lifetime of extraordinary beauty_

m....... B. . .ri: All ci Croll' Ubimlle Ideal Cut dimIonds oome with a
unique form of identifi"uiOtl: a luer-insc:ribed registry number on the prdle
(outaide edge) of the lent. wbidI poIitivdy identifies the dYmond ond ..thenticatel ywrownenhip. 'I1tiI regiltry number, called a hallmark, is jwt4 microns
(4-"'" Ihcuundlha 01
an inch) hip, and is
vilible only under
magnification. Registen:d to the new owner
in the pennanent
record. of Crocs lewelers, the quality
grades (cut, color and
clarity). al well as the
carel weight, are also
listed in an international diamond registry in New Yor!< aty.
Only Cross' Ultimate
Cut diamonds offer
this additionaiguarantee of quality.

IdeaICutdiamondhasbeenhond seIectedfrom hundred., toprovide !heverybest
quality and value.
C .... ' DI_ODd SeUiaI SIIop: Cros.' Diamond Selting Shop is staffed by
America'i finest dimIond - n , and is visible from our show room. The fint
NIe of ""rdiamond setting shop is , "Take whatever amount 01 time is necessary
to set the diamond moat oecureIy ond moot beautifully." Few people realize that,
at !he moment a property wei&hted prong is pushed over the ed.e of a dillmOlld,
over 45 pound. 01 pressure is e:><ened on that diamond. CarefuI preparetionl are
required to ensure tIulthe precious metal on which the diamond rests is perfectly
smooth, . .d properly
.upports the diamond.
llecausecitheirvalue,
diamondsare neverset
"while you wait" at
Croll lewelers. Any
time pressure on a diamood setter increase.

Finest

Diamond
Mountl"l: A CroIS
Diamond solitaire
mounting ItalU with
the part which holds
the diamond. called the
head. Forged from a
single block 01 18K
white gold alloyed with platinum, the head goes through 12 individual die
striJtings. using SS tons of pressure in each step. The result is the strongest, mOIl
dureble head ever made. The part of the ring which encin:les the fmger is called
the shank. and is crafted from two rectangular blocks of 18K gold. lJke the head.
the .hank sections go throogh multiple die-strikings, the SS tons of pressure,
which squeezes out all the airbubbles, densely compacts the atoms of gold. After
the head and shank sections are assembled, the ring mClURting is ready for
finishing. The die striking resulu in a ring which accept. an exuaordinarily high
polish. for a beautiful ring which will hold CroIS' most beautiful diamonds.
Cre.' DIamond Lab: One of the values of buying your diamond from Cross
Jewelers is the .. surance that your diamond has been weighed. and the quality
greding dlecked and verified by a registen:d jeweler. By acquiring our diamonds
loose, we can guarantee the quality tepresented i. exactly correct. Each Cross

the risk to the diamond. For the safety
of your diamond. setting in our .hop is always
scheduled
within a block of time,
allowing maximum
time for all preparetion details. The safety
and security of your
diamond depends on
the quality of the
mounting, the philosophy of the diamond
letting shop, ..dmost
imponantly, the skills
and attention to detail
by the diamond setter.
If you would like to
leam more about diamond setting, ask for a copy of our "Quality ofStonc Seuing"
guide. written by Cross lewele",.
CrO!ll Diamond Prices are Real: For over three quarters of a century, Cross
Jewelers has maintained a consistent. conseNative pricing philosophy that
allow. you to shop with the "real pri""" on every piece of jewelry in our store.
Items are priced according 10 their true value - we never have .ales or offer
discounts because prices are not inflated to aUow for these type. of artificial sales
techniques. We fmd that people enjoy shopping in a store where quality iJ
acaJretely tepresented and the values are real - 365 days of the year. When nonideal cui discount and sale diamonds ere accurately greded for cut, color and
clarity and accuretely weighed for their caret weight, their "savings" often not
only vanish when oompan:d to an Ideal Cut dYmond, but may be priced at a
premium over the Ideal CuL

CrO!llIs a Teachl"l Jewelry Store: We have always fOLDld that whenever consumers have the facts,they make infonned decisions and have the highest level of
satisfaction in lheirpurchase. Ourentire staff is committed to taking any amount of time necessary to answer your questions and give you the background infonnation
necessary concerning gems and jewdry. Cross has just completed a 24-page booklet titled, "Cross Guide 10 the World's Most Beautiful Diamonds." If you have
been thinking of the pun:hase of a diamond, we invite you to stop and receive your free copy.

CroSe§) Jewelers
The Upstairs Jewelry Store

S70 Congress Sireet. Port1and, Maine 04101 Tel. 773-31071!!l91
Op... Monday· Friday 9 a.m. ' 4 :45 p.m., Thurs, 'Iil 8:45 p.m.

for all who use it. We sweep streets to
keep it clean and safe. The peninsula
has eight sweeping districts; we sweep
two completely every week; we sweep
everyone abut every four weeks.
Depending on the district, we sweep
one side from 11 :30 p.m. to 7 a.nun. on
either Monday or Tuesday and the
other side on Wednesday or Thursday.
There should be signs on all the
streets clearly stating how to park and
that it is a tow away zone during the
posted hours.Unfortunately, we can't
sweep underneath cars, so the Parking
Control Division gets those parked in
violation towed. This program,
supported by ordinances, has been in
effect for at least three years, so it's no
secret or conspiracy.
The private tow companies get $65 to
release a towed car between 11:30 p.m.
and 7 a.m., or $SO after 7 a.m. The only
money the city gets is the parking
violation fee of $15; sometimes more if
you have outstanding unpaid violations.
Regarding tow companies, they are
legitimate businesses that employ
decent hard-working men (not thieves)
whose long hours would kill half of us.
They don't intentionally cause damage;
if they do, they're liable to pay for it.
What I'd like to get on film are the
people who give these guys a hard
time, and break into their lots to
literally steal their cars without paying
for services_ My advice is comply with
the signs and smile when you see your
car parked on the correct side of your
clean street in the morning. Help us
keep your city clean. Thanks.
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Witch is weird?
You recently printed a Weird News
caption about a self-proclaimed witch,
Rebecca
Hotaling
(10.1.92).
Rebecca
was allowed by USM to practice her
religion, which must somehow qualify
as weird news, seeing as how candles
were used, it was performed "skyclad" and celebrated the new moon,
an event of Nature.
Well, if you want some really,
really weird news - why not print
this?
Every Sunday, scores of selfproclaimed Christians wearing their
best clothes gather under fluorescent
lights and celebrate the Word of God.
This in itself may not be so weird the weird thing is that they use the
Word of God as a license to practice
homophobia, bigotry, misogynism
and other crimes against Naturewho by the way is called Goddess by
persons of Wiccan inclination.
Perhaps they are simply reincarnated witch-burners themselves.

letters

tI/r'~~WJ~4
Amelia A. Raymond
Portland
Casco Bay Weekly welcomes your
letters. Please limit your thoughts
to 300 words, include a daytime
phone number and address to:
Letters, Casco Bay Weekly, 551A
Congress St., Portland, ME 04:10:1

Left to right: Octave (Mark Mannette), Hyacinthe (Susan Spier) and Sylvestre (Tom Dougherty) look to Scapin (Ahvl Splndell, foreground) for a solution
to their love troubles.

The theater that community built:

LA Public Theater steps into the limelight
• By Donna Gold
• Photos/John Smotheran

Five months ago, some 150 broken video games were piled
behind the marquee of the Ritz Cinema in Lewiston' s old mill
district. For eight years popcorn had moldered in the old
popcorn machine. ADd the movie theater was turned into a
warehouse for game machines. The Ritz was not the most
promiSing place to house live thea~r. There was still a silver
screen and some projection equipment, but because the
theater had been built for movies and not live theater, there
wasn't much of a stage, or wings_ And though there were 600
seats, the fabric was tom and badly stained.
Enter George Vafiades, the man who founded Bangor's
Penobscot Theater Company; enter the working hands of the
Lewiston-Auburn community; enter a city council that
believes in the arts. After just four months of work, the
boarded-up Ritz has become Maine's newest theater, home
to the state's latest professional theater company,
LA Public Theater.
Continued on page 19

Scapin (Ahvl Splnelell) plots to help the course of young love In the play that
bears his name.
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Homo's exuality:
Youth & Families
With Wayne Pawlowski ACSW
Sponsored by Planned ~arenthood of New England

A professional training,
Including a panel of parents
and gay youth, exploring the
psychological and political
aspects of homosexuality and
growing up gay In America.

OrJV Planned
Parenthood

of Northern New England

Friday, November B, 1992
Verrlllo's Restaurant
9:30 8.m. to 3:30 p.m.
$50.00 Call 874-1100
for registration Information.

silver
screen
The Candyrnan A hook-l1anded killer disembowels
and plucks apart several people In a Ch icago housing
project. A university student (Virginia Madsen) believes the killer Is a black man - not Sammy Davis
Jr. - Who was martyred a century earlier for a
forbidden love.

I

~.

11/11/..

women - an actress (Meryl Streep) and an author of
beauty books (Goldie Hawn) - vie for the love of a
plastic surgeon (Bruce Willis). Both are willing to go
to any lengths to defy the aging process, including
swallowing a potion they believe will grant them
eternal youth - wi1t1 dire consequences. Directed
and produced by RobertZemeckis and Steve Star1<ey,
the team responsible for "Who Framed Roger Rabbit· and the 'Back to 1t1e Future" trilogy.
Doctor GII&I" laITY Drake (from TV's 'L.A. law·)
stars as Evan Rendell, a man Who wants desperately
to be a physician - like his murderous father,
famous for performing heart transplants using live
donors. Instead of medical school , Evan ends up In
a mentalinstlM1on. He escapes with a White coat, a
black bag and a thirst for blood - What more does
an ambitious doctor need?

I

L~~~_

Ench_ April Four very different British women
rent a castle near Porto fino, Italy, to escape their
troubled lives and to 'sit in the shade and remember
better times and better men." The beauty of Italy
rejuvenates the women and helps 1t1em rediscover
their romantic and Idealistic selves. Stars Miranda
Richardson and Joan Plowright.
1492 A biographical drama based on the I~e of
Christopher Columbus, told from the point of view of
Columbus's lIIeg'ltimate son, Who Is trying to polish
his father's tarnished reputation . After all, the man
never did discover a route to 1t1e East Indies. Stars
Gerard Depardieu, Sigourney Weaver and Frank
langella. Directed by Ridley Scott ('Thelma and
louise").

FREE
FREE

General Cinemas
Mr. Saturday Night In his directorial debut, Billy
Crystal stars as Buddy Young Jr" a 73-year-old man
who 's looking back over his life and career as a
stand,upcomic on the fringes of show business. The
story focuses on Buddy's relationshlpwith his brother
and manager Stan, Who has aided and abetted him
In his unsuccessful attempts to claw his way to the
top. Also stars David Paymer and Julie Warner.

-and-

TheH.rrd _ _'1 HUlbandA 12-year-o/d boy, Antoine-,
goes to a hairdressing salon and gets an Intoxicating
glimpse of a hairdresser's cleavage . So begins his
erotic obsession wi1t1 hairdressers. Decades later,
he fulfills his childhood fantasy and mames Mathilde,
a beautiful young coiffeuse and a shear delight
Hero Dustin Holfman plays a fugitive con man who
rescues passengers from a plane crash. Fearing the
resulting publicity will blow his cover, he lies low and
watches ano1t1er man (Andy Garcia) take credit for
his deeds. Also stars Geena Davis, Directed by
Stephen Frears ("The Grifters").

2nd set 01 prints

EVERYDAY

Honeymoon In Vegol Sarah Jessica Par1<er plays a
New Yor1< schoolteacher Who heads to Vegas with the
Intention of getting married. Things get dicey when
her fiance (Nicolas Cage) treats her like a chl ppy and
loses her In a high-stakes poker game. Also stars
James Caan . "Honeymoon" t ranscends Its
simpleminded premise with a very funny portrayal by
Cage as the earnestly inept paramour.

One Hour
Service
Available
30 city Contor, Portland 772"7298
71 U.S. Raut. 1, Sc.rborough 883-7363
" Friday 7:30" ':00
9:00"1:00

Th. Mighty Ouckl Emilio Estevez stars as a former
hockey player picked up for drunk driving. Instead of
being sent to the pen, I.e. , the big penalty box, he's
sentenced to coach a losing pee.wee hockey team.
From Stephen Herek, director of ·BIII and Ted's
Excellent AdVenture.'

12:30, 2:45, 5:10, 7:30, 9:50
Sneakers (PG-13)

1:30, 4:05, 7, 9 :45
Dr" Giggles (R)

12:45, 2:50,5, 7:10, 9 :20

Patriot GalMS Harrison Ford steps In for Alec Baldwin
as CIA analyst Jack Ryan In this sequel to 'The Hunt
for Red October." International terrorists and an IRA
splinter group target Ryan and his fam ily atter Ryan
foils their attempt to kidnap a member of England's
royal family. Also features Anne Archer as Ryan ' s
wife and Thora Birch as their daughter.
The Public Eye Joe Pesci stars as leon 'Bernz'
Bernstein, an eccentric tabloid photographer Who
gets caught up In a black-mar1<et gas rationing
scandal during the early stages of World War 11.
Barbara Hershey stars as the unattainable woman In
his I~e.
Pure Count". Country singer George Strait makes his
acting debut as Dusty Chandler, a countrY and
western superstar who quits the big time to return to
the simple life. He meets a female rodeo rider (lesley
Ann Warren In an exceptional casting choice), Whom
he hopes will Join him as he cruises down the slow
lane and Into the sunset
RIII•• the Red lAntern A 19-year-01d Chinese woman
of the 1920s reluctantly leaves her university studies
to marry a wealthy Chinese merchant who already
has three wives . At f1rs~ the headstrong young
woman rebels against 1t1e Intrigue and rivalry dis·
played by the other wives to win the master 's filYOrs,
but soon she too gets caught u p in the covert battles.
So much for slsterlnood in a patriarchal society.

Under Siege (R)

12:50, 3, 5:15, 7:30, 9:50
Pure Country (PG)

1:45.4:10,6:45, 9:15
Last of the Mohicans (R)

1:15,3:45,6:50,9:40
Consenting Adults (R)

1, 3:10, 5:25, 7:45, 10

Hoyts Clark's Pond
333 Clarll's Rd., S_ Portland
879-1511
Dates effective Oct 23-29
Night and the City (R)

1,3:40,7,9:30
The Public Eye (R)

1:40, 4:20, 7:40, 10
Mr, Saturday Night (R)

9 :15
Hero (PG-13)

12:40, 3:10, 6:40, 9:10
Glengarry Glen Ross (R)

1:20,4,7:20,9:50
Mighty Ducks (PG)

1:10,3:50, 7:10, 9:40
The Candyman (R)

1:30, 4:10, 7:30, 9:55
1492 (PG-13)

12:30, 3:20, 6:30, 9 :20
Of Mice and Men (PG-13)

12:50, 3:30, 6:50

The Movies
10 Exchange St., Portland
772-9600
Matinees Sat & Sun
Adam's Rib

Oct 21-27
Wed-Fri 7:15, 9; Sat"Sun 1:15, 7:15;
Mon-Tues 7 :15
Raise the Red Lantern
Oct 24-27
Sat-Sun 3, 9; Mon-Tues 9

The Hairdresser's Husband
Sln"e White Female Allison Jones ' (Bridget Fonda)
search for a roommate ends When the seemingly
demure Hedra Carlson (Jennifer Jason Leigh) arrives
on her doorstep. But this perfect setup turns into
roommate hell When Hedra also moves Into 1t1e most
personal aspects of Allison ' s life, imitating 1t1e way
she dresses, walks and talks , winning over her
friends and attempting to seduce her boyfriend. The
two characters are well developed up to a point. then
SWf deteriorates Into the usual bloodbath .

OCt 28-Nov 3
Wed-Fri 7, 9; Sat-Sun 1, 3, 7,9; Mon"
Tues 7, 9

Nickelodeon
Temple and Middle streets, Portland
772-9751
Dates effective Oct 23-29

Second shows run Sat"Sun only

LA PUBLIC THEATER
Continued from page 17
gestural comment are everything in this style, and the actors
The tall, Jimmy Stewart-lanky Vafiades is no newcomer to
hold the beat. The major performers are excellent, and
Maine theater, having directed the Penobscot Theater
though some minor ones are weak, the result is uproarious.
Company for 17 years. He left it in 1990, but the theater is
Ahvi Spindell, a Broadway and film actor, plays the
'still active. Though the Penobsrot is now non-profit, it didn't
roguish but inventive charmer Scapin. Tom
start that way. In
Dougherty, a former clown with Ringling Bros"
Lewiston,
Barnum & Bailey, plays Sylvestre, Scapin's
Vafiades decided
sidekick,
Keith Kritchlow of Peaks Island and
his new theater
Colby College's Howard Koonce play two elderly
would begin as a
gentlemen attempting to curb the amorous
rommunity-based
interests of their sons.
operation.
The play opens with the news that the fathers
In May,
have returned to Naples unexpectedly; worse, still,
Vafiades posted a
they have marital plans for their sons Octave and
sign in a
Leandre, The young gentlemen, however, have
downtown
made other plans. Scapin is called in to set things
window asking
right - and mix things up.
for volunteers.
Vafiades chose the French playas a romplement
Over a hundred
to "A Momentary Order," a world premier dance
answered the call,
that New York choreographer Doug Varone
working day and
created based on stories of Franco-American
night to give the
millworkers, That dance, incidentally, was
1940s-era cinema
produced partially under the auspices of Vafiades'
dressing rooms, a
new
wife, Katherine Knowles, who runs LA Arts,
costume room, a
Vafiades says he wanted people to know that
backstage, a stage
theater
can be more fun than television. The laugh
and a lobby,
meter
registers
his success,
When the
The rest of the season is a sampling of the other
theater opened
moods
theater can elicit. Athol Fugard's "The
Oct. 9, volunteers
Road to Mecca," which runs Nov. 27 -Dec. 6, is
were there again,
about an elderly widow living alone in South
from Emile
Africa who suddenly becomes a serious sculptor.
Poisson, a FrancoThe community is horrified, and wants to put her
American
away. It's a play for everyone, says Vafiades, and
upholsterer, who
Keith Krltchlow as Geronte (left) and Ahvl Splndell
especially the sizeable numbers of elderly living in
instructed the
as Scapin Invent stage business durtng a rehearsal.
the city.
others on
From Jan, 29-Feb, 7, Vafiades himself will act the role of
reupholstering the 400 seats in the current auditorium, to
Henry II in "The Lion in Winter" by James Goldman.
Susan Weiss, the president of the board, who oversaw the
Finally, Lanford Wilson's"ralley's Folly," a story about
reupholstering.
love between two improbable people, runs April 2-11,
Mayor James Howaniec (looking hardly older than a
Nightly curtains are augmented by shortened daytime
student though he's a recently announced candidate for
performances for school groups from near and far. Twentygovernor) was there, too. Howaniec, unusual among
five schools have requested visits to "Scapin'" To further
politicians anywhere, looks to artists to help heal downtown
reach the rommunity, performances of the other plays may
blight.
be scheduled in local mills.
LA Public Theater stands at the entrance to Lewiston from
When it began a year
the turnpike via Lisbon Street. It's a road that advances from
ago, LA Public Theater
the screaming neon signs of a tawdry American strip to
created a business plan.
pawn shops and peep shows before it terminates in a rouple
Show times are Thurs.-Sat"
Already they're ahead. Last
of tree-lined restaurant blocks.
at 8 p"m., Sun. at 2. Tickets
year, the theater expected to
Recognizing that the theater rould help alter the image of
are $10, less for seniors and
produce only one play.
Lewiston, the City Council, spurred by Howaniec, gave the
students. Call 782-3200.
Community interest pushed
organization $10,000 for renovations. That, says Vafiades,
Vafiades into adding a serond play. This year, only three
helped encourage $90,000 worth of donated goods and
plays were projected, along with a search for a theatrical
services.
home. The theater is doing four and the home is already in
To further enrourage the community's interest in theater,
place. By the 1993-94 season, the theater hopes to have a
Vafiades chose a rollicking, Jackie Gleasonesque farce for the
resident theater company,
inaugural play. "Scapin'" is a bawd y piece wi th broad,
In another city, LA Public Theater might seem small, its
slapstick humor by Moliere, the 17th-century comedic writer
renovation
a little workman-like. In Lewiston, people's
best known for "Tartuffe,"
chests were so filled with pride, you could just about gather
Director Judy Goell does up the sight gags and gestures in
their shirt buttons off the floor, caw
well-paced com media dell'arte style. Timing and continual

sta e

Enchanted April (PG)

1:40,4:20, 7 :10, 9:20
A League of Their Own (PG)

1:10, 3:50, 6:40, 9:30

L..t f1I the Mohlcanl Based on James Fenimore
Cooper's classic novel about coionlal America, in
Which 1t1e French and English, each allied with Native
American tribes, waged a fterce and bloody battle for
the new continent. Amid 1t1e conflict, Hawkeye, a
frontiersman born of English parents but raised by
Mohicans, rescues and falls desperately in iove with
1t1e daughter of a British offICer. Stars Daniel Day.
lewis and Madeleine Stowe. "Mlarnl VICe" creator
Michael Mann directed and c~wrote the script VIVid,
violent and Invigorating.
A LN&ue.f1I Their OWn In 1943, all1t1e basebal~
playing men were at war overseas and women were
given 1t1elr chance to play professional ball. Penny
Marshall directs this comedy about 1t1e AI~Amerlcan
Girls Professional Baseball League. Starring Geena
Davis, lori Petty, Tom Hanks and Madonna.

Dates effective Oct 23-29
Mr. Baseball (PG-13)

classic novel about two Itinerant laborers trying to get
by in Depression-era California. Lenny Small (John
Malkovich) plays a dimwit Whose innocent m isuse of
his vast physical strength continually gets him in
trouble with 1t1e law. Gary Sinise, co-founder of the
SteppenwolfTheatre Company, costars as lenny's
quick-witted friend and protector George. Sherilyn
Fenn (Audrey from ' Twin Peaks ' ) also stars.

Glen,.,,,. Glen ROil Survival of the fittest becomes
survival of the sleaziest When a group of smal~tlme ,
unscrupulous salesmen compete against each other
to sell worthless real estate. Based on David Mame!'s
Puli~er Prize- and Tony Award-winning play. Very
clever, very brittle, very draining. Stars AI Pacino, Alec
Baldwin and Jack lemmon.

Kunica Film

Maine Mall
Maine Mall Road, S. Portland
774-1022

Of Mice and Men An adaptation of John Steinbeck's

Night and tile City Robert De Niro stars as Harry
Fabian , a self.promotlng. ambulance-chasing lawyer,
in this remake of Jules Dassin's 1950 film nolr .
Fabian , tiring of his petty hustling, Impulsively tries to
strike it rich in the big·time world of boxing promotion .
Jessica lange plays his co-schemer and love Interest .

Death BecolMS Her Two narcissistic, age-obsessed

what's
where
Due to scheduling changes after CBW
goes to press, movie goers are adVised
to confirm times with theatres.

but a study of a three-generation female family
sharing a cramped Moscow flat and dealing with the
men Who stoon In and out of their lives,

PIZZLl
RISES
LlGLlIN!

I $1.00 OFF
I
AllY
I 10" or I."
PluaOB
I AzqCalsolM
a,rooD",
I ._.o~
I

career.

Adam'. Rib Not the classic Tracy-Hepburn comedy,

Conuntlng Adults Two married cou pies fool around
with wife swapping. Whenone of the female swapees
is murdered, her new paramour (Kevin Kline) Is
framed for the murder. ·What a setup," he mutters.
Sounds like another taut psychological thriller. Also
stars Mary Elizabeth Mastrantonlo . Directed by Alan
J. Pakula (·Presumed Innocent").

We make our 5 different heart healthy doughs from
scratch and let them slowly rise in individual pans.
It's the only way to make pizza crust that captures
the full flavor and texture of old-world breads.

Mr, _ _ II Tom Selleck stars as an aging baseball
player who strikes out for Japan to try and revive his
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Honeymoon In Vegas (PG-13)

1:50,4:30, 7:20, 9 :50
Death Becomes Her (PG-13)

1:20,4:10, 6:50, 9:10
Single White Female (R)

1:30, 4, 7,9:40
Patriot Garnes (R)

1, 3 :40, 6:30, 9
Sne.ke.. A group of security experts are hired to break
Into ·'mpenetrable· places to test security systems.
They are led by Martin Bishop (Robert RedtOfd), a
fugitive from the '60s. When a government agency
dlsco\lers Bishop's true identity, he and his " sneakers'
are blackmailed into participating In a covert operation.
Directed by Phil Alden Robinson ("Reid of Dreams").
Under SIege A group of terrorists capture 0 U.S. battleship on ~s way to being mothbal led, intending to sell its
nuclear warheads. The entire skeleton crew Is drugged
- except for one man, a former Vietnam vet and CIA
operative, played by Steven Seagol - who else?

stage
"Anc..t",' ~rthl· Forces of Nature with Thunderbird
American Indian Dancers and Pura Fe explore the
relationship between African and Native American
cu~ures Oct 24 - Sat 8 pm - at lewiston Junior
High School, Central Avenue, lewiston. Til: $15,
$13 . 782-7228.
"Barefoot In the Park" Studio Theater presents Neil
Simon's comedy about newlyWeds Corle and Paul
BratterOct 23-25-Fr;'Sat 7:30 pm , SUn 3 pm -at
Center for the Arts at 1t1e Chocolate Church, 604
Washington St, Bath. The: $10, $8 for students and
seniors. 442-8455.
"Endgame" Vintage Rep performs Samuel Beckett's
classic absurdist piece about existence In a harsh
world Oct 21 & 28 and Nov 4-Wed 8 pm-at cafe
no, 20 Danforth St, Portland. The: $6. 772-8114.
"The Lepcyof Eurlah Pillar" Cape Cod Radio Mystery
Theater presents a live, original radio drama Oct 24 Sat 8 pm - at lu1t1er Bonney Auditorium , USM/
Portland. nx: $6, $5 for USM students. 7804974.

"Me and My Glrl"A revival of a 1938 musical Oct 224 - Frj.Sat B pm, Sun 2:30 pm - at The Portland
Players, 420 Cottage ROad. S. Portland . Oct 11
performance Interpreted for the hearing impaired.
799-7337.

"Scapin'" LA Public Theater presents Moliere 's com·
edyOct 22-25- Thurs-5at8 pm, SUn 2 pm-atLA
Public Theater at lisbon and Maple streets,lewiston.
Tlx: $10, $8 students and seniors. 782-3200.

"Mr, Mojo Rloln' "ls Everybody In? Theatre Company
presents 1t1e Dionysian Players performance of the
poetry of Jim Morrison - Oct 23-24 , 29-30 - ThursSat 8 pm-atThe Garage Sound Theatre , 920akSt,
Portland . Tile $9. 773-2313.

Vaud.vllle Celebration Barn Theater presents an
evening of juggling, mime, dance, magic and mischief
with Fred Garbo and Dalelma Santos Oct 29-31 & Nov
1-Thurs-FrI 7:3O pm, Sat 2 & 7 pm , Sun 2 pm - at
Stockfarm Road, just off Route 117 North, S. Paris.Tix:
$6, $3.50 kids 12 and under. 743-8452.

MOI'fIXAoompanyofdarlce-UlusionistsperformsOct23Fri 8 pm -at Pickard Theater, Bowdoin College, Brun
swick . nx: $13.50, $7.50studentswith Bowdoin 10.
725-3375.

"Who Ordered the PilZa" Horizon Players present a
play about sexual abuse and incest Oct 23 - Fri
7:30 pm - at Newbegln Community Center, Main
Street, Gray. Tlx: $5. 657-5386.

More Uncensored Memol.. The Theater Project
opens ~s season with a COllection of contemporary
one-act ptays and vignettes by such writers as Jules
Feiffer and Harold Pinter Oct 22-Nov 8 - Thurs-5at
B, SUn 2-at14 School St, Brunswick. Tix: $10, $8
sen iors, kids and students . 729-B584.

"Who'IAlrald of Virginia
Spend an evening
with George and Martha Sept 24-Oct 25 - Thurs-Sat
8pm, Sun 7 pm-at Mad Horse Theater, 955 Forest
Ave, Portland. nx: $14 & $16. 797·3338.

woolfr

"Noir SUlpiclonl" at The Mystery cafe Dinner Theatre, Verrillo's Restaurant, 155 Riverside Drive, Port·
land. Shows fNary Saturday at B. For Info and
reservations call 693-3063.

Art & Soul continued on page 22

Be Infonned,
get Involved
& stay amused.

~.A
r~

thursday 22
• Hill and Dale: How did
Anita Hill's testimony
against then Supreme
Court nominee Clarence
Thomas affect Maine?
Maine's 9to5, the National
Association of
Working Women,
presents state Sen.
Dale McCormack
speaking on "The
Impact of Anita
Hill's Testimony in
Maine," tonight at 7
in Room 419 of
Portland Public Library. 9to5 strives to
empower working women in Maine
through education, outreach and
legislation. 282-8912.

friday 23

• This woman's
Oct. 23.

expectln~

you Friday,

• Let this man Jazz up your Saturday
night Oct. 24.

Get the beat
• It's poetry, of Corso: The Midnight Press and The Cafe Review present a
reading by Gregory Corso, who was a central figure in the Beat Generation
literary movement.
• "Corso is a poet's poet, his verses pure velvet," said Allen Ginsberg. Since
1961, Corso has al terna ted tra vel and resi-

I; it}) ~ I; iI;III :~:s~~=~~~:S'!:a:; ~:! ::hc~:~~;
artist wanderer have endowed him with a
unique perspective on North America. He's also published seven books of
poetry in the States since 1955.
• Hear Corso Oct. 22 at 8 p.m. at Harc:iing's Books, 538 Congress St., Portland. Admission's $7. Call761-~150 for more.

• Ja2Z bands together: Portland
Performing Arts presents Maine's
first-ever jazz film festival today and
tomorrow. The festival links cinematic
performances of jazz immortals
Thelonius Monk, Sarah Vaughan, .
Coleman Hawkins, "Fatha" Hines and
Mary Lou Williams with live commentary by filmmakers, jazz musi·
cians and historians. The finale is a
live concert by pianist Jaki Byard,
post-bebop giant. Take it all in at
Portland Performing Arts Center, 25A
Forest Ave. Call Portland Performing
Arts at 774-0465 for times and prices .
• Katz up at no: Master of acoustic
piano and Hammond B3 organ Bruce
Katz brings his awesome blend of ja2Z
and blues to cafe no. He'll be accom·
panied by Marty Ballou on acoustic
bass, Lome Entress on drums, Gordon
Beadle on sax and Kevin Barry on
electric guitar. Their music's ".a lively
mix of past and present, of diScipline
and delirium,"said LA Times jazz critic
Bill Kolhaase. Here them tonight and
tomorrow night at 9 p.m. at cafe no, 20
Danforth St., Portland. 772·8114.
• Bear with them: Let the spirit move
you to Schoolhouse Arts Center for its
production of "Hide and Seek," a
sophisticated ghost story about a bigcity couple who moves to an old

abandoned farmhouse to await the
birth of their first child. Find yourself
there tonight at 8 at Schoolhouse Arts
Center at Sebago Lake (at the intersection of routes 114 and 35). Tixs are $8
for adults, $6 for seniors, kids and
students. This play is not recommended for children under 10. For
spine·tingling entertainment, reserve
your tickets by calling 642-3743.

saturday 24
• Rally round the ordinance: Fight to
save Portland's new human rights
ordinance, which bars discrimination
based on sexual orientation. Join
Equal Protection/Portland from 9-10
a.m. on the steps of City HalI, 389
Congress St., as they make a stand to
protect the civil rights of all people.
Besides concerned citizens, there will
be live Dixieland jazz, hot coffee, a
gargantuan puppet or two and an
array of inspiring speakers. Stay after
for the citywide literature drop. And
remember to vote NO Nov. 3. For
more information call 761-8480.
• Telling tales in school: Eight
storytellers spin their yarns as part of
the New England Modern Storytelling
Festival, which concludes its two-day
run (Oct. 23·24) today at Scarborough
Junior High's Winslow Horner Center
for the Arts, Gorham Road.
"Most of the pieces are original,
written by the performers, and the
lines between storytelling, performance art, theater and stand·up
comedy blur repeatedly as the plots
unravel on stage," says director of the
festival David Neufeld.
Festival offerings include Stories of
the Supernatural from 7:30-9:30 p.m.
Friday; Maine's Finest Student
Storytellers from 12:30-2 p.m.; Mas·
querade, an all-family concert, from
2:30-4 p.m.; and a Comedy Extravaganza from 7:30·10 p.m. on Saturday.
Call 883-4723 for ticket prices and
further details.

sunday 25
• Boy pits himself against aunts: The
Children's Theatre of Maine opens its
season with Roald Dahl's "James and

the Giant Peach," the story of James,
who escapes from the miserable home
of his nasty aunts Spiker and Sponge
and into the musical world of an
enormous growing peach. Funny guy
Tim Ferrell directs matinees at 1 and 3
today at King Middle School, 92
Deering Ave., Portland. (See Stage
listings for other dates and times.) Tix
are $4 for kids, $5 for their aged
chaperones - a pittance! 874-0371.
• Eat to the beat Portland chefs and
the Portland Community Orchestra
combine their talents tonight to raise
money for their respective organizations by offering food from area
restaurants followed by a concertall from 2-5 p.m. at the Holiday Inn by
the Bay, 88 Spring St., Portland. Fork
over $15 to enjoy this feast for the
senses; call 799-2234 for reservations.

monday 26
• Seeing red: Zhang Yimou's "Raise
the Red Lantern" tells the story of a
19-year-old Chinese woman of the
1920s who leaves her university
studies to marry a wealthy Chinese
merchant who already has three other
wi ves. Though she rebels at first
against the ri valry among the other
wives to win the master's favors, she
is soon caught up in their intrigues. So
much for sisterhood in a patriarchal
SOciety. See it today at 3 or 9 p.m. at
The Movies, 10 Exchange St. 772-9600.

tuesday 27
• Two great dames: The Merm and
the Silent Swede grace Portland
Museum of Art's silver screen tonight
at 7 - The Belter of Broadway, Ethel
Merman, opens in "Old Man Blues," a
1932 musical short. She's followed by
a glowing Greta Garbo in "Queen
Christina," the story of a 17th·century
Swedish queen who relinqUishes her
throne for her lover. According to
cri tic Leonard Mal tin, this 1937 film is
Garbo' s best. Admission is $3; free
with "Elegant Auto" admission; $2 for
kids, seniors, USM students and
museum members. 775-6148.

wednesday 28
• Give a warm hello to Jason: Meet
actor and stunt man Kane Hodder,
who played Jason, master of gruesome
axe, knife and meat cleaver murders,
in the film "Friday the 13th, Part VII."
He'll give an inside look at filmmaking and stunt work, illustrated by film
clips, tonight at 7:30 in Gray Athletic
Building, Bates College, Lewiston.
Admission's $2, $1 for students. Call
786-6330, if you' ve got the guts.

thursday 29
• A mystery to us: The Originals
present Agatha Christie's "Ten Little
Indians," one of her better murder
mysteries, tonight at 7:30 at Saco River
Grange Hall in Bar Mills. Tix are $7, $5
for seniors; call 929-5412 for more
information and reservations.

entertain friends, neighbors, monsters
and goblins. 774-3664.
• Bewitched: Windham Center Stage
Theatre presents Arthur Miller's 'The
Crucible," a chilling recounting of the
Salem witch trials with timely paral·
leis to McCarthyism, which was
rampant when the play was
penned. This Halloween,
the 300th anniversary of the
trials, seems an appropriate
time to fly your brooms to
this sweeping drama at
Windham Community
Center today at 2. Tix are
$7, $5 for students and
seniors; call 892·3315
for reservations.

Submissions for Entertainment
Weekly sections must be received
in writing on the ThulSday prior to
publication. Send your Calendar and
Ustings infonnation to Ellen Uburt,
Casco Bay Weekly, 551A Congress
St., Portland, ME 04101.

friday 30
• Killer play: Community Little
Theatre presents" Assassins," Stephen
Sondheim and John Weidman's
controversial musical that explores, of
all things, the psyches of nine presi.
dential or would·be preSidential
assassins and probes what it is about
America itself that causes these
assassinations. Hear Squeaky sing
harmony with John Wilkes Boothe, see
Sirhan Sirhan dance with John
Hinckley. Ed Reichert of Big 2 Do
Productions does duty as musical
director. See the show at 8 tonight at
the Performing Arts Center at Great
Falls School in Auburn. Tix are $9.
Call 783-0958 for other performance
dates. It will slay you.

saturday 31
Witch should you do on Halloween?
• 'Tis the season to be scared or scary:
Join the East End Halloween Block
Party today from 2-5 p.m., on Monu·
ment Street between Sheridan and
Waterville streets, where games for
kids, live music, food, crafts, voter
registration and a costume contest will
• Chick him out, Friday and Saturday, Oct. 23 and 24.
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great food
• great music
• great beer & wi ne
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THE JOE MULnOILAND SEXTET
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"MODERN BLUES" wILl.

TilE BRUCE KATZ BAND
• October 250
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Samuel Becket.', ENDGAME
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CDs • TAPES • VIDEOS
Only 15 min. from Portland
YARMOUTH MARKETPLACE
Route One .~ . 846-4711 . Open Dd1y.l Dan to 101m

ill 45 DANFORTH ST.
=
PORTlAND
!..'.!. 874-0022

More Uncensored Memoirs
DUnp... of our liv.. by J'eiaer,

Pinter, Pmtauro, Batller and other.

THRS21ND

P\.UCImi£ATtR

dinate4 by AI JII1u.r=_=_--_=t

GOR

rostum
for \10
ttsquerttbe

in concert with special guest
DON CAMPBELL
First Parish Church
425 Congress Street· Portland, Maine
Saturday, October 24, 8 p.m.
TiCU!J: $10 in odvmJe, availlble IlArnadeu Music, Ptrt1m!,
Strawberries, S. Ponlaad. Macllew', Music, Bl\IJISllidt
$12 atlhe door
Reservaucns/lnfonnation: 2f[1fJ74·91S9

October 22 - November 8
ThUl'll-8at a.t. 8 Sun M&tInse a.t. 2

148chooISt.
Bl'UllBwtck

(15)

35 Pleasant St.•Portland

Hours: Mon-Sot. 10-7; Sun. 12·5
(207)772·8285

$101$8

72~884

lpaaNd..., Ito.... ~ .. ~ IIIIfIJ 41WDaUr.

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY 7·9PM

22 Gasca &y Wuldy
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REGISTER TO
VOTE HERE
HELP END DISCRIMINATION IN PORTLAND VOTE NO ON NOVEMBER 3

SATURDAY
OCTOBER

ALL DAY
10 AM10PM

24

stage
auditions
The Portland Ly~c Theater Is auditioning kids 8
years and up and adults to appear In lts holiday
musical 'The Reason for the season" Oct 24 from 35 pm and Oct 25 from &-7 pm at 176 sawyer St, S.
Portland. Bring your own muslc_ 799-4802,

concerts
friday 23
HNY)' Metal Homa (funk) 9 pm, Zoot2, 31 Forest
Ave, Portland. Th: $6. 773-81B7.
Juna Lane and Sharon Pyne (traditional lr1sh) 8 pm,
Swedenborglan Church, 302 Stevens Ave, Portland.
Tlx: $5, $3 for kids, In advance: $6, $4 for kids, at
door. 529-5438.

saturday 24
Tommy Gllllnt • the AII-Sta.. and PSO Oazz) 8 pm,
Portland City Hall Auditorium, 30 Myrtle St, Portland.
Tlx: $30, $24, $18 & $10. 800-639-2309.

11lepORTLAND BALLET COMPANY'S
Eugenia L, O'Brien Artlstic Director

THE NUTCRACKER
IS MOVING TO PORTLAND
Formerly at City Theater in Biddeford

John Gorka (new folk) 8 pm, Arst PwlshChurch, 425
Congress St, Portland. Tix: $10 In adVance, $12 at
door. 714-9159.
M ..... French FIddlers (traditional FrenctH:anadlan
music) 7pm, Unltarlan-Unlversallst Church of Westbrook,
719 Main St, Westbrook. TIx: $5. 839-2079.

Tommy Ga'ant. the All-Stars and PSO Oazz) 3 pm,
Portland City Hall AuditorIum, 30 Myrtle St. Portland.
Tlll: $30, $24, $18 & $10. 800-639-2309.
R_ Mc:Entlre and Brooks. Dunn (country) 7:30
pm, Cumberland County Civic Center, 1 Civic Center
$Quwe, Portland. Tix: $19.50. 77&-3825_

N0 ~R1l.AND HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM tuesday 27
NEW lOOth
NIVERSARY PRODUCTION
December 4-20

Thoma. Trotter (Kotzschmw organ concert) 7:30
pm, Portland City Hall AuditorIUm, 30 Myrtle St.
Portland. Donations accepted. 774-3427 after 6.
Richard Roberta (plano recital) 7:30 pm, Ludcke
Audltorlum, Westbrook College, Westbrook. Free.
797-7261_

•

Early Matinees, Early Evenings
Call 772-9671 for tickets,
early, Sellouts are traditional,

100 years ago, on December 18,1892,
the Nutcrackerwas first presented at
the Maryinsky theater In St. Petersburg,
Russia, Celebrate on Friday, December
18, 1992 with a special performace
followed by a Victorian Family
Christmas Feast at the Portland Club, In
a first time collaboration, the Portland
Ballet's Nutcracker will have sets
designed after the famed Victoria
Mansion, with Christmas Eve party
guests portraying actual Portland
historical figures, making this the very
first Nutcracker production with an
authentic Maine setting,

_Fri Dec 4 - 7:~m

_Fri Dec II-7:00pm

_ _ student/senior (65+)
ticlcets@ $10 for the

_Sat Dec 12-7:~m

pafonnanence checlccd alleft.
For a special Dec 18 performance

\3 ·

I:~m

_S.tDecI9-1:~m

_Sal Dec 19 - 7:00pm

and diMer, please reserve

Card No,_ _ _ _ _ __
Expinllioo dale_ _ Day Phone _ _
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

_ _ aduilliclcets @ $50 and
A~

_

child (12 & under)@ $25,

Total amount due $_ _

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-

City, ST,Zip _ _ _ _ _ _ __

_Sun Dec 20 - 1:00pm

AI performances at Portland High School Auditorium, 284 CtJ1'benand Ave. No refunds or
sta~ envelope with your order. Make check or money order
payable to: Portland Balet, 341 Cumber1and Ave., Portland, ME 04101
Telephone (207) 772-9671

exchanges. Send seH-addressad

friday 23
Bill Shl"",mUIII (acoustic) Bramhall Pub, 769 Congress St, Portland . 773-9873.
Modem Blues 88nd (blue) cafe no, 20 Danforth St,
Portland. 772-8114.
Port City All St... (rock) Chappies, 1192 ForestAve,
Portland. 797-9155.
Toast and Mlndgttnder (original rock/grunge) Geoo' s,
13 Brown St. Portland . 772-7891.
TalklllS to Anlml" (original rock) Granny Killam's
Industrial Drlnkhouse, 55 Market St, Prtl. 761-2787.
ActIYeCulblre (ska& reggae) The LillingTree Culture
Club, 45 Danforth St, Portland. 874<>022.

Ume Rocketl (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Market St.
Portland. 774-5246.
N..e~Tlle-leI. (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 Moulton
St, Portland. 774-0444.
Th. Rick R...ell 88nd (blues) Raoul's Roadside
Attraction, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6886.
Elderberry Jam (rock) Repetes , 128 Free St, Portland. 774-1114.
The Fabulous HNvyweightS (R&B) Spring Point
Cafe, 175 Pickett St. S. Portland. 767-4627.

TKO (rock) T-8lrds, 126 N. Boyd St, Prtl. 773-8040.
Curt Beaaett. (acoustic) Tipperary Pub, Sheraton
Tara Hotel, S_ Portland. 77!;.6161.
The Raz. (rock) The Wrong Brothers' Pub at Port
BIlIia'ds, 39 Forest Ave, Portland. 77&-1944_

saturday 24
Bill ShlrnamUIII (acoustic) Bramhall Pub, 769 Congress St, Portland. 773-9873.
Modem Blues Band (blues) cafe no, 20 Danforth St.
Portland. 772-8114.
Port City All Sta.. (rock) Chapples, 1192 ForestAve,
Portland. 797·9155.

Thurnper(ska) GrannyKlllwn's Industrial Drinkhouse,
55 MiYket St. Portland . 761-2787.
ActIVe Culblre (ska & reggae) The LlvlngTree Culture
ClUb, 45 Danforth St, Portland. 8740022.

Ume Rocketl (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Market St,
Portland. 774-5246.
....,...Tlle-lel. (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 Moulton
St. Portland. 774-0444.
_ _ _ (funny rock) Raoul's Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 713-8886.
Th. _light... (rock) Repetes, 128 Free St,
Portland. 774-1114.
Way Cool (rock) Spring Point cafe, 175 Pickett St, S.
Portland. 767-4627 .
Mirrors (dMCe) T-Birds, 126 N. Boyd St, Portland.
773-8040.
Straight Up (pop/rock) TIpperary Pub, Sheraton Tara
Hotel, S. Portland. 77!;.6161.
The Raz. (rock) The Wrong Brothers' Pub at Port
Billia'ds, 39 Forest Ave, Portland _77&-1944.

sunday 25
DJ. Landry (acoustic rock) Geno's , 13 Brown St.
Portland. 772·7891.
Jack Towle (comedy) The Living Tree Culture Club,
45 Danforth St, Portland. 8740022.
La,end (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 Moulton St,
Portland_ 714-0444_
KrIatIna otMn and Cormac McCarthy (folk) Raoul's
Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest Ave, Portland . 713-

6886.

clubs
thursday 22
Cool Shade of Blue (R&B) The LIving Tree Culture
Club, 45 Danforth St, Portland . 8740022.

N

_Sun Dec

_Fri Dec 18 - 6:00pm

Portland Symphony Chamber Orcheetro 11/1/92
(music of Franz Schubert) 2 & 6 pm, Eastland
Ballroom, Sonesta Hotel, 157 High St, Portland . Th:
$20. 773-8191 or 1-800-639-2309.

Add $3 postage handling.

_ _ adult lickets@$16and

_Sat Dec 12-1:00pm

Oro'C. Ten Blue 10/30/92 Oazz)7:3O pm, Kresge
Auditorium, VIsual Arts Center, BowdoIn College,
BrunswIck. Tix: $10, $8 seniors, free for Bowdoin
students. 72&-3375_

Charge my _ Visa _ Mastercard.

Please reserve

~

_SunDec6-1:00pm

upcomzng

John Mulholland Quartet Oazz) cafe no, 20 Danforth
St. Portland. 772-8114_
MMtln Kid. (Innovative, Inventive music) Geno's,
13 Brown St. Portland. 772-7891.
Pluck Theatre and MD.. o.thmuffen (a~ematlve
rock) Granny Killam's Industrial Drlnkhouse, 55
MiYket St, Portland . 761-2787 _

_Sat Dec 5 - 1:00pm

Open Mlc with Nick Altieri (b.y.o. acoustic rock) The
wrong Brothers' Pub at Port BIlliards, 39 Forest Ave,
Portland. 71&-1944.

Th. Malden. and The Black. Grey (onginal pop/
rock) Geno's, 13 Brown St. Portland. 772-7891_

sunday 25

Ume Roc:keta (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Market St,
Portland_ 774-5246.
....,.r-The-lel. (rock) Old Port TlIII8m, 11 Mou~on
St, Portland. 774-0444.
Tuck. Patti Oazz) Raoul's Roadside Attraction, 865
Forest Ave, Portland. 713-8886.
Open Mlc with the Dirty 0_. . (old-time rock)
Repetes, 128 Free St, Portland, 774-1114.
Deeley Rocket Ruaty (karaOke) Spring Point Cafe,
175 Pickett St, S_ Portland. 767-4627.
Blcyc:le TIll.... (rock) T-Blrds, 126 N. Boyd St,
Portland. 773-8040.

October 22,1992

DeeJay Gre. P_e.. (karaoke) Tipperary Pub,
Sheraton Twa Hotel, S, Portland. 71&-6161.

HNdliner Comedy Night with Anthony Clark •
gue.ts (comedy) T-Blrds, 126 N. Boyd St, Portland.
713-8040.
Ken Grtma"y (acoustic) WhiYfs End, 52 WhiYf St,
Portland. 713-0093.
St... Gertach (acoustic) The Wrong Brothers ' Pub at
Port BIlliards, 39 Forest Ave, portland . 775-1944.

monday 26
Open Mic with R8ndy Mo.._ (b.y.o.) Raoul's Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 713-8886.
Tom. George (acoustic rock jam) Repetes, 128
Free St, Portland. 774-1114.
Open Mlc with Ken Grlmaley (acoustic) Wharfs End,
52 Wharf St, Portland . 773-0093.

tuesday 27
Statl street Tradltlon8IJazz 88nd (New Orleans jazz)
cebele's Bistro, 57 Wharf St, Portland. 77!;.6257.
Open MIc: with Nell Collin. (b.y.o. electric) Granny
Killwn'. Industnal Drlnkhouse, 55 Market St, Portland. 761-2787.
Deejay OScar (college nIght) The I..MngTree Culture
Club, 45 Danforth St, Portland. 8740022.
....end (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 Moulton St,
Portland. 714-0444.
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Catch Kristina Olsen at Raoul's Sunday, Oct. 25.

'TIL TUESDAY

Get up offa that
thang
-

WITH DUO
MONDAYS

Folk singer Kristina Olsen is worth going out for

• By Jim Pinfold

There are those of us who cherish autumn year-round, The
briskness in our walk reflects the briskness in the air, The sky
seemed scrubbed of the summer's haze, We're not as peeved at
the visitors from away - this time of year they arrive for all the
right reasons. If they're willing to put up with a bit of a chill,
well- hell, go ahead look around, see what we care - just
don't drive too slow or we won't finish our errands in time for
"Entertainment Tonight,H
There is a down side, however, All of our yearlong dreams of
autumnal splendor are kicked awake halfway through the
season: The colors brown out. What was once an inVigorating
coolness becomes just plain cold,
One of the biggest changes (depend Lng on one's limited
perception of the world) is the migratory patterns of musicians.
You look out at your bird feeder one morning and think,
"(Expletive) - why isn't there
anyone playing in town this
weekend that I didn't see last
week and the week before?"
Kristina Olsen appears with
The opportunity to catch up
Cormac McCarthy
on local talent will avail itself
Oct" 25 at 8 p.m., Raoul's
all winter but the glimpses of
Roadside Attraction,
many singers who pass
865 Forest Ave., Portland.
through the area will diminish
Reservations: 773-6886.
until spring.
Even if the siren song of the local club scene doesn't move us
to action on a daily or even monthly basis, it is reassuring that
the scene still exists, Geno's, cafe no, Moose Alley, Zootz, Old
Port Tavern, Spring Point Tavern, etc" are all still around after
another rough economic year, The Living Tree Culture Club,
Wrong Brothers Pub, Granny Killam's and Chappies have all
opened in recent memory and appear to be doing all right with
varying degrees of imaginative booking, Then there is always
Raoul's Roadside Attraction.
.
Raoul's seems to have been around forever. The decor
certainly has, Either by good advice, good instincts or good luck
they continue a rather artistically conservative (if fiscally risky)
tradition of nightly live entertainment. [t is the most consistent
place to see nationally recognized Singer-songwriters north of
Boston,
Kristina Olsen, who'll be at Raoul's on Oct. 25 with another
folkie, Cormac McCarthy, isn't going to knock anyone off the top
10 "adult-contemporary" charts this year. Her brand of folk

music

music occasionally sneaks in, but there's only room for one or
two per decade, thank you, Olsen's songs aren't dancey enough,
they don't demand your attention and they're definitely not
Enya-shimmery and ephemeral. No radio music director who
wants to hold onto his or her job is going to toss her newest
recording (her third) back to back with Bette Midler. Then
again, that's not exactly what she's looking for.
"[he most important thing for me is to be true to my own
music and not try to model it into whatever is hitting the charts
this week," Olsen says. From Los Angeles by way of a HaightAshbury childhood, Olsen writes songs that tend to have a
SoCal feel. No empty mills, snow on the fields, desolate windy
streets stuff here. Fewer adjectives and more attention to the
capricious heart,
Yet it isn't all moony Karla Bonoff, She is not without humor
in her songwriting - on a plane she hopes the praying woman
next to her doesn't have a God "stuck in the metal detector in
Boston [orllost with my luggage in Houston." To a departed
lover who's quit smoking and lost weight she pleads, "Stop
doing so well." In a noisy bar to (presumably) a different man,
she sings,"[ saunter on over put my tongue in your ear -I'm
going to taste what you're going to hear," ,
But Olsen's strong suit is undeniably her simpler songs
without the admirable if cute wordplay, "I Look So Happy /
Triangle Mouth Waltz"is a deceptively light melody with stark
lyrics about the need to take a picture of herself looking
"happy.H Why take a picture? Is the smile rare? Will it change?
A memory perhaps? With great sparseness of words it's not
what she says but what she doesn't say. In another song,
generous with emotion, she finds a fatalist view of a love affair
whose end is already assumed - "that's why I'm practicing
walking away." From Rory Block-style growls to light, simply
delivered sweetness, she commits herself to songs rather than
tossing them off, After many years on the road lesser singers
lose that touch.
When interesting singer-songwriters do drift into town this
late in the season it's often worth the effort to get off the couch
and give them some support, Remember the winter really is
long and the motivation to move decreases with the
temperature, Kristina Olsen is a performer with whom you're
likely unfamiliar, But the odds are you'll probably wind up
savoring the memory of her longer than you will Nov, 3, no
matter how you vote, caw
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want to lick your plate,

Juot ·c.....nd Jim G.'ent (folk) Raoul's Roadside
Attraction. 865 Forest Ave. Portland. 773-6886.
Open _
NIJIIt with Rare Form (thrash) Repetes.
128 Free St. Portland. 774-1114.
Open Me Nlghtwllll "'erGI..1OII (acoustic) Spring
Point Cafe. 175 Pickett SI. S. Portland. 767:4627.

TBA (acoustic) Wharfs End. 52 Wharf St. Portland.
773-0093.

lIaIehMd (acoustic hlp-hop) Zootz. 31 Forest Ave.
Portland. 773-8187.
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Five Stores to Serve You -"We Buy Anything Worth Buying"
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Wise Trading Company
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498 Congress St. Portland, ME 04101, 772-3932
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Gold, Silver, Diamonds, Guns,
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Musical Instruments, Watches, Rings, cameras,
Tapes, CD's, Antiques, TV's &Tools
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Serving You From 5 Locations across the state:
Bath • Portland • Lewiston • Augusta • Bangor

~
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pottery and painted noor cloths . Twenty percent of all
sales to benent Maine Women's Lobby. Through Nov
10. Galle<yhrs: Mor>frI10-5:3O. Sat 10-5. 772·2693.

en

Upe_... (jazz) Raoul's Roadside Attraction. 865
Forest Ave. Portland. 773-6886.
Ope. Mlc NlgIrt _
Oem ... a til. New Dawp(heavy
metal) Repetes. 128 Free St. Portland. 774-1114.
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• ANTIQUES. TV'S. TOOLS. SILVER. GOLD. CAMERAS· SILVER
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Lou Th. Skeleton Crew (Dead cover band) Wharfs .
End. 52 Wharf St. Portland . 773-0093.

JOHN J. SEARS
Attorney At Law
·Free Initial consultation for Injury cases.
Fees paid only upon recovery.
Evening appointments avaIlable.

•
774-7500

1-800-870-4555 \
97A Exchange Street. Portland, Maine

Jewe ..... Work 30 Exchange St. Portland. An exhlbltlonofjewelry by eight designers. No set gallery hours.

Jewel G.nary 345 Fore St. Portland. ImpreSSionist
and realist oils and watercolors by Bill Jewell. Cynthia
McMullin and other local artists. Stained and painted
glass by Bill Jewell and Burt Weiss . On view through
October. Gallery hours : Mon·Sat lo.5. or byappolnt·
ment. 773-3334 .
KaUhdln Reotaurant 106 High St. Portland . The
works of Zoo Cain through Dec 1. Hours: Mo....Thurs
5-10. Frl-Sat 5-11. 774·1740.

Open Mlc NlgIrtwllll The Cool Whlpe (b.y.o. jam) The
Wrong Brothers' Pub at Port Billiards. 39 Forest Ave.
Portland . 775-1944.

....... Gallery Portland Public Llbrart. 5 Monument
Square. Portland. "Viewer Created Rea lities: the
paintings and sculptures of John Rlveglla showing
through Oct 31. Gallery hours: Mon . Wed & Frl 9-6;
Tues & Thurs 12·9: Sat 9-5. 871·1700.

dancing

Milne Color S.",lce Gall.ry 4 Milk St. Portland.
'Maine Business/Art · 92" an exh ibit of Cibachrome
prints of 11 local commercial photographers. On
view through Nov 15. Gallery hours: Mon·Frl 8:3o.
5:30. 774-4300.

_Dance, Inc .• locations to be announced. Smokeand chem·free dances with swing. Latin & ballroom
music Fridays from 9-12 pm & Sundays from 3-6 pm.
$5. 773-3558.

*PERSONAL INJURY. WORKERS COMP
CIVIL LITIGATION

Fro.t Gully Gallery 411 Congress St. Portland. Work
of gallery artists. Gallery hours: Mon-F~ 12·6. or by
appointment. 773-2555.

Danforth St. Portland. 874-0022.

•

~
c~

F1'.. Stl'Mt Studio 8 City Center. Portland. Sculpture
by Ka-en Dow. paintings of Chris Mlr and paintings
and sculpture by Lyn Mlr. Through Oct. Gallery hours:
Mon-Sat 10-7. Sun 12·5.774·1500 .

G.....hut G....rI •• 146 Middle St. Portland. "Maine

BeBop Jazz EnMm.... Oazz) The Porthole Restaurant. 20 Custom House Wharf. Portland. 772·5575.

::

Con..... Square Gallery 42 Exchange St. Portland .
Group show of gallery artists Including Lindsay
HanCOCk. Henry Isaacs. Meg Brown Payson and Jill
~. showing through October. Gallery hours: Mon·
Sat 10:30-5. 774-3369.

Women of the '90s: a show of paintings. jewelry.

Legend (rock) Old Port Tavem. 11 Moulton St. Port·
land . 774~444.

~

°Ann Grimm Aayllc paintings of landscapes and
buildings. On view through October In Moulton Union.
Lancaster Lounge. Hours: Mon-Thurs 7 am·12:3O
am. Frl-Sat 7 am·2 am. Sun 7 am-ll pm.

UJllt M ....on (rock)The Living Tree Cu~ure Club. 45
a.chelON· Night Itopless) Moose Alley. 46 Market

~

AtrIc8n ImjlGl'b .nd New Engl..... Arts 1 Union St.
Portland. Original artwork & advice to collectors.
Hours: 10-9 Mon-Sat. 12-6 Sun. 772·9505.

Open Mlcwlth ...... J_Ib.y.o. acoustic) Geno·s.
13 Brown St. Portland. 772·7891.

St. Portland. 774-5246.

*
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around town

"Vinalhaven at Bowdoin The a'eatlve and technical
processes of printmaking through the examination of
contemporary prints produced at VInalhaven Press.
Through Nov 29.

The LIYIIC Tree Culture Club, 45 Danforth St. Port·
land . African. world beat. reggae and a~ematlve
rock. Open Tues-Sun. 874-0022.
Maine Ihllroom, 614 Congress St. Portland. Every
Sat 9-mldnlght. Cost: $5. No reservations requ ired.
773-0002.
Th. Moon. 425 Fore St. Portland. Open nightly. 8 pm
on .. . Naked Thlrstdays: no cover. drinks $1.25 &
drafts 25~ ; Frl-sat until 3 am ; Sun-Mon: chem free.
Cover: $3. 772·1983.
Salut-. 20 Milk st. Portland . Open nightly until 1
am. No cover. 774-4200.
T·BlnI·., 126 N. Boyd St. Portland. Sun : comedy
night; weekdays : special ""ents; Frl & sat rock &
roll . dance. 773-8040.
Whorehouse Dance Club, 29 Forest Ave. Portland.
Progressive music. FrI : chem free. all ages with
deejay; Sat women's night from 9-1 with deejay Deb.
874-9770.
Zootz, 31 Forest Ave . Portland. Wed: chem·free;
Thurs: cutting edge dance; FrI : live national acts; Sat
deejay till 2:30 am. live at The Cave; Sun: request
night. 773-8187.

N.,cy M.rgoll, Gallery 367 Fore 51. Portland. Decorative arts. including jewelry by Rona ld Hayes Pearson
and ceramics by Peter Saengher. Through October.
Galle<y hours: Mo....Sat lo.6. Sun 11:304. 715-3822.
Me.nder G.llery 40 Pleasant St. Portland .
"Mythscapes: Aboriginal Dreaming." showing through
Oct 31. Gallery hours : Tues·Sat 12·6. or by appoint·
ment. 871·1078.

On ..... nee 4 Milk St. Portland . • An Intimate Portrait
of the People of Nepal. " photos by Maljl Greenhut
Showing through Dec 6. Hours: Mon-Sat 9-1. and by
appointment. 772·9812.

Photognophy Co-op 547A Congress St. '33. Port·
land. "Diana & Pinholes." the photos of Julie Smith
Gough. Showing through Nov 10. Hours: Tues lo.6.
or by appoi ntment 781·4578.
Pine Tree Shop. Bayview Gal ..ry 75 Market St.
Portland. Group show of ~allery artists. On view
through Oct 30. Gallery hours: Mon-Sat 9:3o.5:3O.
773--3007.
PortI.nd Chamber of Commerce 145 .Middle SI.
Portland. 'Works on Paper. • On view through Oct 30.
Gallery hours: Mo .... Frl 8-5. 772·2811. ext. 223.
Portland M ......... Gf Art Seven Congress Square .
Portland. Hours: Tues. Wed . Thurs lo.9. Frl & Sat lo.
6. Sun 12·5 . Admission: adults $6. senior citizens
and students with 10 $5. youth 6-18 $3.50. children
5 and under are free. Museum adm ission is half·
price lo.noon saturday. 773-2787.
"Endange"" Landac..... Lynn Butler photographs
places threatened by development. from New York 's
Coney Island to the south of France. Through Nov 1.
"Artlot. You L""e: Monet, Renoir and other Ma.
t .... Works by European masters of the past two
centu~es from the Joan Whitney Payson Collection
and other private lenders.

A Festival of
Immortal Music
& Great Cinema

°The Elegant Auto: F.... lo ••• d Des,," of tile 19301
Ore<>f.... klnd automobiles. art-<leco furniture and j _
elry. period palntlr"8S and other products from this era
of re\/Olutionary Industrial design. Through Nov 8 .

0The Art 01 DI.covery All exhibition of maps from the
age of exploration . Through Dec 13.

art

Robert J. a.n.. Interiors 1 Monument Way . Port·
land. Botanical paintings of Sarah Elizabeth Look.
showing through Oct 24. Hours: Mon-Frl 11·6. Sat·
Sun 11·3. 773-3481.

•

openIng
SAT oct 24 @ 81' I..egendary Pianist

JAKI BYARD IN CONCERT
FRI acl23 @ 81' . Sarah Vaughan: I..isten to the Sun
Film In Jazz History: A Panel Discussion
SAT oct 24 @ 21' Thelonlus Honk: Straight. No Chaser
Anything For Jazz with Jaki Byard
Jazz: Eart Hines & Coleman Hawkins
Hary I..ou WlUlams: Hary I..ou·s Hass
Portland Performing Arts Center 25A Forest Avenue
FOR TICKETS call 774 0465 or at Amadeus Music

Sponsors
Notional Endo .... ment fa' the Arts Maine +iumanllle50 CounCil Blue Cross/Slue Shield of Marne Qual,ly SUites Hotel

NEXT CONCERTI

Accordions That Shook The World
5 HOT SQUEEZE BOX PLAYERS
Friday November 13 . First Parish Church
Call 774-4065 for tickets and info.

The Art Gallery ot Six DHrtng S _ 6 Deering SI.
Portland. Opening reception Oct 30 from 6-9 for n<1W
paintings by Jim Klnnealey. Open house Oct 31 from
11·5. Show runs through Nov 21.Watercolors of
Edward Minchin will be on view through Oct 24.
Gallery hours: Tues-Sat 11·5 the first two weeks of
the month ; thereafter by chance or appointment
772·9605.
DenfoItII Art G•••ry, Th. M.lne ArtIm' Space 34
Danforth St. Portland. Opening reception Oct 22 from
5-8 for "Maine ContemporiIIY Drawing Exhlb~lon," a
show jurled by Sigmund Abeles . Through Nov 13.
'Migrant WIthin: paintings of franco-American art·
Ists of New England continues through Oct 15.
Gallery hours: Tues-Sat 11·5. 775-6245.
Icon Contemporery Art 19 Mason St. Brunswick.
Opening reception Oct 24 from 4-6 for the paintings
and drawings of Honour Mack. Through Nov 27 .
Gallery hours: Mo....Sat 1·5. 725-8157 .
MIIHIIIII Gf Art, Oln Arts Cent.. Bates College.
Lewiston. Opening reception Oct 29 from 7·9 for
"New Prints/Old Prints." contemporiIIY prints primarllyfrom the Landfall Press In Chicago and old master
prints from the permment collection. St ewart Hitch.
whose work Is Included In the show. will speak about
the work at 7 In Lecture Hall 104. Olin Arts Center.
Through Dec 18. Hours: ' Tues-Sat 10-5. Sun 1·5.
78&6158.
C... IIooka_ 555 Congress st. Portland.
_
Reception Oct 29 from 5- for 'The Barber and the
Tailor.' phot06byMartha Mickles and Andres Vetzosa.
Through Oct 31. Restaurant hours. 761·3930.

The Sa.",.n·, Club R_ur.nt 1 EJlchange St.
Portland. 'Splrl~ed Gardensl" the work of Joyce
C<¥,eand Chris Sheridan. Through November. Hours:
11-11. 772·7311.

The Stain Gallery 20 Milk St. Portland. "North Carolina Glass Show. " new work from 12 new artists.
showing through October. Gallery Hours: Mon·Sat
11·6. Sun 11·5. 772·9072.

Thoe. _ r C.blnetmake,. 415 Cumberland Ave.
Portland. Oils. pastels and sculpture by Diane Bowie
Zaltlln through Nov 21. Hrs: Mon-Sat 9-5. 774-3791.

The Tr"". G.llery 112 High St. Portland. "Paint·
Ings: the work of Richard Wilson . On view through
Nov 8 . Galleryhours: Thurs 5-8. Frl-Sat 12·5. Sun 12·
4. 772·1961.

The Weot Side R..taurant 58 Pine St. Portland .
Recent work by Louisa Boehmer. showing through
Nov 1. Hours: Mon·Thurs 7·2:30. 5-9; Fri 7·2:30. 510. Sat 8-2:30. 5-10. Sun 9·2 :30. 5-9. 773-8223.

out Of town
BowdolnCollege MUHUm Gf Art Walker Art Building.
BowdolnColiege. Brunswick. The museum Is open to
the public free of charge. Hours: Tues·SaUo.5 . Sun
2·5. 725-3275 .
........ More: The Print a. MIniature Works from

the pennanent collection exploring ~ nature of the
'cabinet print." Through Nov 22.

0Looldn.1It PtInt. Selections depicting the historIcal techniques and processes of printmaking.
Through Nov 1 .

'Th. North Amerlc.n Indian The photos of Edward
S. Curtis. On view through December In the HawthorneLongfellow Library. Hours: Mon-Sat 8:30 am·12 am.
Sun 10 am·12 am .
'The Flora of Maln. The drawings of Kate Furbish On
view through Dec. In the Hawthorne-Lor'4!fellow library.
Hrs: Mon-Sat 8:30 am-12 am. Sun 10 am-12 am.
The Chocolote Church Gallery 804 Washington St •
Bath. "EJlpresslons In Fibre.' ajuried textile art show.
On view through October. Gallery hours: Tues-FrI9-4.
Sat 12-4.442-8627.
Cry of the Loon Art Gallery Route 302. S. Casco.
Opening reception Oct 18 from 2·5 for winners of the
1992 Lake Region Juried Show. Through Nov 8 .
Gallery hours: dally 9:30-6. 665-5060.
The G.llery IItWI",_ Coye Studloe Route 123. S,
Harpswell. WorI< of gallery artists. Through October.
Gallery hours: Thurs·Sat 11-4. Sun 12-4. or byappointment. Closed Oct 9-11. 833-6081.
Maine M.rltlme M ...um Maritime History Bldg.
243 Washington St. Bath. Gallery hours: dally 9:3o.
5. 443-1316.

'The Maritime Folk Art Gf A. De CI.rck Paintings by
Belgian artist portraying the coastal and deepwater
vessels that entered the ports of AIltwerpand liverpool
In the last days of sail. On view through the year.
'NewWorldo: North Atlantic S..,.... ng In theEr. Gf
Dlsc""ery Rare world maps and nautical charts. early
navigation Instruments. illustrations offlne art and
archaeological material bring together the Old and
the New Worlds In the ~e of Discovery and beyond.
On view through the year.
'Born from C....tln. this exhibit Includes water·
color paintings. drawings. sketches and oils by John
Faunce leavitt. focusing on his made-from-memory
renditions of the last generation of coasting scho<>ners that piled the coast of New England until the late
193Os. On view through the year.
O'Farrell G.llery 58 Maine St. Brunswick . • Master
Prints." shows through Nov 18. Galle<y hours: TuesSat lo.5. 729-8228.
Sa...ICOdeIl.. Artlm Gallery Route 24. Great Island. Works by 21 Maine artists . Gallery hours: TuesSun lo.5. 833-5717.

Thoma. Memorial Ubrary 6 Scott Dyer Road. cape
Elizabeth . Small·scale abstract paintings In
untraditional materials by Lisa Bentley. Through Nov
21. Hours: Mon. Wed. frl-Sat 9-5; Tues & Thurs 9-9.
799-1720.
York Inotltut. MUHUm 371 Main SI. Saco. 'From
Town to City: Saco In 1867,"photos. artifacts and
documents depicting changes In Saco life. On view
through the year. Hours: Tues. Wed & Frll-4: Thurs
1-8; Sat 1-4. 283-3861.

other
Art C ' - Carlo Plttore offers private art lessons
md life drawing classes athlsstudlo In Bowdoinham
""ery Thurs from 7:30-9:30. 866-8453.
Art Comeo Home Visual artists make fumlture.
Painters Ma~orle Moore and Heidi Gerqulst and
architect Steven Moore will speak and show the
fumiture they've designed Oct 30 at 7:30 pm at the
Maine Writers and Publishers Alliance . 12 Pleasant
St. Brunswick. 66&8808.
CrelltlYe Art. progr.m Portland Rea'eation offers
classes In drawing and painting for senior adults
Tues and Frl from 9:30 am-12:3O pm at NorthfIeld
Green Community Room. 147 Allen Ave. Portland.
8748793.
French Gothic Art Professor Norman Beaupre of the
Unlversltyof New England presents a slide show and
bilingual discussion of French Gothic art Oct 22 at 7
pm In Room 316. Portland Public Library. 5 Monument Square. Portland. 829-4238.
Portland Cham.... of Commerce Is looking for Maine
artists to share their work. 772·2811. ext. 223.
PortI.nd Public Ubrary Invites area artists to submit
applications for a one-month exhibition within the
IIbrart's Lewis Gallery. 871·1758.

raJ
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Architectural W.lklng Tou ... Pejepscot Historical
Society and BrunswickA.A.U.W. sponsorwalklngtours
of Brunswick ""ery Friday at 10:30 am. Meet at the
PejepscotHlstorical Soclely. 159 Park Row. Brunswick.
Cost: $2. Includes guide booklet. 72~.
Book SI~lnl Author Rick Hautala will sign copies of
his new suspense novel 'Dark Silence" Oct 26 from
4-6 pm at Warren Memorial library. 479 Main St.
WestbrOOk. 854-5891.
D.ne.. with Wo .... Linguist Richard Lederer discusses language and writing. with musical accompaniment by Kathy Lowe. Oct 24 at 1 pm and 3 pm at
Portland Museum of Art. 7 Congress Square. Port·
land. Cost: $5. All proceeds to benefit The Portland
Ballet Company. 772·9671.
Freel..clng lor MIIfI8ZI ... Sherry Ballou Hanson
offers this day·1ong workshop on writing and seiling
magazine articles In the areas offltnessjhealth. diet!
nutrition and chlld/fam lly Oct 24 from 10 am-3 pm at
the Maine Writers Center. 12 Pleasant St. BrunsWick.
Cost: $35. $30 M'NPA members. 729-6333.

J_ ArtI.t~ ... R..ldenc. Spend five days Oct 2&30
with James Williams. one of Amerlca's top jazz
pianists. at USM/Gorham . Williams will give lectures
and talks and will lead sectlonals and rehearsals
with the various studentjau ensembles. 180-5126.
~Tableostudentsandaornmunltymembersar

Invited to partici pate In Infonnal sessions to Impr
ve their French. German. Portuguese. Russian and·
Spanish skills . 780-4390.
Maln. Court. TheCommlsslonto Study the Future of
Malne's Courts holds a public hearing Oct 27 from 37 at Portland City Council Chambers. Portland City
Hall. 389 Congress St. Portland. The commission Is
seeking public review of Its preliminary recommenda- .
tlons and general suggestions for ImJl'ovlng the
justice system. 822-4164.
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MaklngYour Prose Preoentable Carol leach teaches
a one-day workshop that addresses common problems encountered by writers Oct 31 from 10 am-3 pm
at the MalneWrlters Center. 12 Pleasant St. Brunswick.
Cost $35. $30 M'NPA members. 729-6333.

JOAN BAEZ

MatI""lch Society 8rooke Alexander and Sandy
Titus discuss "Spiritual Ministry and Personal Em·
powerment" Oct 22 from 7:3o.9 pm at Rines Auditorium. Portland Public Library. 5 Monument Square.
Portland. 657·2850.

w~h

special guest

JAMES McMURTRY

Sat., Nov. 21, 8 PM

Open H...... lorAdult Leamer. St. Joseph·sColiege.
on Sebago Lake In Standish. offers a free open
house Oct 30. beginning at 9 am . for anyone who
would like to see howthe Independent study program
works . 1-8()()'752-4723 or 892·7841.

Portland City Hall
Auditorium

U.S./Cuba Frlendlhlp When was the last time a
Cuban messed up your life? The Cuba Committee of
the Maine Coalition on Central America meets to
discuss the Implications of the U.S. trade embargo
and the Friendshlpment Nov 3 at 7 pm at the Campus
Center. Room A. USM/Portland. 76&5851.

All seals reserved.

Tickets: Cumberland County
Civic Center, All .,."...~
Locations, Charge by Phone
207-775-3458 or 207-775-3331.

wellness
AdUlt SCMenIIC Clinic on the last Wed of tNery
month. for blood pressure and testing lor sugar.
anemia and cholesterol . from 11:30 am·l pm at the
Peoples United Me1hodlstChuroh. 310 Broadway. S.
Portland. 767-3326.

Aikido Is a martial art used to Increase nexlbility.
stamina md a sense of well-being. Adu~ classes:
Mon and Wed. 5:30-6:15 pm and 6:3().7:3O pm; fri.
6:30-7:30 pm; Sat. 2:30-3:30 pm and 3:45-4:45
pm. Chlldren'sclasses: Sat. 1 :15-2:15 pm. Classes
held at Portland AIkido. 25.1. forest Ave. Portland.
772·1524.

r--'-_~:::::::7>-1 00%

BuddhIllt4Mntecl Meditation Group meets ""flfY
Sun from 10-11 am at 1040 Broadway, S. Portland.
Small donation. 839-4897.
Childbirth CIeo_ Olscovery Education offers six·
_ k prepared childbirth classes including anatomy
& physlologf of labor. re'-lon & breathing techniques. pain management options during labor. role
of coach or support person. physical & emotional
changes alter birth. and much more. Classes are
held Mon orTues!MIs from 7·9 !or six weeks. Cost
$60. Including handbook. 11ft pecks and articles.
797-4096.
Childbirth Preparation CIa_ TWC>day Intensive
series on birth and parenting Oct 24 & Nov 7 from 10
am-4 pm at the Moonshell 1M. Peaks Island. Cost
$3O/couple. 766-2244.
FIrst Aid Cla_ American Red Cross offers an
elght-hour program Including adult CPR Infonnatlon
and certifICation Oct 28 from 8 :30 am-5 pm . For more
Info call 874-1192.
Flu.hots Community Health Services will sponsor an
adult flu clinic Oct 26 from 1·3 pm at Scarborough
Town Hall; Oct 27 from 9:3().11:3O am at Oakleaf
Terrace. Freeport; and Oct 28 from 9 : 30-11:30 am at
SI. AIlne's Church. Gorham . Cost: $10. 775-7231.
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DRoP ME AlINf..
144 HIGH ST., PORTlAND

773-5547

a

1'1'-" Energy In M"".....nt A no ....profit dance
group meets Mon ""es at 6 pm In the Elm Street
United Methodist Church. 168 Elm St. S. Portland.
Children are welcome . Donations. 799-1902.
FrI_ 01 the W.. tem Buddhist Onler Invite all
Interested Individuals to a period of meditation and
study of Buddhist concepts and practice . Meetings
are on Mon tNes. from 7:15-9:15 pm. 642·2128.
Hatha Yoga for People with AIDS Is available every
Wed and Frl from 12:45-2 pm at 22 Monument
Square. Portland. Cost: $1. for those who can afford
It. 797· 5684.
H..IIIC Support Group A safe environment for those
experiencing personal traumas. addiction. grief. loss
of good health. and who seek support within a
context of mutual sharing. Tuesdays from 5 :3o. 7:30
pm at BrIghton Medical Center. Surgical Conference
Room . 335 BrIghton Ave. Portland . 767·3262.
HeartlineCanllac R....bliltation USM Lifeline offers
an exercise program for people who have had a heart
attack. angina. bypass surgery or angloplasty or are
at risk for heart disease. Classes ace ongoing Mon·
days. Wednesdays and Fridays at 7:30am and 6 pm
at Portland Campus Gym. Falmouth st. Portland.
780-4649.
Herbal Wo",""ope Crystal Springs Fann & Center
serves as a learning center and provides a variety of
herbal and educational workshops : Nov 8 from 1-4 pm.
"Herbs for Winter and the Immune System.· $35. Held
at 70 Hollis and Buda roads. Dayton. 499-7040.
Homeopathy Come leam about the principles and
practice of this natural health care system Oct 28
and Nov 4 . Learn to identify and treat food allergies
Oct 27. 828-6369.
Kln_lology Individual sessions and professional
training at the Center for Kinesiology. 871·8854.
M.rnrnccraphy ProJect Women Interested In taking
part In the American Cancer Soclety's reduced-cost
mammography project should call 1·8O().AC5-2345
by Oct 16.
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wellness
~M of D....... A workshopto axploreemotlonal
masks and defenses,lncludlnga slide show presentation and mask making Oct 25 from 9:30 am·12:30
pm. Cost $25. 879-1959.

My Choic. Pr.....ncy R _ Ctr offers counse~
In, referrals a1d housing for women and teens
experiencing a1 untimely pregnancy. Counseling focuses on the options of parenting or adoption. A birth
mother support group Is offered to lITrf woman who
surrendered a child for adoption or Is considering
doing so. 772-7555.
Nlltunll Foods Solutions Learn all about the pur.
chase and preparation of whole foods vegeterlan
meals In your home. 774-8889.

Plllnned P.Nnthood of Northern ~ England helps
teenagers at Its Walk·lnCllnlc Frl,l-4:3O pm and Sat.
9 am·noon , at 500 Forest Ave, Portland . ConMentlal
services Include birth control, pregnancy tests, pap
smears, STO screening a1d treatment. Fees based
on ablilty to pay. 874-1095.
Nmonery Reheblttetlon USM Ufeline offers a pr0gram designed for Individuals with various lung diseases Tues and Thurs from 11:15-noon at the USM
Portland Campus Gym, Falmouth St. 780-4170.
Ae/k1Workohop Restore vital energy, maintain positive
wellness and prevent disorders Oct 17·18. 773-1644.
SIIINIje Yop Medltetlon Experience thoughtless
awareness Wednesdays at 7 pm In the Faculty
Lounge, USM at Portland. Free. 799-5749.

Spl.... Exanw Chiropractors In Partnership with the
Community offer free exams In excha1ge for canned
goods a1d clothing. which will be donated to the
Portland Preble Street Resource Center. 879-5433
(Portland), 846-1481 (Yarmouth) or 883-5549
(Scarborougll).
stNuM-a_CourseBetterWayChlropractlc
offers free workshops every Wed at 7 pm at 2063
Congress St, Portland. call 879-5433 to RSVP.

SUfI Medltlltlon .JoIn the Portland SUfI Order for
meditation sessions based on the works of Hazrat
lnayat Khan a1d Plr VlIayat lnayat Khan. Experienced
teachers offer sessions working with creative vlsua~
Izatlon, breath, sound, light and divine qualities.
Sessions ongoing and open to all; no experience
necessary. Bring a meditation pillow or bench If
desired. No fee, but donations aa:epted. Sessions
at Expressive TheraPl' Center, 150 St. John St.
Portland. 657·2605.

rei Chi Ch'.." Is a1 ancient Chinese martial art
based on mental and physical balance. It's good for
spiritual growth, physical health and for reducing the
efftct of stress and tension. Beginners through
advanced classes ongoing. 772·9039.
111. T..../Young Adult Clinic Is a place to go If you
have a health concern or medical problem, need a
sports/school physical done, or have birth control
Issues to deal with. Open to a1yone 13-21, every
Monday from 4-8 pm , at Maine Medical Center, 22
Bramhall St. Portland. Walk·lns seen If they arrive by
7 pm. 871·2763.
Veceterten Society of Meln. meets the third Monday
of every month at 6 pm at 35 Saunders St, Portland.
for a potluck get together, vegetarian support group
meeting and plannl'll meeting. 773-6132.
VI-'t11C NIIIM PedIatric CllnI... Well child a1d sick
child carefor all children ages 0-12 Oct 22 & 26 from
1·5 pm at 161·167 Main St. Sanford. 490-2336.

Slnil.,. Meclltetlon MeetTues from 8-9 In Falmouth
to sing rounds, cha1ts and songs. 781-0944.

Wlshcreft/T._ork. Support team of motivated
people who want to make things happen. Through
giving support, Ideas, accurate steps and the faith In
one a1othe~s ability to succeed. we won't let you
quit. 773-6226.
Women'. Empowerment Group Lyn Gray, LSAC, Is
forming a lVoup. 773-3000.
Women'. Meditation Workshop Learn to listen to
your Inner voice. 781'()944.
Women OIl. 50 A support group facilitated by Louise
Bennett will explore this vital time of life and those
that follow. 772·1910.

family
or Melne Invites kids to
enjoy its workshops: "Masks,· Oct 26 from 10-11
am; "Masquerading: Oct 26 from 3:30-5 pm; "Simple
Machines,· Oct 27 from 3:30-4 :30. Free with mu·
seum admission. The museum ' s located at 746
Stevens Ave, Portland. Visit the Smiling Hili Farm site
In Westbrook Oct 25 at 3 pm for "Harvest Time: a
chance to dress your own straw harvest figure or
fashion a vegetable sculpture. 759-5483.

11Ie Children'. MUMUIII

EffectIv. P.rentlng Eileen Stiles lectures about
STEP (Systematic Train ing for Effective Parenting), a
realistic and practical approach to raising children
Oct 28 at 7 pm at Swedenborgian Church, 302
Stevens Ave, Portland . Donation. 839-3166.
F.mlly Workshop Portland Museum of Art offers
'Scary SUnday: Pumpkin Carving and Decoration " a
parent-chlld art and crafts workshop Oct 2 5 from 2·
4 pm , onadrop ln basis. at the museum, 7 Congress
Square, Portland. Cost: $2overmuseum admission.
775-6148.
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Frl.y Night Special Portland Recreation offers organized gym programs for middle school children at
Riverton Community Center. 1600 Forest Ave, Port·
land . Cost: 5O./Vislt. 874-8793.

Jazz Clinic Jazz pianist James Williams conducts a
clinic and master class for high school Jazz mus;'
clans Oct 28 from 1·2:50 at Corthell Concert Hall,
USM/Gorham. Cost: $10 adults, $5 students: In·
cludes price of admission to residency finale concert
Oct 30. 780-5126.
Mlllic for Kidl Classes for kids aged 3-7 In basic
keyboard, singing, note reading and a lot more at the
Starbird Music Shoppe, 500 Forest Ave, Portland.
775-2733.

Sclenc. CI ..... Star Science Center holds
afterschool classes for children in grades K·5 begin·
nlng Oct 26 from 3:30-4:30 pm at 32 Danforth St,
Portland. The slx·week session will focus on sound
and musical Instruments. Cost: $35. 775-7362.

Bike Tour Portland Trails sponsors a mountain bike
tour Oct 24 from 9 am-noon. The route will cover the
proposed Baxter Trail. Interested people should
meet at Payson Park by the Little League ballfield.
Free. 775-2411.

Teen Open Gym Teens ages 13-18 play basketball,
whiffle ball, floor hockey and more Mons & Weds
from 7:30-9 pm at Reiche Community Center, 166
Brackett St. Portland. Cost: 50 • . 874-8873.

Caco Bey R-lna Cent .. seeks to provide the
place, equipment and people necessary for a safe
and enjoyable rowing experience . Services offered
Include storage, a sheltered tidal river, a gathering
space and more. Classes and clinics , suitable for all
levels, are ongoing. 846-5139.

Youth Fltn... Lifeline oll'ers a circuit w~t training and
cardiovascular fitness program for kids ages 13-17
beglnnl'll Oct 26 and Oct 27. Cost $67. 780-4170.

Open Ho.... Merrlconeag School, a Waldorf school ,
Invites you to meet teachers, hear about the school's
future plans and see puppet shows Oct 24 from 10
am·noon at S Freeport Road. S Freeport. 865-3900.

Youth 1 _ Socc:8O Pracr-m at Portland YMCA for
children 6-11 years of age. Registration Is ongoing.
874-1111.

Portland Public Ubrery Invites children to enjoy Its
upcoming programs: Anger Fun for Babies. Oct 21 at
9:30 am; Preschool Story Time, Oct 21 at 10:30 am :
Tales for Twos , Oct 23 at 10:3Oam : Halloween Party,
Oct 24 at 2 pm; Preschool Story Time. Oct 26 at
10:30: Anger Fun for Sables, Oct 28 at 9:30;
Preschool Story Time , Oct 28 at 10:30; Ghost Stories, Oct 29 at 7; Tales for Twos , Oct 30 at 10:30. The
library's located at 5 Monument Square, Portland.
871·1700.
_alloween Fun Visit the Great Pumpkin Patch at
Good Earth Farm . 55 Pleasant Hill Road , Freeport, and
enjoy a hayride, pick a pumpkin, eat an apple. visit
farm animals and check out the hay playground. The
farm is open Sun-Sat 9-5 until Halloween. 865-9544.

sweat
AfrIcen o.nc. CI_ The Casco 8ay Movers Dance
SbXf~hostsanAfr~anDanceC~wnnL~a~b

and drummer Jeff Densmore Oct 24 from 1·2:30 at
151 St. John St. Prt1. Cost $10.871·1013.
Beeklltllel for Adults Plck-up games every Mon &
Wed from 5:15-7:15 pm at Reiche Community Cen·
ter, 166 Brackett St; Tues & Thurs from 6-9 pm at
Riverton Community Center, 1600 Forest Ave; and
Tues 6:30-8:30 pm lit Peaks Island Community
Center, Peaks ISland. Cost: $2 reslderrts, $3 non·
residents. Call 874-8793.

Pursuing College A series of workshops to ass ist
college preparatory students at Warren Memorial
Library. WeStbrook. Upcoming: 'Understanding the
Anancial Aid Process: Oct 28 at 7 pm . 797-444 2.

c.co

Blc)'cI. Club of
Bey .JoIn the club for a one- to
two-hour ride every Thurs at 6 pm along the ocean
and marshes of Scarborough and Cape Elizabeth.
Pizza and socializing afterwards, swimming optional
on warm evenings. MeetatPat'sPlzZa, Route 1, near
Oak Hili, Scarborough. ~ers of all abilities we~
come. 799-1085.

Riverton Ubrary oil... Toddl .. TIme 'or 1· to 2·y••r
olds, Including games . stories and songs . Wed at
9:30and 10:30 am & Friat 9:30am ; Preschool Story
Hour for ages 3 to 5, Fri at 10:30 am . The library' s
located at 1600 Forest Ave. Portland . 797·2915.
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Engll.h Country o.ncl ... An evening of traditional
dancing with live music by the Merrymeeting Musical
Menagerie Oct 25 at 7 pm at Bowdoinham Town Hall,
School Street, Bowdoinham. All dances taught. Cost
$4. 666-3090.

QIIt Your PllllcI1e Wilt Bring your kayak. paddle and
craziness to Portland's East End beach every Thurs·
day at 6 pm for some water fun . 772·5357.
JltterbuCSwlna Danc. Cut loose to solid '50s rock,
rockabilly and classic swing recordings the second
Friday of each month at Casco Bay Movers Dance
Studio, 151 St. John St, Portland. Beginner worl<·
shop begins at8 pm, Dance from 9-mldnight. Smoke
a1d alcohol free. Cost: $5. 725-8216.
MelneO"-AdventuNClubbrings together people
who enjoy the outdoors. MOAC offers trips and
events to peopleofallsklillevels, beginner to expert.
Upcoming: Oct 23-25, Black Angel trail maintenance
(846-5936); Oct 24 & 25, camden Hills rock climbIng (874-0097); Oct 25, Wildcat Mountain day hike
(846-3036); Oct 26 at 5:30, Mackworth Island walk;
Nov 7, Mt. Torn field day hike (846-3036). MOAC
holds its monthly meeting Nov 4 at North Deering
Congregation Church, 1364 Washington Ave. Port·
land . Ongoing: Baxter Blvd walk every Tues at 6:15
from Payson Pari<. For updated trip Info, cali the
Outdoor Hotline at 774·1118. For club and member·
shi p Information call 772·9831 .

NOW PAYING UP TO

$5

00

CASH

for

Used
CD's

Country 9{pe{
Christmas, etc.

SII.kay.kl.,. Network Is forming now. 874·2640.
SIIn10r Fltn• • lor Men. Women 55. USM Lifeline
offers classes Mondays, Wednesdays & Fridays from
10:30-11:15 am at the USM Portland campus gym
on Falmouth Street. Program consists of progressive
exercises. Registration Is ongoing. 780-4170.
SERVE/Main. Volunteer Directory lists volunteer
opportunities througllout Maine with state and federal
natural resource agencies . Opportunities Include
"adopting" hiking trails and streams. working on water
quality Issues, coordinating natural resource volunteers, conductl'll environmental compliance surveys
and working as conservation educators. Projects require volunteers with skills and abilities ranging from
enthusiasm and Interest In nature to highly trained
professionals. For more Information, or to obtain a
coPl' of the directory, call or write to Libbey Selgars,
SERVE/Maine, Maine Dep't of Conservation, Station
1122, A~sta, ME 04333. 287-4945.

Volleyllell Plck-up games every Tues & Thurs from
7:3()'9:3O pm at Reiche Community Center, 166
8rackett SI; Wed 7·9 pm at Peaks Island Community
Center, Peaks Island . Cost: $2 residents, $3 non·
residents . call 874-8793.
Volunt..rColICh.. South Portland Recreation is look·
Ing for adu ~s interested In coaching youth soccer, flag
football or tackle football this fall. Coaches will be able
to participate in the Nat;onal Youth Sports Coaches
Association training sessions. 767·7650.
Walleybelll Casco Say Bike Club hosts Informal
wall~all games every Thurs at 6:30 pm at the
Racket and Atness Center, Outer Congress Street.
Portland. Cost $5. 772·8465.
Wolfe'. Neck Stllte Perk offers nature programs on
weekends In Oct. Upcoming: "Harraseeket Hike:
Oct 24. Meet at 2 pm at the benches in the second
parl<ing lot 287·3821.
Women '. Rugby The Portland women 's rugby team
welcomes new and old players . Join us for practice
Tues & Thurs from 5:30-7:30 pm at Baxter Boulevard
field . Portland. 878-5087.

Art & Soul continued on page 28

Kitchen Basics Trio from Oxo
Measuring Spoon $II

~

$5.95

reg. $11.50

Boxed set of threee kitchen essentials with
no-slip, soft rubber grip. Fit hands comfortably even those aftlicled with arthritis.

New England's Premier Collection Of Vintage And Contemporary
Fashion Jewelry, FlIl Gifts And Decorative .Accessories

Open For Thursday Night Shoppers with a Special 20% off most items

"

57 Exchlroge 81.
Pa1Iand, ME 04101

207· n3-7217

TOWN

25% OFF
ALL T-SHIRTS
5-9 p.m.
Thursday

eli

I

Join us every Thursday
in downtown

PORRAND

772-4080

Ilallf)ween Attessf)ries

PORTLAND

SPECIALS

Rollin. . . Seakay.k A.cue CliniC. sponsored by
Saco River Outfitters, run Sat nights at a cost of $40.
Call Saco River Outfitters at 77 3-0910 for more Info.

USM ute/lne offers membership to the general
public In Its gym activities program . Squash, weight
train ing facilities, racquetball and basketball courts,
etc., are available. Several membership options.
USM Campus Gym, 96 Falmouth St. 780-4170.

161 Commercial Street, Portland • 774-4020
198 Maine Mall Road, S. Portland· 774-7191

Shop with us
Thursday Nights
Flee Omament
with $10 Purchase
Thurs Oct. 22
5-9 pm

ON
THE

-I

PortI.nd Rugby Club The Portland Rugby Club wei·
comes new and old players to join them In the
physical and fast paced game of rugby. Practice
sessions at 6 pm on Tues and Thurs at the Fox Street
field,Just oil exit 7 of ~295 1n Portland. We schedu le
matches every Sat for two teams . as well as three
matches for Old Boys (over 35). 839-3861.

Thirty Somethln' Socc .. People 30+ meet to play
soccer SUnday evenings at 6 on Middle School field,
Scott Oyer Road. Cape Elizabeth. Everrts Include
plck-up games, challenge matches and occasional
tournaments . 799-8669.

The Whip and <£>poon

38 Exchange Street
In the Old Por t · 774 - 0626
Mon. - Sat. 10-6,
Thurs 'till 9, Sun. 12-5

from 5 to 9pm
for Winingt Dining t
& Shopping

Plllldling Seoalona Join Saco River Outfitters Wed at
5:30 pm for paddling sessions at East End Beach.
weather permitting. 773'()910.

20 0/ 0 OFF

Christmas
is back in the
Old Port!

-I

Outdoor Trip Une For the latest bicycling. hiking and
other outside activities info, sponsored byCasco Bay
81cycle Club and Maine Outdoors Adventure Club.
call 774·1118.

Speedskatlng Maine Speedskatl'll Club offers a two
hour seminar for anyone Interested In speedskating
Oct 24 at 5:30-7:30pm at the Biddeford Arena. Alfred
Road, Biddeford. 781·3699 or 926-4608.

. ::,"

10%
off
all Jewelry

Hard Cover Books
Thursday, October 22,
5 to9pm
9 MOULTON STREET· PORTLAND, MAINE
OPEN TIlURSDAY till 9

,':;;

Contradence wtth Crooked Stove Pipe Band every
third Frl at 8:30 pm at the Casco Say Movers Buildl'll,
151 St. Johns St, Portland. All dances taught. Singles
always welcorne. Cost: $4. 774-3392.

Mon.ter Da.h Run. walk or jog a two-m lle course, In
costume of course, Oct 31 at 11 am, beginnlngatthe
Windham Commun ity Center. 8 School Road ,
Windham . Pre-registration fee Is $3; registration fee
the morning of the run (10:30 am) Is $4 . Spectators
are also encouraged to wear costumes. 892·5327.
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Ijats - 8JW1ers, l()p fiats, Ilerets,
Ladles "frn" fashloo halS

Nothing to do on Thursday Nights?

capes ~ fanes

TtJXeOOs ~ Tals

Join the crowds rusbtng down 10 the Old Port on 71Jursday Nights for a night on the 10wn,
and s1gn upfor Amaryllis' 7bursday Nlghl give away of a $15 gift cernfteale! Slam each
71Jursday Nlghllhrough December 10th, from 5 . 9! No purchase necessaryat

flapper lXesses
open li119 pm on ThurJrl.Sol
parking damps available

Will! O!areue f1()Iders
Jewels ~~

AMARYLLIS CLOTHING COMPANY
41 Exchooge St..f~rt1ond , ME 04101

7n-4439 • paklng stomps available
Open dally 11}6. Thul5 - Sot 1(}9. Sun 12-6

THE STEAMER TRUNK
58 Exchange Street, Old Port 773·3357
Buying and Selling
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Flu Shots
Martin's Point Health Care Center will be provid ing flu shots for patients
through its Health Core Center on Brighton Avenue in Portland
beginning October 26. The shots will be offered there Monday through
Friday between 10 AM and 5:30 PM, and Saturdays from 1 PM to 4 PM.
This year's vaccine covers the Panama. Texan and Bejing flu strains.
Cost of the injection is S12.
If you're interested in getting a flu shot, but aren't sure if you need one,
feel free to call on our stoff for advice.

Martin's Point
HEALTH CARE CENTERS
595 Brighton Avenue, Portland, Maine

STEVE CALLED IT

SEDUCTION.
KATHY CALLED IT BEING
FORCED TO HAVE SEX.
t-:O ONE CALLED IT

RAPE.

NO Ot-:E CAlLED

TIIEPOUCE.
Whton a group of high school Slutitnls wfre asked: "Ha5 .Inyoof' herE' ever
betn raped?" 001 a sing~ hand ..... as raised
But whffi lhf qu~ion was restated: "lias anyone ~er beffi fo~td
to Iu'olf' St"X by SOme<lnf' you knowrthe show ofhands ~ stl.rpnSlflg .
It's frightening when you know how many ptOPk don I reahzr thai bemg
(orcfil to haw;" sex and datf' rapt are the same thHlR Wl1\ch is perhaps why
an estimated !lO'of date rapes gQ unreporltd.
.
No matter what you call it, bring forct"d to have stX by an acquatntanct or
a str:angt'f" i~ rapt, and i(s against tht law. But iI's a seriou:. problfm thai )'OU
can help correct.
For I {Ttl' brochurton how you can ht'lp t'nd stXual vlo~('{'. contact Iht'
Rape Crisis Ctnttrat 774-3613

871-1588

our
towns
Baked Bun Supper AII.yoLH:all-eatsupper to benefit
Blue Point Congregational Church Oct 31 from 4 :3()'
6:30 pm at North Scarborough Grange Hall. Route
22. ScarbOrough. Cost: $4. $2 for klds. 767-7604.
Book SIIIe Gotham Llon 's Club holds a sale Oct 23

from 6-10 pm and Oct 24 from 9 am·6 pm at Roble
Gym , South St. Gotham. 839-3272.

Wednesday, November 4, 7:30 pm

C..dldat.. Forum ScarbOrough Chamber of Com·
merce sponsors debates among the candidates
running for local and state office Oct 26-27 at 7 pm
at Scartlorough Wentworth Middle School, Gotham
Road . Scarborough. 883-1669 or 883-1515.

This consummate troupe crosses cultural, chronological and even artistic lines in "The Parade
of Dxnasties," a rich visual spectacle, laced with exotic history of imperial China and featuring
the Impeccably executed, frequently show-stopping stunts for which they are renowned.

Community Bulldl"" A series of discussions to leam
about bridging communication , racial and cu~ural
differences In Portland . The next meeting occurs Oct
27 from 7-9 pm In Temple Beth-EI, 400 Deering Ave.
Portland. For more Info call 78().5385.

Commut... RIders are wanted for a self-supporting
commuter van from Portland to Augusta. Regula' and
occasional rlders welcome. Stops in Freeport and
Yarmouth. 287-2271.
Country Chrlatmaa C _ Buy baskets, cards, handmede omaments, gingerbread houses and more Oct
30 from 10 am-8 pm and Oct 31 from 9 am·4 pm In
the vestry of Washington Avenue Methodist Church,
618 Washington Ave, Portland.

Flu shots are also available through our Urgent Care Department at our
Veranda Street facility in Portland. Please call 774-5801, or 1-800-322-0280
for more information.

"Fantastic ...I've never seen anything like it." CBS News
"In an age of electronic entertainment, it's hard to imagine a more refreshing program
than this one ... skills that had obviously taken years to hone." Boston Globe
"The troupe of Chinese acrobats bills itself as incredible ... that may be
an understatement." Dallas Times Herald

C. . . . . Bake Sale HamletTenantsAssoc Invites you
to eat and shop Oct 24 from 8 :30 am-3 pm at Hamlet
Park Hall, 665 Saco St. Westbrook. 854-1704.

Sponsored by

PO lrI'LA;\'\), \IAIN E 77 -1-77 11

Congregational Church , 202 Woodford St. Portland.
The fair wlilleature handcrafts made by area senior
citizens. great food and prizes. Throughout the day,
craftspeople will demonstrate quilting. knitting.
woodcrafts. stencilling and more. 856-6008.

mark
11
rUSSell

FrWrt Nipt You're Invited to a scaltdy-fest costume
party Oct 31 at the Sonesta Hotel Ballroom, 157 HWl
St, Portland. Papa Loves Mambo and Port City Allstars
supply the music. Th: $12 In advanCe, $15 at door.
Proceeds to benefit The United WtIf . 82&1088.
G~nfoated
T'15 the season to be $C.-ad.
Visit a haunted house Oct 30 7-10:30 pm at 20
Terminal St. Westbrook. Cost: $3. All proceeds to
beneIIt thaArnerk: .... FIyefs~astJc t-.>.85CH)232.
~ 0 . - SpindlewOrks Ms Workshop In-
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Shop With Confidence
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We prefer to carry organically grown foods . You can trust that when our "organically grown"
label is on a product, it means it has been certified by a state or national organization. All of our
Maine produce which is organically grown is certified by the Maine Organic Farmers and
Gardeners Association (MOFGA). It is our aim to support Maine producers whose products
meet our standards.
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We will not carry food products containing:
- irradiated ingredients.
_ artificial colors. flavors. preservatives or additives.
_ refined or synthetic sweeteners. including brown and white sugar, dextrose, synthetic
fructose, saccharine, aspartame or sorbitol.
- cotton seed oil.
- hormones. steroids or antibiotics.
- hydrogenated or fractionated oils.

vites the community to a dance Oct 30 from 7-10 pm
at St. Paul's Church , PleasantSt, Brunswick. There' lI
be live rock and roll by the Hysterics. We. a CO&wme. Refreshments seMld. 72!H1820.
Hallow"" Event The Maine SUmmer Campershlps
Project holds a party Oct 24 from 3-7 pm at the
Williston-West Church. 32 Thomas St, Portland. Enjoy pumpkin ~i ng. face painting, a costume parade. a haunted house, ghost stories. food . crafts
and a hayrlde around the West End cemetery from 57 pm .The MaIne SUmmer Campershlp Project gives
low-Income children In the Portland area the opporW'
nlly to go to camp. Cost: $2 admission: $2 for
hayride. 775-0105.

COMING SOON

Haunted Hou. . North Windham Are Company holds
Its second annual haunted house Oct 29 & Oct 30
from 6-9:30 pm and Oct 31 from 5 pm till closing at
N Windham Shopping Center (In the old Save-Mluck)
N Windham . Cost: $1, kids SO • . Come If you d.e.
Volunt_ cenW needs a handl-person. person with
a plck·uptruck. sign language Instructor and support
persons for parents. 874·1000.

When reasonable alternatives exist, we will do our best to avoid:
- products containing lactose.
- products that have been synthetically enriched.
_ cosmetics containing petroleum by-products, synthetic additives or ingredients tested on
animals.
- products packaged aseptically.
- products packaged in styrofoam.
- products canned in aluminum .
_ products that are part of a boycott we have chosen to participate in.
_ products from animals which are not free ranging. hand eviscerated. or fed organically
grown grains.
- products which contain dioxin.

~~~
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Tues.,
Nov. 17

Vienna

Wed.,
Dec. 9

~boir'&vs

PORTLAND CONCERT ASSOCIATION 772-8630 or 1-800-639-2707 ME&NH

r-------~--~~------------------------------------------~~~----~~------~--------------------~
I SAND CASTLE TOYS
I of CAPE ELIZABETH
I HAS A NEW HOME!
I
503 Ocean Street,
I
South Portland
I
Comer of Rte 77 &

•
1

"1IIIow"" P.tl.. Portland Recreation celebrates
Halloween with two parties. Kids 9 years and younger
are Invited to a free party Oct 29 from 6-7:30 pm at
Cummings Center. 134 ConIVess St. Portland. Riverton
Community Center, 1600 Forest Ave, Portland, holds
its parlyOct 30 from 5-6:30 pm for klds ages3e (must
be accompanied by an adu~) and from 7-8:30 pm for
klds ages 7-9. Cost: $1. 874-8793.

NEWSCHAHHEL~

Tickets $10, $17, $23, $28

C ' - Fill, Applegate Services for Seniors Invites

you to a fair 9ct 24 from 9 arn-3 pm at Woodfords

. Ir
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174 US RT 1, Scarborouah (across from VIP Plaza)' Tues-SaI10-6' 883-2951

I

772-72W.ff.X772-9662
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CORNER AREA
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$Z.OO OFF
KNITIlNG'SPINNING'WEAVING'SUPPLlES'INSTRUCTION I

:

N-IC kid
, 0 eon I
MOVie
I
Ticket
I

with the purchaac of dinner for two.
($10 minimum check)
Monday - Saturday after 4:30pm

I
I tel (207) 828-0003
I fax (207) 828-0003
I
: Portlartd Sail
~ 11I~ctM;')l
I and RIGGING co.
~ I ,~7""'"
~ ___________________ !- 2~~e!treet, Portlan~... l28-()()()3 _ -.:-:u.:..~_. ~

I
Wed -BeBop JIlZ Ensemble
~ HOLE"
Thurs -Windows 60's Rock
II Fri-JeIfAumullerguitar&banjoorigs.
I NO COVER Sat - New Wave RO:~..NI_ CUSTO~O~~~~F.
I MACROBIOTIC FOOD!
Every Wednesday
I
I
ALL YOU CAN EAT:
I
FISH 'N' CHIPS *4.00 Anyday

Art & Soul continJUd on page 30

Next to Tomachecks
look for ourflr:gs

I

:

The standards that apply to store products also apply to foods prepared at the Whole Grocer.
You can rely on us not to prepare your foods in aluminum cookware. Tea and coffee are made
from filtered water.
If you care to know which products are exceptions to these guidelines, please ask us for a ~ist
Products for which we have made exceptions are marked by signs on the shelves. We appreciate
your help in identifying any products that may be in question.

SaWljer Street

I
I

_:rretaU.......,...... overSIO ..Ubtbl......

'IJlI.\IIMlIR mmP d.\

.&Q.
...
Variety &
Restaurant

~ CIWVlIlllllm1

Now Delivering
Anytime to
PfID - S. PfID - SCAR
HOME COOKING AT ITS BEST
Mention Coupon WHEN ORDERING
and get 100/0 OFF!

exp. 10/29/92 • Call 772.3304

Open seven days a week

I

• Breakfast anytime • Eat in or take out

I

327 Main Street. Cash Comer. South Portland

~---------------------------------------~--------------------

~------~--------~------~-----------~.----------~------------------------~~~------~~~--~~~
Octobu 22, 1992

real uzzle

Ill, DOli /(lIl'ill

Heads

Can you solve the Real
Puzzle? There is a $20 gift
certificate from Alberta·s for the
first-prize winner_ The serondprize winner receives two free
passes to The Movies at Exchange
Street. Winners will receive their
prizes In the mail. Drawings are
done at random. Contestants are
Ineligible to win more than one
prize in a four-week span. Only
one entry is allowed per person
per week.
All mtries foe this week's puzzle
must be received by Wednesday,
Oct. 28. The solutim to this week's
puzzle will appear In the Nov. 5
issue of Olsro &y W«kly. Send
your best guess to:
Real Puzzle #146
useo Bay Wttkly
551 A Congress Street
Portland, Maine 0<l101

or

tails?
Even
motoring Is a
puzzle in

England
Color in the
tallllghts and
leave the
headlights
blank.

This week, Cheryl Wallace and
a friend will dine at Alberta's.
Dan Parks and Barbara Kenney
will take In a movie at The Movies
at Exchange Street,

Solution to
Real Puzzle
#144
(High Marx)
10)
5)
6)
11)
3)
12)
9)
2)
8)

Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec
Tutankhamen
the Mona Usa
Edgar Allan Poe
Leonardo da Vinci
Albert Einstein
William Shakespeare
Theodore Roosevelt
Ronald Reagan
7) Lud wig van Beethoven
4) Frankenstein's Monster
1) Rembrandt van Rijn
(Don Rubin-. book, BRAINSTORMS, was

TtcDltly 1"'blish<d by Harper .nd Row.)

SATURDAY NIGHT SPECIAL

$3.95
choice of:
• Chicken Pot Pie
• Homemade Beans
& Franks
• Pasta Veggie Casserole

served with salad. bread & butter
Good from 4:30pm
Saturday Nights

ONE MONUMENT WAY • PORTLAND
772-7299 • FAX 772-9662
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Does it seem like
everyone is ''back to
school'?"
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·. ornputer
Science

Well, it's not
too late for
you to start
earning your
ABCe - in
an Asociate
Degree.

Nevv classes begin on
November 16 - novv
it's your turn!!
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ACT UP/Main. (AIDS Coalition To Un_'" P_.)
Is a diverse group committed to nonviolent direct
action to end the AIDS crisis. Our goals Include the
establlshmentofa Maine AIDS Resource Centerand
the seW-empowerment of People Llvtng with AIDS
Community. Meetings open to the public and held
fNery Man from 7-9 pm at 72 Pine St Portland
(Andrews Square Building) . New membenl welcome.
Wheelchair accessible. For more Info write ACT UP/
Maine, P.O. Box 5267, Portland 04101, tel. 7745082 or 828-0401.

Call Andover College today'
774-6126 or
1-800-639-3110 (ME. NH. VT)
901 Washington Avenue • Portland, ME • 04103 • 207-774-6126 • 800-639-3110

Lawrence Bailey, D.O. and Steve Curtin, D.O.
are pleased to announce
their association with

Kevin Zorski, D.O.
who will be joining them at their office
on 6 Pleasant Street, Brunswick, Maine.
Dr. Zorski will be offering services in

The General Practice of
Osteopathic Medicine
including Pediatrics

333 Forest Ave.
Portland, Moine
(207) 773-6906

ACT UP/PwUandAre you angry that people are dying
because Individuals In the federal and local government are Ignoring the fact tIIat we are In a health
ct1sls - and that because of their Ignorance, preJudkle and fear nothing seems to be getting done? Join
us. We are a grassroots organization of volunteers
dedicated through non-violent direct action to ending
the AIDS crisis by dispelling Ignorance through education . Open meetings are Sundays at 7 pm at the
YWCA, 87 Spring Street. Portland. Wheelchair accessible. 828{)566.

(207) 725-2233

BEST BAGELS IN THE OLD PORT!

Th. AIDS Project has an urgent need for IIOlunteers
with cars who can assist clients who need transportation to doctors appointments, support groups,
grocery shopping and other life errands. Volunteers
are also needed to cover telephone lines and perform
light office wor1< at TAP. 774-6877.

AmIty Cent•• holds a f1Jnd-<alser Oct 28 from 4-10
pm at Burger King. 449 Forest Ave , Portl"nd. Burger
King will donate up to 20 percent of all sales that
evening to the center. 772-1248
.'
Choos/nc. Ca_ South PO<tland Parks and Recreation offers a class to help you make career choices
Oct 28 from 6:30-9 pm. Call 767-7650topr81'eglster.

2 FOR TUESDAY

CCJrIInIIII8 .. Forum Are you ooncerned about the dally
commuting grind? Express you views Oct 22 from 7·
9 pm atVerrllio's Resteurant and Convention Center,
155 Riverside Street. PortI8nd. Tom Allen, Portland
city oounclior, Dana Connors, oommlssloner, Maine
Dep't of Transportation; and Joel Russ, preSident,
Chamber of Commerce of the Greater PortilWld Reglon will participate. 774-9891.

Better than the Bal(er~ Dozen
• 2 EXTRA BAGELS. with the
PURCHASE OF A DOZEN!

DIYofc. ~ Donald flodgson discusses
'The Grlevlnll Process: Dealing with Loss' Oct 21 at
7:30 pm 81 Woodsford Congre&sUonal Chull:h. Sup'
port IlrouP for people facing problems In dIVorce
meets year-round wed. at 7:30 pm In Woodford.
Congregational Church, 202 Woodford St, Portland.
Donation of $1.50 requested. 774-HELP.
Enriched OatclenAg.C.nter Invites men and women,
60 and over to dally luncheons at 297 Cumberland
Ave , Portland. Meal at noon. Halloween party with
oostumes and prizes begins 12: 30. Donation : $2.50.
774-6974.

Feng Shul Leam the ancient Eastern wisdom , sc.
ence and art of determining the most beneficial
arrangement of landscaping. buildings , rooms, furn ~
ture and objects to achieve maximum attunement
Oct 23 from 7:JO.9:3O pm and Oct 24 from 9 am-6
pm at Ionta Institute for Sensational Living, Trefethen
Landing. Peaks ISland . Cost $12 for Frl, $50 for
complete workshop. Br1ng pencil, sketch book and
bell lunch to Sat class. 7664454.

r!

r ~'

Accent Reduction C I _ Adult classes startl"8
soon to help peoptewlth regional accents and speakers of English as a seoond language reduce their
accents. Classes taught by a speech/language pa.
thologlst 879-1886.

Femln/.ta """n.t R.... (FAR) meets Tues at 7 pm
for discussion and ptannlng. If you are a feminist
determined to help make Portland a city free of
sexual violence. 799-7242 or 772· 5941.

r

I

etc

EqUId Protection Portland Volunteer to preserve
Portland' s Human Rights Ordinance. Help guarantee
all Portland residents, wor1<ers and visitors equal
protection from discrimination in employment. hous·
lng, credit and public acoommodations regardless of
sexual orientation. For more Info call 879-5360 or
write Equal Protection/Portland , P.O. Box 1894,
Portland, ME 04104.

I
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FALL
,
AND
WINTER
BICYCLE
CLOTHING
NOW IN
STrOCK

Art & Soul continued from page 28

879-2425 • 15 Temple Street. Portland

At BACK BAY TOWER we turn
simple demands into Simple pleasures

®:Yi.l::::::!:~lii!::
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

More space
Parking
Recreation room
Security
Closet Space
Laundry facility
Backyard
• Leisure time
• Less commuting
• View of the city

i~:gt:l;:::::l!iii;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Spacious 1,2, & 3 bedroom apartments
Enclosed parking garage
Florida Room with indoor pool and saunas
State-of·the-Art Security
Walk-in closets
24-Hour laundry faCility, plus hookups
Landscaped rooftop park
On-site maintenance
[n-town in the heart of the cultural center
Panoramic views of Back Bay, Casco Bay and the White Mountains

BacIt Bay Tower offers 25 different floor plans from wbich to choose. Some have priuate
terraces and balconies. AU Ibis and more await. you at Back Bay Tower, Portland's finest
in-town address. Open Howe Hours: Sunday. .. 124, Tuesdays & 1bundays... 1O.(i, or
call for an apPOinJment.

@~

HMrt Walk The American Heart Association needs
you to help fight cardiovascular disease by Joining In
the 10 K Heart Walk Oct 24 at 10 am, beginning and
ending at Deering Oaks Par1<, Prtld . 8()O.242-8721.

ARE ABLE TO TOLERATE SPELT QUITE EASILY
TRY ~W~I11J "'THE .

~~~W~£~
• HIGHER IN COMPLEX CARBOHYDRATES
• 40% MORE PROTEIN THAN WHEAT
• HIGHER IN MINERALS & TRACE ELEMENTS
• 65% MORE ESSENTIAL AMINO ACIDS
• GREAT TASTE, MORE EASILY DIGESTED
Available fresh·baked Tuesdays and Fridays at -

Port Bake House

(207) 772-7050 TDD# 1-800-545-1833 ext 191
401 Cumberland Avenue, Portland, Maine 04101

205

Commercial

St., 773-2217 • 263 St.

St., 773.5466

H.,.ptceSMklVoIuntMrs8atJl.Brunsw1ckHosp/ce's
Grief Reco\Iery Programs are seeking IIOlunteers to
work with children , adolescents and adults. Training
for sessions begins Nov 6 from 6-9 pm and continues
Nov 7 , 14 & 21 from 1·7 pm. 729-3602.
MlIln. Anlmlll Sanc:tUlry holds regular meetings the
second and fourth Tues
ewry month at Clark
Memorial Chun:h, 15 Pleasant Ave, Prtld ' 773-5054.

or

Milne D/rllo Unit meets Oct 26 at 10 am at
Woo<!fords Congregational Church, 202 Woodford
St, PO<tland. Discussion topic will be 'Organlzlng
Assemblies and Conventions. ' 839-3878.
M .... ,. . P....on.. A.......,.. Learn how to manage
your money and restructure your personal debt Oct
29 from 5:30-7 pm at Sheraton Tara, 363 Maine Mall
Road, S. Portland. Free. 776-7263.

N _ ProJect/AIDS Memorllll Quilt holds a panel·
making wor1<shop the first and third SUn of each
month. 774-2198.
RIIIfIe 8.ly tickets now to win great homemade
prizes. 839-3166.
SCORE Service Corps of Retired Executives meets
Oct 27 from 1-4 at Room 210,
Tarot The T81'01 Society of New England presents an
evening of readings Oct 23 from 7-9 pm at the
Expressive Therapy Center, 150 St John St, Portland. Cost $10/quarter hour. 799-8648.CU

J oio
the Party
Sat. Sun. Afternoons atJ'-S
&

Run into old friends. catch up on local news.
Relax with a Bloody Mary & the best steamers in town.
• ESPN for all the games •

,~

..

~~\

Maine's 1\ Authentic

Ouotel'

Oyster Bar

Mixing Good People, Good Food and Good Drinks for 13 Years.
S Portland Pier • 772-4828 • Full menu from Ham - midnight

4 Course Dinner • $' 8.00'
"Theme Nights" are Back
Every Thursday 5 - 9 pm
C. Italian Night Oct 29
RObinhood", ME
Just off 121 S
Near Bath
Indian
New York Deli
Mexican

The

osprey
Nov 5
Nov 12
Nov 19

Mediterranian
Caribbean
International

Reservations Appreciated 371-2530
call for Wine Tastings & Cooking Class Schedule
Time to book your Holiday Party

Dec 3
Dec 10
Dec 17

31
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OVER 100,000 READERS

body & soul
BODYWORK: Safe, heanhydeep mU5Cle
massage. Reducebodytonsion through
fun, caring, nurturing massage. Keith,
759-3732.leavemessagewhentocall.
CENTERPEACE PRESENTS- ESSENTIAl
RETREAT FOR WOMEN: Gelling to the
Rosh & Bones of the Soul- Moving be1Ween glOup IM!f11s and personal, reflective time, Marilyn Hardy, M.S.. and
Kathleen Luke, MA, will plO'lide opportunities for you to ascover your soul
essance in the quiet truth of nature. Join
us. Sunday, Novermer 1st. 9:30-4:30.
Call forinforrration &to register, Marilyn
Hardy, 839-~19.
CHANNELING FOR PERSONAL
GROWTH. Call Tyler 774-1183.

CALL 775-1234 OR FAX 775-1615

THERAPEUTIC BODYWORK- Rick
Rudolph, AMTA Certified, licensed, 7
years experience. Adeeply healing blend
of Swedish massage, neuromuscular,
and acupressure. ·Discomfort and disease are oiijen the result of tension
trapped in our bodies.- Enhance exercise program, lower blood pressure,
refax. 773-5736.

FUN-LOVING, NlS, NIO female to share
spacious home in safe, Western Prom
area. Privacy respected. On bus lineand
near hospital. S75.'wk. 772-1402.

THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE- Safe, nurturing, deep muscle massage. Stress
reduction, chronic pain, pregnancy massage. Exceillent. seI1-caring cOlT'lllimeol
to recovery process. Joanne Nelson, by
appoiolment, 7n-5860.

GLENR lOGE DR.-Looking for a respo nsible NlS roommate to share a 2 BR
condo, WID, gas heat, quiel, no pets.
$2751mo. +112 utilities. 774-4916.

GF LOOKING FOR GF to share large,
spacious Back Cove apt. Fireplace, WID,
porch, parking , safe. $3OWmo. plus. No
deposit Pet possible! Available now.
773-3764.

MUNJOY HILL- One large, sunny 2 BR
apt in newly renovated Victorian 3-unit.
SS50/mo. indudesnew appliances, heat,
water & parking. Available immediately.
Call 773-9549.
O.O.B.- Quiet area, near beach, GM,
305, looking for NlS MfF, GIS, environmentally aware housemate. Cheap rent!
Now 1il mid-May. 934-9530.
OLD ORCHARD BEACH- 2 Prof GM's
seek prof. NIS M/F to share 3BR multilevel. WID avail. $2~/mo + 1/3 utils.
934-7579, leave message.

roommates
2 BR HOUSE TO SHARE on Uttfejohn
Island- WS, no pets. $3751mo.846-1500.

CONTRACEPTIVE BLUES? The tried & 6 DARTMOUTH ST.- OM, 25, seeking
truecervicaf cap ishere! FDA approved. MIF to share 2 BR apt. Right on jogging
Comfort. Spontaneity. Effective.Afford- path. $3OO1mo. +112 utils. 775-7933 or
able. A barrier method renaissance. For 827-4366 anytime.
information call Casco Bay Midwifery
AIRY, BRIGHT, 3-storey Spruce st. apt.
and Well Women Care. 799-4467.
to share: Wood floors, WID, spacious
DEEPMUSClE MASSAGE- KarenAlJston, and inexpensive. 5187.50/mo. +1/4 utils.
MA, l.M.T., Ucensed Massage Thera- Seeking pleasaol, responsi bleNlS. Availpist. AJl6Yiate chronic backaches, head- able now! Call 773-2181.
aches, neck and shoulder stiffness, sciatica, stress, ilT'llroYe flexibility, musde ANIMAL LOVING NIS FEMAlE ROOMtone, circulation, athletic performance. MATE to share large 2nd floor, 3 BR apt
near Eastern Prom. $250/mo. includes
By appoiolment, 865-0672.
heat, hardwood nool1l. Call 871-n53.
EUROPEAN PSY()lIC- Jonathan Ma/l(s.
TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS SPECIAl.
MSD- Predcting & anaIyling past hap- BEAUTIFULLY FURNISHED, spacious 3
L1I\11Tm~ TM OffER.
penings. present problems and future BR apt. near Eastern Prom. Seeking ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
1MIIlts. 1J2-hour/hoursessions. Psyclic, neat, responsible, NlS to share wlone
Tarot & Counseling. Portland, 775-2213. other professionaf woman. Available GORHAM- 2 BR RANCH to share. S25W PlEASANT ST.- Sunny, spacious apt to
now. $2751mo. +utils. 871-0509.
mo. t{feposnincludesall utilities&cable, share w/easyijOing male. NIS preferred.
EXPlORE AND HEAl WfTHIN your reHBO.Furnished, nice. Female preferred, S175.'mo. +112 utils. with washer & inexlationshipthroughcouplestheraP'lwijh CODMAN ST.- Spacious 3 BR, 112 du- quiet,NIS, Nlpets. Call Breol, 839-4670. pensive gas heat Call Matt. 774-4195.
Jane Gair, 774-8633. Also, an ongoing plex, 1st noor, fireplace, laundry, parkwomen's therapy group has openings ing, to share with NlS, professional, no HIGGINS BEACH- NIS to share light PORTLAND- NIS cherr.froo, responsible,
now. Call for details.
airy, brand-new 3 BR house wlincred- 12-step program, male roommate wanted
pets. $3OO1mo. +112 uti Is. 775-1817.
ibleviews.A must see! Price negotiable. to share 2 BR apt, quiet neighborhood,
MONEY IN OUR LIVES, A Day-long EAST END- Female to share apt, NlS, NI 883-5514.
central Jocation. beginning Nov. 4. $3001
Workshop featuring Lu Bauer, CPA, on pets. Sunny, quiet, 2nd floor, near water.
a crucial, yet very intimate, topic: alook $275/mo., heatIHW Included. 761.0931. LOOKING FOR GM to share house in mo. includes utils. 874-0074.
Camden, NlS, $200'mo. +112 utilities
at our relationship with money. LecPROFESSIONAL GM, 26, requires clean,
ture, small ... roup exPloratron and sup- EAST END- Prefer professional F, NIO, and own bath. 236-8935.
responsible roommate, MfF, GIS, 10
POrt. and resources. Friday, October to share quiet apt. $24Wmo. +112 utils.
share 2 BR East End apt WID. $247.50/
23, Kennebunk location . Fee SSO. For Off-street parking, pineftoors, furnished M/F ROOMMATE TO SHARE modern 2 mo. includes heat. PleasecaIl761-4091.
more information catl Richard Waitzki n, except your room, water view and 2 BR off Forest Ave. Pool, laundry, parking, DIW and more. Semi-furnished.
MSW, 985-8043.
cats. 761-4556.
RESPONSIBLE NIS FEMALE over 30 to
S2751mo. +112 utils. Bill, 797-0084.
share large3-story duplex. Please enjoy
PEACE FOR THE FRAZZLED: Training EAST PROM- Looking for own 100m or
Mtf ROOMMATE TO SHARE sunny, cats, but have none of your own. Don't
in Zen Meditation- An 8-week course. apt with another dean, responsible, norspacoius 2 BR apt in Woodford's area. need alot offurniture. Security deposit.
Thursdays, 7-9, beginning Nov. 5. John mal person. Willing to pay up to $26(Vmo
S25O/mo. +112 utilities, sec.dep., refer- $2851mo. includes heat. 874-6997.
McCall, 773-7851.
all Included. Starting 11/1. 773-1346.
enres. Please call 761-{)456.
SHIATSU OR SWEDISH MASSAGE. EAST PROM- Prof. F, NIS to share 3BR M/F ROOMMATE WANTED for 3 bed- ROOM & BOARD FOR ELDERLY PERShiatsu is Japanese-style massage. apt w/ same. WID. Must like cats. $275 room house in Saco. Amenities include SON-M/F, handicap accessible. CaflB832598 ask for Patty.
Special introductory offer of 20% off + utils. deposit, & refs. 7n-9838.
2 bathrooms, 2 car garage, WID, pool,
regular fee. Keith Hintz MST 828-2023.
fireplace, woodstove, large deck area, ROOMMATE WANTED- 5 bdrm beach
FEMALE NlS TO SHARE large, sunny, and more. 283-ll573 or 282-{)900.
Portland license.
house, S2501mo + utils, use of art stuquiet, 2nd noor duplex, conveniently
TAl CHI CIlJAN is an ancient Chinese located w~h Back Bay views, parking, M/F ROOMMATES WANTED ASAP to dio. Security necessary 883-5632 or
Martial Art. based on memal and physical storage. $2501mo. +1/3. 774-3014.
share beautiful four BR home in Port- leave message at 883-7133.
biUnce. One learns to blend wijh an
land. Prefer kind, considerate, finanopponents folteto contlOl it TAl ()ll is a FEMALE- MMClUSM AREA, two IOOm- cially slable, dog-loving types. $262 SEEKING COMPATIBLE N/S RDOMMATE for big, beautiful Eastern Prom
~uidsystern basedon meditation in movemates waoled for comfortable apt in +utils.774-4070.
area apt. with LF, 37, and cats. Inexpennllfrl. Excellent for spiritual growth, radi- nice neighborhood. Off-street parking.
aol physical heanh and unequaled in r&- $2OOImo., afl utilities included. 761- MORNING ST., EASTERN PROM- 1-2 sive. L or G, over 28, please. 772-6953.
people for 3-4 room attic suije in 3-story
ducing theelfectli of stress and tension in 0336, call after 5.
townhouse, separate stair, views, share SEX DOESN'T MAffiR- MfF NlS to
ones life. Beginners through actJanced
classes, inciuding Push-Hands. Visitors FOREST AVE.- Female to share 2 BR 2nd floor bath! kitchen with NIS, NIO veg- share 2 BR in Biddeford. WID, storage,
welcome. For information call Gene townhouse, parking, WlD,pooiandtonnis etarian. Yard, basement, garage. $200- porch, parking. 112 utilities. S250/mo.
S3OOImo., negotiable, +utils. 766-5846. includes heat Call 282-7503.
court $2751mo. +112 utils. 878-8845.
Golden, m-0039.
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200 RIVERSIDE 8T • PORTLAND ME • (207) 712-8033 • 1-800-992-0008
MONDAV-THURSDAV 4 PM - 1 AM; FRIDAV & SATURDAV NOON-1 AM

!

Portland's Largest Adult Entertainment Center!
Offering a huge selection of videos,
magazines and toys for the
discriminating adult ...
"We Have What YOll're Searching
For ... And Then SOllie!"
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Also in KITTERY

• VIDEO EXPO •
Route 236 • 439-6285

Open M-Th. 10-10 • Fri.-Sat
10-11 • Sun. 12-9

CLASSIFIED AD ORDER FORM

categories
o bodly & souf
o roommates
oapta/rent
o hoUSHfr.nt
o olllc.slrent
o bulln•• rental.
o studios/rent
o saason8Vrent
o real estate
o bullln•• property
Oland sale
o ..ctIons
ochUd care
o help w.nted
oJob. wanted
o bulllness HrVk:n
o business opportunltlee
o llnanclal
o dating services

EAST END- Spacious 3 BR townhouse.
$65OImo includes a Monnor heat system
(very efflcieol). Separate fanily room and
off-street parking. Call Mike, 774-3392.

SOUTH PORTlAND- Responsible NlS Fto

ELM ST., SOUTH PORTLAND- New 2
BR apt" parking, heat, fully carpeted,
electricity included. $S751mo . • deposit.
799-2682.

share fully furnished, centrally located
condo. Parking, WID. S225/mo. +112 utils.
Call 799-3417, please leave message.

TOPSHAM- 2 women seek 3rd to share
large, sunny, newly renovated apt. in historic landmark home, ninutes walk to
downtown Brunswick. $25OImo. includes
healMW, fireplace, LR,2 baths,yam,parking & storage. No pets, NlS. n5-5618.
USM,PROFESSIONALNEIGHBOAHOOD,
private, sunny home. Female professional
wants 2 fonnalelOOmmates to share 4 BR
home. $3OOImo. +1/3 utilsJphone. 7738206, answering machine.
WEST END- RESPONSIBLE, noll-smoker
to sharecomfortable, sunny Victorianwith
2 m;rture plOfessionais. Rreplace, laun-

~Z~:&O:~~~s;t.hone.RefWEST PROM- NlS MfF to share 3 BR
apt Hdwd firs & fireplace. S233.33/mo
+ 1/3 utils. Heat included. 775-9036.
WESTERN PROM- Female to share
pleasant, sunny 2 BR apt. Hardwood
floors, yard, parking. $2851mo.includes
heat. lindsay, 774-8734.

apts/rent
BRACKm ST. 140- Fantastic harbor
views. 2nd floor, 4 sunny rooms, bath,
porch, garage, heated.SS5Wmo. Nlpets,
Available Nov. 1st. 774-ll751 .

FOREST AVE. #999- 2nd floor, 1 BR, ideal
for any couple. Skylight, unusual sunken
tub, off~rootparking, Jenll-Airin kitchen.
$450/mo.+ utils. 797-B846 days.
HOUSE-SIT/SUBLET: 6 months- Beautiful6 room, partially furnished apt near
Eastern Prom. Nov. IS-May IS, negotiable. $450/mo. plus. NlS, references.
772.0953.
MMC CONGRESS ST.- Large, sunny, 23 bedr, fresh paint, 100 gallons of oil
free, parking. $425 + utils. 772-0479,
839.0175,839-2918.
MUNJOY HILL-Large, very sunny 2 SR
on quiet street Hardwood floo rs, nice
features. OIf-street parking. Avail. 11/1.
$4751mo. +utils. Lease; no dogs. Call
775-ll619.
NEAR LONGFELLOW SQUARE- Small,
butcomfortableapt., 2 rm, kit. and bath
wi shower. Quiet house, second floor.
773-ll685, evenings.
NEAR MMC- Sunny 1 BR efficiency on
first floor, 2 bay windows, hardwood
floors, bath wlshower, parking. $38W
mo. includes all utilities. 773-2696, eves.
OUTER CONGRESS ST. -Studio apt., WI
D, parking, cornstove on raised brick
hearth, kit, bath. S3OO/mo. 774-3165.
PARKSIDE- Large 3 BR , hardwood
flloors, off-street parking, laundry, storage room, fenced yard, small garden,
lease, sec.dep., Nlpets. $S7Wmo. +utils.
1-363-5544, leave message.

PINEST.,127-Sunny, spacious2 SR wi
yard, laundry. $S251mo. heated. BEABUXTON- Efficiency, private, 1st floor, CON ST., 1150- Newly renovated 5 BR,
clean, ideal for 1person, heat &electric- S75Wmo.; 1-112 BRs, $425/mo.w/yard,
ity included. $3701mo. Call 929-5660 or parking, laundry. 781-5105fl73-2850.
799-5988.
SCARBOROUGH- Beautiful, large 2 BR,
COZY ROOM IN QUIET VICTORIAN- 1-112 bath townhouse, inexpensive
Hardwood floors, large windows. stor- monitor heating, WID hook-up, storage,
age, laundry, walk to USM, ail utilities, parking. yard, convenient to eveoything.
S2851mo. Call 828-1426.
S7oo/mo. Low utilities. 773-1067.

COZY, YEAR-ROUND COUNTRY 1 SR
house, large deck, lake access, 8 miles
from Portland, heated, $395/mo. 8928206.

SCARBOROUGH- Winter rental, 1 SR
furnished house, WID, sec. dep., basement, no pets, NlS, walkto beach,longer
term possible. $450/mo. 883-2645.

DEERING CENTER- Sunny 2 BR apt, 2nd
floor, parking. $S5O/mo. +utils., sec.dep.
& lease. Call 773-9558 after 5 pm.

SOUTH PORTLAND- 2 BR condo, quiet
building, includes WID, storage, reserved parking. NIS, no pets. $S75/mo.
+utils. Call 799-5023.

DEERING OAKS- Bright. newly painted,
2 BR & study, hardwoods throughout, 2 SOUTH PORTLAND- Conveniently lobay windows, park view, NlS preferred. cated 2 BR in quiet neighborhood. ParkIncludes heaVHW. $SIlO/mo. Available ing, storage, no pets. $4751mo + utils.
Nov. 1st. 879-0643.
Call 799-0316.

BY PHONE: 775-1234 BY FAX: 775-1615

your ad:

the sure sell
o dining
o stuff lor sale
0$92 stufllor"
oy.rd .....
o Iri. & crafts
ogardenl
o wanted
ocomputars
o music
owheela
o boat.
o thaater .rts
oleamlng
o publications
o anlmall
o lost & found (free)
o legal notice•
o bull.Un board
o ride board

SOUTH PDRTLAND- Professional M
seeks M/F NIS for 4 BR, 3 bath, 8 room
housew/firepiace, WID, DIW,deck, yard.
$4251mo. includes utilities. 767-3581 .

25 words __ _ $11 per week
additional words __ _ 50¢/word/week
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EASTEND, 9WILLIS ST.-6 rooms, perlect
for couple wanting some extlll space.
Heated, parking, garden, owner-occupied
building, WS. SS75.'mo. 774-8634.

SOUTH PORTLAND- Seeking responsible NlS to share nice 2 BR house.
Garage, garden, yard, oil. Pets negotiable. Available Immed. S2751mo. +112
utils. Call Mike, 799-ll689.

_____-.J

i

SHARE QUIET 3rd FLOOR with NlS female, 35,pluscat &dog. Please, no drugs,
mature, professional Mf preferred. Near
Eastern Prom. $325Jmo. 874-0342.

expo date

Total: $

PAMELA L. CHUBBUCK
MA, GBT, LCPC

June Lizotte, LSAC

I.lc«iMCI Peychologl.t

WORKSHOP FOR

O.UJ ProvUUT

Individual Counseling for Aduks
and Adolescents
CQI4)Ies and Family The!apy
Emphasize Adju&tment Issues:

MEN

Cathy Erikson
LSAC,LCSW

Specialty:

Addictions, code~Nl.e1lC'j,

intergration of mind
body • Spirit. emotion

childhood iuus, duomwork

ACOA. Depression. Suess
Stu Zubrod, Ph.D. n4·5741

Addictions· ACOA Issues
Co·Dependency • Individuals
Groups • Couples

Lucy C. Chudzik, LSAC
Licensed Substance Abu.oe

other professional
therapists/counselors

761-9096
II( sllC fl~,( tlO'ttl rdP, md

liv!. 1)1. vdoprr,( 111
Consul l,)llon
md I. dUCJllon

consultations
classes • workshops

fl!U

•

Paulette M. Bonneau LCSW
Licensed Clinical Soc,aI Wor1<er

RESOURCE
CENTER
THE GARDEN

-Recovery Issues
.Women·s Issues
.Sexual Abuse
Treatment

Unlock the spintual energy
created by you as a couple
Peter A. Rush. MA • loS A C.
Sandy Hinckley, M.S.W.

~ll
4.:.....

SOLTHER\
\1 \1\': PASTORAL
COl \SELl\G
CE\TER

Integrating the wisdom
of spiritual traditions
with
Insights of
Modem Psychology
for
Individuals. Couples.
Families and Groups .

Having difficulty PARENIlNG
In a aeative positive manner?
Tiled of reading patenting

boola to resolve conflicts
with your childten.'

Joanne H. Clarey, Ed.D.
Vivian Wadas, MA

Call for: Individual or Group

(207) 871-0377

Consultations, Home VISits

757 Congress Street. Portland, Maine 04102

Behavioral Consultant
879-0509 (ans. mach.)

LINDA E. HUSTON
Early Childhood

Not necessary for boIh f.ther
and son to be present.

1)~YLtll(

"PLEASE
DON'T SIT
YOUR KIDS!"

• Parenting
• Self-esteem
• Sexual abuse treatment

• opening doors 10
communication
• healing conflicts
• grieving a lost father
orson

Counselor

supelVision of

who want to talk
honestly with their
father, or their son

Patricia H.D. Hagge

Licensed Clinical Social WOiiier

o

Adult Intensive
Psychotherapy
Jungian Orientation
Cheryl Aronson

• relauonship.
• transltions
• addictions

874-0050

M.A., LC.P.C.

774-4436
Glenn Morazzini
L.C.S.W.

879-1981

• Psycbolherapy • Polarity Thera{Jy
Recovery'lrom addictions
Healing childhood trauma
CCIUl'r fc)r Health itchahililaliuJl

73 Ill-crin); St., POr1land

775'5,)03

Sharon Renk-Green1aw
• MIllEd -IN

-we

N"'",• .ICcotifio:d"""""'"
w.-I 0i00W ~ Coonodo<

A..... A.toIu~ c..u.,dI.
AtiJiaions • Co&tpt:ndma • ACOA •
Rlialioro:bips • &ums IMor'-'> • SavaI
Abou,· _ _ .lhIg.1Fortsbcps

805-4399 • p,........ I'orIWid

Sheila O'Connell LCSW

Saturday, October 24th
9am·4pm

Counseling & 1berapy

Portland, $50
Patrick Conwell. 883-0557
Rich Lynch. 874·0681

for
. Individuals. couples. groups & famihes
Over twenty yea" exp,nence

Lisa Bussey, M.A., C.E.D.T.

G.W. McKENNEY, LSAC

Indivudual & Group 1berapy
for Women Focusing on

Counseling / Evaluations

• Eating
• Body Image
• Sexuahty
Bi·weekly Sat A.M. Workshops

142 High St.. Suite 306
Portland. ME 04101·2840
(207) 772-3889

Therapy for Therapists
to work on their own issues and
keep thel1lSSueS out of their work

Powerful
Opportunity

772-8214

Judith Coughlin & Charles Flynn
Psychotherapists. 772·7125

THE CERVICAL CAP IS HERE!
FDA Approved· Comfort· Spontaneity· Effectiveness

For more information call:
CASCO BAY MIDWIFERY SERVICES

I

THERAPY
TRAINING

Krlpalu Crrtifird Massage
CranIoSacral Thfrapy
Polarity

Personal Fitness
Training

reading 6 pm

ON BALANCE

854 BROADWAY. SOUTH PORTLAND. ME 04106 (207) 799-4467

dancing 7 pm

sive Therapy Center

t

Children's Class

150 Saint John Street. Portland
Call 871.8274
Drawing. Painting. Prose.
Music £;[ dance will follow!

home birth
complete pTenoJal & postnatal care
women's health

Trust US with your body

Saturday. November 7 from 4 to 7 pm
viewing 4 pm

Schyla Duffy St. Laurent

~

$19.99

free uniform
The jourl«)1 itsflf" ~ ~ome

767 - 2349

Get Healthy

Learning to heal the whole being

"SIMPLY A GREAT CONTRACEPTNE ALTERNATNE"

Kim Chandler - KripaJu Yoga & Yoga Therapy

Personal Training

Body Build· Tone· Lose Weight
INNERLIGHT

Bring your own Instrument
Light refreshments will be served

207 761

7608

West End Portlal1d, Me

SHIATSU
ACUPR£SSUR£

RICKGILDE
&
CAROL McLEOD
Massage Therapy

Gentl<. rdaxmg. h<almg.
An <xp<rr<na of dup balana
"""'"' ACUPUNCTURE
WITHotrr NEEDLES

Therapeutic Massage

The Chinese Healing
Arts Center
Dr, Zhao Mel
Tradrtional Chinese
Massage for Beauty
Leam SeIf·Massage
techniques for a natural
face/1ft and a healthy glow

5 sessions - Every Monday
beginning November 9th

r
J

Doctor of Chiropractic

Member: American Chiropractic Association (ACA1.
ACA Councils on: Diagnosis and Internal Disorders.
Nutrition. Roentgenology; Maine Chiropractic Association.
Greater Portland Chiropracbc Society. National Associabon
of Research Biochemists

~

Call

772·0460 Rhea Key, CTP

Dr. Kathy Karpeles

Heart Centered
Polarity Therapy
Stoney Cook
CPT

Licensed Psychologist

M.A., C.R.S.

Call for tnfonnation

WANTED

\T

KEEP YOUR BUSINESS HEALTHY
with Casco Bay Weekly's new

~~.. Weekly • Well ness • Directory
651 Forest Ave.
Portland, Maine 0410 I
(207) 772·80 1 I

Therapeutic Massage
to Relieve Stress

Attract new clients,
announce upcoming workshops.

• Stress Reduction
• Relaxation
• Improved Circulation
• Relief from
Muscle Fatigue
• Etcetera

and Muscle Pain

774-9135

Call 77S 1234, ask for Sheila or Michael.

Coleen Connolly. R.N., M.Ac.
Licensed Acupuncturist

We will pay you to I
weightl

Find Out How Acupuncture Can Serve You.

828·0059

871-8163 in Portland CAROL V.JENKINS,
363-8939 in York
C. p.

to holisl1c bodywork

You just have to feel it!

Swedish

Committed to improving the quality of your health

~

.

'i~~~~~ ~~

The Trager Approach

Neuromuscular Technique
871·1300

Portland

"I~ '

Adults. Children. Infants . Pre-natal

MERRI'IT L. ARMSTRONG, B.A., B.S., D.C.

6:30· 7:30pm
142 High Sl .535

e--

Holiday Gift Certificates Available

dialogue. Ilna8lnatloo and humor to ,rtog,.<e body. mind and sponl

dona Silverman, RMT
HOLISTIC CHIROPRACTIC CARE
The Natural Alternative

A peacefuL gift for a busy world

Anne Foster Tabbuu - Shiatsu
Barbara Fudala - Massage Therapy
Mary ~ynn Garner· Homeopathy & Naturopathy
NaOmi Kronlokken . Polarity & Psychosynthesis
Tom Myers - Roljing
Annie Wyman - Neuromuscular Therapy
Call us about our free falliedure series.
4 Milk St. Portland

"We will help you
ook & feel Great!"

399 Fore St. 2nd floor
Portland
C.M.T., D.M.T.
AMTA Member

775-3126
Hours by Appointment

• Massage Therapy
• Reiki Healing
• Visualization and Art

100% Guaranteed
Doctor Recommended
100% Natural
No Drugs
1-800-395-461

CLASSICAL HOMEOPATHY
and Naturopathic Health Care
Pediatric e Adult

Philiphose
Chiropractic Clinic
Dr. Alexander Phil/phose, RN, DC
Evening & Saturday Appointments Available
778 Main Street. South Portland

Christina Lyons

John Straus, N.D.
828-6369

massage therapist

775-2190

828-1490

~

In Touch

..

Profcuiall.i

~ "0 I,)(~ MusagcAlSOClltea
Elizabeth London PatriCI. Bennet
M.mbcrsA M .TIl

·Stre.. Reduction ·Pain Relief
-Htllth ImprCNcment
77~876

Street

PortJUld

'An outrageously simple
process that can dramatJeal/y
change your life·

CII_1ea In Portland &Kennebunk
985-6621 • Larry Landau
929-4087 • Jane Wendelken
Call for Brochure

..

36

business services

apls/rent

real estate

SOUTH PORTlAND- Mildred st. Sunny
2BR, 1st "oor, newly renovated, WID in
bsmot, Ig. yard, parXing, quiet neighborhood. Heal & HW incl. $6OOImo.

BEAUTIFUL WINDHAM HIU GARRISON-3 bedrooms, 2112 baths, front-toback livingroom with fireplace, 2 car
garage, sundeck, daylight basemen~
nice landscaping, $145,000 892~444.

~m.

SUBLET DEEERING ST. EFFICIENCYDec.-April, heated & parXino. $33O!mo.
Gall after 9 pm. 761-0567.
TORENTYOURAPARTMENTFAST,and
to the highest caliber lanants, call 7751234, THE SURE SELL ClASSIFIEDS,
and reach over 100,000 people throughout Greater Portland!
USM AREA- F WS to share sunny, spacious, quiet 2 BR apt $2651mo. +112
utils. (gas heat) No pets please. Call
7n-1658, leave message.
WESTGATE-Large3 BR, real dining room.
living room eat-in kitchen, priVate ded< &
silrageshed. Stined glasswinmws. hardwood IIoors & good parXing. Pelfect ~t
foran in-house occupation, suchascounseling. Very professional brick building.
$65Wmo. plus. s.uHi682.
WOODFORDS-2 BR renovated3rdfloor,
full bath, co-rj, large yard, roof deck,
parXing, storage. Deposit + S48O/mo.
76Hll52, after 5.

houses/rent
FOR RENT TWO BEDROOM RANCH
STYlE HOME: Energy efficient fruit
trees.'tard, washer/dryer, wtw carpet,
yardcare, lease, security deposit for
appointment 773-5144, sorry no pets.
PEAKS ISlANO- Charming 2 BR cottage
ontheocean. Fullyfurnished,woodstove
back-up, jacu22i, bicycles, sundeck. Until
June 1. $5OO/mo. References. call Dr.
Robinson, 773-5573.
PORTlAND, DEERING CENTER- Co-rj 2
BR house, large LRlDR with fireplace,
WID, finished basement, garage. $6251
mo. +utils. call after 5:30, 377-3086,
leave message.
SINGLE HOUSE- Three rooms and bath
with sunport:h, oil heat $45OImth plus
sec. deposit and utilities. 8~31.

oUlces/rent
ATTRACTIVE, AFFORDABLE, Private
OfficeAvailabht- Quiet, comfortable suite
wI shared waiting, group, and kitchen
areas. Ideal for psychotherapist or other
healing professional. Female preferred.
Westgate-Brighton Mad. Area Ample
free parking. 767-4420.
PROFESSIONAl OFFICE SPACE- Victorian carriage house, 3 blocks from the
museum. 2 floors and basement 1000
s.f.lfloor. 3 parXing spaces. Creative and
elegant renovation. Short or long term
lease. $l,550/mo. triple net. NO BROKER PlEASE. call Denise at 775-1059.
SPACIOUS OFFICE wlfireplace in historic building, nice neighborhood, central Portland, to sharew/a psychotherapist. 50/50 @$225/mo. Contact David
Bigelow, 874-2278 or 767-6137.
THERAPIST WANTED TO SHARE attractive, professional oftice space in
Portland. $8Ihr. or$180/mo.A11 utilities
included. ParXing. Referrals. call Dr.
Robinson at 773-5573.

business rental
PORTlANO- 311 CUMBERlAND AVE,
cornerofElmst. Heavytraftic. Excellent
visibility. 1,600 sq. ft. storeloftice, heat
included, parXing available. 7n.o527.

studios/rent
STlIlIOS: ARTISTS ONlY buiding. All
inclusive, tin caiWngs, artists sinks, tigh
energy environment Darkrooms to suites
with views. Sl25 iJ $25O/mo. 7!&4759.

-

October 22, 1992

Casco Bay Weekly

VACATION OVER? Rent a worXing studiowith other artists/craft people at317
Cumberland Avenue. Ughts. heat furnished. l'arXi ng available. Call m.os27.

CARROLL MANSION "COTTAGE"- Areplace, 2 BR's, basement,FR,brickcourtyard, pool and parXing! Walk to worX
from this historic and prestigous address. $154,900. Jean Russo, BAY REAl TY 775-1 991.

MOBILE HOME BY OWNER- Excellent
Gorham location, pitched roof, new expansion, three bedroom, storage, dishwasher, extras. onlyS3,750 down, S211'
mth, no closing costs. 839-4541.
SOUTH PORTlAND TOWNHOUSE w~h 2
BR's, full basement & private deck! Parking for 2 & on busiine. Better than renting
at $71,9OO! Kathy Phillips, BAY REAlTY
775-3838.

ClassifWds:
775-1234

DO YOU HAVE A HOUSE FOR SAlE?
Why not advertise itthrough THE SURE
SELL? Call 775-1234 or 883-4149.

$97,000 CARl RD. BUXTON- 5 acres2&48 Ranch, 2 BR, hot tub in finished
daylig ht basement Many ertras. 3 miles
to Gorham Village. By owner 929-3943.
6 ACRES, CUMBERLAND- Horses watcome! Build your dream home on this
pastoral set1ing offering PRIVACY yet
just minulas to exit 10! Jean Russo,
BAY REAlTY 775-1991.

DESIGN SERVICE for new houses, add itions, or commercial buildi ngs. Creative
art:hitectural design at a price you can
afford. call Nick Pighills, 361-1747.

WHY BUY FROM LIM??

•:.'ojo

; · : ;~ .~··~ LUV

Dail~10-7 - Sunday 11-5

. 'D OMES

26, Oxford, ME
207-539-4759

child care

help wanted

TEACHING SEXUAl SAFETY TO CHILDREN: A WOrXshop- November 7, 9-12
a.m., Brunswick. Learn how to identify
and help prevent child abuse. Excellent
for parents and health care providers.
Led by Michele Authier, MSW. Michele
has ~peared on videos, television, and
has led over 100 worXshops on this
topic. CEU'savailabie. Call BelIvWleCOunseling (207)729-8727, for registration
and more information.

FOR MORE INFORMATION AND ASS 1STANCE regardi ng the investigation of
financing, business opportunities and
work at home opportunities, Casco Bay
Weekly urges it's readers to contact the
Better Business Bureau, Inc., Maine Division, 812 Stevens Ave., Portland, ME
04103-2648.

help wanted
ATIENTION SCARBOROUGH RESIDENTS- PARTTIMEJOB- Earn S2O-$3O
per week for 4-5 hours delivering
PennySavers and Magazines. Walking
and driving roulas available. Call Advanced Delivery 883-1735.
CRUISE SHIP JOBS- Up to S9OOIweekly.
Free roonl'board, now hiring skilled!
unskilled, meniWomen. No experience
necessary. 818-960-9144, ext. C909.
DOYOULoVEMONEY?FUN?PLANTS?
You need to call Magic Ptants. 00 home
demonstrations teaching people how to
grow hydro-culture plants. Free Traini ng. calil-BOO-992-6043.
EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! Assemble products at home. call toll free.
1-800-873-6365. Ext 1379.

GIRLS WANTED, AlL AGES, to compete in this year's 1992 ANNUAl PAGEANT, Ramada Inn, Portland. ThousandS
of dollars in prizes and scholarships.
call for ~plication. 617-231~211.
HAIRSTYLISTIESTHETICIAN: To serve
in Maine'sfirstAVEDAConceptSalon. "
working in a relaxed atmosphere helping people Iookg real interests you, send
resume: Picture Yourself, 57 Exchange
St, Portland 04101.
MATURE FEMALE MODEl NEEDED BY
I\f\.TIST to pose nude. $1 o/hr. For more
information please call Oon, 783"'317,
8-10am or 6-9pm.
PEPPERCLUB IS LOOKING for a reliable
PT dishwasher. Apply in person at 78
Middle SI. in Portland between noon
and 2 p.m.

.~

~

LETTHE KUMON MATH METHOD- help
your child beat report card blues, develop better math understanding, concentration, confidence. Individualized,
self paced program from preschool to
college level, Free enroll ment (S30) from
Oct. 1-3t . Sally Ng 879-0182.

Boys & Girls
0- 4 Years
Ramada Inn
Portland, ME

FEMAlE BUBBLE BATH ATTENDANTS
wanted,l-800-827-1479.

617-231-0211

I CBW MoM. News Matt... I

•

for application

LOTS CLEARED- .1IVsq.ft., stump removal, wood harvesting. 37yearsexperience. Will pay top dollar for standing
timber or logs. Call for your free estimate. 893- t043.

•

SS1A Congress St-, Portland, ME 04101
Attn: Larry Haws, Sales Manager
CBWi.... E'f'" o",.mlmily Emplop.

NEED ELECTRICAL WORK DONE? Best
deals on service changes, "Fuses to
Breakers". Ceiling fans- you buy, I assemble and hang. Anything electrical,
no job too big or small. Duality worX at
very reasonable rates. Free estimates.
MasterElectrician, insured. Gerry'sElectric, 773-5897.

,

AWOMAN NAMED AlICE- Shy, retiring,
dedicated, capable medical secr8lary
who has wOrXed In the field for 13-plus
years. New to area and looking torinteresting fulVpart-time erT1lloyment as
medical secretary, re1ated positio n, secretarial position, or any other challengingerT1llaynnenl Salary negotiable. WP,
Microsoft Word, 1st Choice qualified.
Impeccable references available.
Box 150, 551-A Congress St., PorUand,
ME 04101.

""CANING OF CHAIRS""" All types,
774-2940.

caw

". ·CElEBRITY INTERIORS·" • Custom
painting and wall paperi ng all worlllllO".4
satisfaction guaranteed. Res. & Commercial.Let meturn your home orofflce
into primo within whatever budget available, no project to large or small. I'll
come up with that special look. Call for
free estimate 892-9312. •

Portland

TWO SINGERS IN SEARCH OFA BANOWe've got the talent the looks & the
attitude, andwewantto do music. Funk,
soul, hip-hop. All women maybe? Anyone considered. Reasonably serious but
fun-ilriented. 775-1346.

CHEVROLET MONTE CARLO, 1977Reliable transportation, 67,000 original
miles when the spedometer Quit working last year. $1,200 or B.D. Lynn or
Richard, 775-0332.

Readers interested in finding or creating carpools are invited to
place FREE listings under specific category headings. For example:

CHEVY CELEBRITY, 1983- V6 auto., air,
ArnlFmcass., new brakes, exhaust, tires
and sticker. Minorbodydama~, $1200.
773-7701 .

A sample
__ ~
listing
might
.read:
-

CHEVYWINOOWVAN,I983- Runswell
and reliably. New sticker, front brakes,
exhaus~ windshield and more. Great
work vehicle -seats four. $1595 or B.D.
799-2810.

77S~301

bulletin board

• Free Estimates

1-800-540-1455
773-1455

NEED HELP?
Carolyn Pardi
Certified Paralegal
• Will.r
• PO'tWr ofAttortwy

• Livi,., WilLr
• D;vorr:«

• So-vice CMlrlU:U

• BtutJ:rIiPlt:y

Reasonable Rates

772·6620
74 Wilson St, Portland

business opps
BEYOUROWNB05S-10yearoldvending business, established routes, proven
product lines, satisfied customers,
growth potential. For further information, 854-9850.

dating services
CUPID'SDATING SERVICE-Cumberland
&York counties. COnvenient, personal,
reasonable. For an appointment near
you call Roberta at 282-5460.
MEET BEAUTIFUL, SINGLE. Marnageminded lad ies with traditional values
living inRussia. Forfreephoto brochure
call 702-451-3070 anytime. lists of ladies from Philippines also available.

stun for sale

Katherine Clark
772-8784
residential

commercial

1992 K2 CdS SKIS, 203cm, $250, new;
Elan RC 200cm skis w/Tyrolia bindings,
$75; Univega Nuovo Sport 23cm bike
rebuilt as cyclecross, 5100. 775-5401 ,
, ext 3517.
35MM CAMERA- Nishika camera, case,
flash, and one roll of film. Brand new.
$300 or B.O. call Terisia at 871 ~531 .

DIAMOND RING- Princess cut, 1.5 carats, 14 karat gold setting. Appraised
54200, asking $2500. 773-2300 eves.

71:::==~2

~====================~

CertainTeedt-l SOLID VINYL
REPLACEMENT WINDOWS.
~~Jr~CE
YOU CAN TRUST.

Vinyl Windows by CertainTeed
& receive Low "E" GI8lI8 with

Argon Gas at no extra
chilrge through October 318t.
(,fnIlibio In whlo or nalurlll tan)

........

Call Us Today For
FREE ESTIMATE

ELECTROLUX OCTOBER ClEARANCE
SAlE. Save up to $330+ on selected packages. No payments until 1993. Ask about
our new Epic series call 87H1610.
EMPIRE GAS HEATER WITH BLOWER35000 BTU, wall unit, includes vent &
fittings,S325883-5400 ..
FOUR 9-1/2- GAMBLER aluminum
wheels; two Sport King 31--R15 tires,
almost new; Montgomery Ward electric
washer, gas dryer, almost new, best
offer. 774-1505.
GUARANTEES ARE ONLY AS GOOD as
the company that offers them. Watch
out for "money back· offers from unknown companies.
KING-SIZED WATERBED complete w/
bookcase headboard. Excellent shape,
$50; Heavy-duty crank hospital bed,
good condition, $SO; Continental AIrlines $100 travel voucher, $50. 8542048, please leave message.
LIKE-NEW THOMASVILLE CHINA CABINET,cherry, $600; 2 coffee tables, living
room chair, $50 each; 2 larT1ls, $25
each. 885-5348.

$$ CASH CASH CASH $$- WE HAUL

AWAY JUNK CARS AND TRUCKS, any
condition, seven days aweek. 9-9. 7736878

MOVING WEST- TREK12-8PEED,S150;
Henderson wetsuit, men's medium,
$225; Body Glove 1'4 wetsuit $75. 8741303, leave message.

1980 PONTIAC FIREBIRO- AWFM cassette, air cond~ioni ng, rear defrost, many
new parts, new paint job, new sticker,
not a junker, immaculate condition,
$1,800 Dr 1lI0., Lois 839-5748 eves.

SEARS PORTABLE WASHING MACHI NE- Excellent condition $1 00. Brand
new G.E. subcompact microwave $75.
call after 6pm 767-3759.

• Chimneys Capped

wheels

MOVINGSALE, THISWEEKONLY-Various household appliances, furnlstings,
and camping equipment, reasonably
priced. call Lynn at 775~332.

PORTABlE DISHWASHER- Clean, late
model, white with butcher block vaneer
top $100 OBO 892-7365.

If you've ever cleaned up for
the cleaning pcopte. .. or worse,
cleaned up after them ...
You need me in your life

FREe

business services

LOOK UKE APRO- OffICially licensed Nfl,
tfi., MIA. MlB and college apparel and
nc:r.V1ies. Free catalog. NewE ngland Sports
Connection. 55 Lorraine Terrace. Dept
ps. Middletown, Ct 06457.

THIS END UP bunkbed w/mattresses,like
new, $300; Atomic skiis, 185crn sea;
Nordica boots. si2B 10-112. $70; both used
only one season. Ewrings, 774-1992.

1982 OLDSMOBILE 98- 2 dr, VB, brand
new inspection sticker, rebuilt engine,
approx 56k miles, good condition,
power, AMlFM stereo, $2,500 799-2736.
1982 SUBARU GL 4X4 BERKSHIRE
WAGDtHngineis perfect FiX uporparts
car. Best Offer. 839-2994 or 282-7227.
1983 BUICK SKYHAWK-Autotrans, PS,
PB, good condition, runs super, has
some surface rust S1700 883-6976.

WE BUY MOST TYPES of used video
games, VHS movies, & CDs. Used movies for sale including adul~ $9.95. Captain Video, Oakhill Plaza, Scarborough.
883-0424.

1985 PAMPERED PONTIAC FIREBIRDExcellentcondition, oneowner,low mileage, T-Bar Roof, needs nothing except
to replace cracked windshield. $3500
firm. steven 767-3288.

$92

1985 VANAGON GL- Good condition,
new muffler, new coolent system. good
speakers. Asking S4,500828-1289Ieave

Stuff
for Sale
AOUARIUM- Fully-equipped, 20 gallon
tank, filters, plants. cleaning and other
stuff. $92. 799-2881/776-7112.
ARMSTRONG STUDENT -MODEl
FLUTE; American stamp album w/
hinges, gauge & tweezers. $92. 8566887,leave message.
BICYClE- MEN'S 12-speed, 2r Fuji,
Kryptonite lock, pump, rack, $92 or 8.0.
828-5345.
NAKAMICHI 420 AMP, 120 watts per
channel, bridgeable, voltage changeable,
wilf move fast at only $92. 775-6443.
NICE LITHOGRAPH OF MAN WITH PIPE,
fly-fishing, pencil, sig ned by Arth ur Fuller.
Nicely matted, too. $92. 767-2964.
OUEEN-SIZED WATER BED- Baffled,
heater, headboard & side rails. Call 7979424 eves.

...and other life IlUpport MN'icM

Older your C«taWeId Solid

Jobs wanted

501 Cumberland Ave .

PEOPlE'S PAINTING- Interior & exterior, 25 years experience, insured, free
estimates 774-7254.

Call Sheila or Michael
now at 775-1234 to reserve

•

wheels

EXTRAORDINARY PORTRAm

BIRCH FIREPLACE LOGS- $1 each or 2
for $1.75. call candie at 893-1043 or
943-2088.

your space fiJr November.

music

MATIRESSES & BOXSPRINGS &
AlAMES- New and used. Also washers
and dryers and appliances. We also buy
unwanted ~ems. Cred~Milabie m-5737.

THE HOME HEATING RESOURCE GUIDE
will be a monthly feature throughout the winter.

0Isc0 &y wtekTy has an opportunity for an energetic account
executive to join our sales team.

0Isc0 &y Wetkly.
Send it to:

MOVING?! ·111 move you across town or
across coontry. No job too small. Experienced andwryde~'!I1dable. Good ralas.
call AI, 688-4932.

Attention Adl'ertisers!

Advertising Account Executive

We are looking for an experienced, dynamic and hi~y
motivated sales representative to pioneer and maintain new
accounts as well as service existing ones. You must be
organized, creative and possess excellent interpersonal skills.
You will work as an integral part of the sales team while
aggressively developin~ and independently managing your
own territory. Familianty with Greater Portland marliet will be
a plus.
This position pays a base salal)' plus commision. An
ambitious sales person will earn 18I<-40K plus health coverage
and benefits.
Hyou are enthusiastic about advertising sales send a cover
letter and resum~ outlining why you'd liIc:e to work for

CHARLES B. MELCHER

NASTY~NEAT

• BABY·
CONTEST!

EXCITING CONCEPT in home party
plans. Seeking kitchen consultants to
demonstrate unique high Quality kitchen
products. Earn extra $$$. Low start
costs. No deliveries. call Dot for interview, 897-5698.

MONITOR Vented Heating- Fast installers, good deals! 725-4451.

DID YOU KNOW, a VERY thorough furnace cleaning could bean a"ernativeto
an EXPENSIVE service contract. KEITH'S PERSONAL CARE TEAM- Personal/
SERVICE 767-4531. Experienced, in- household needs met. 24-hoUf live-in
services. Specialized Alzhei mer/Hospice
sured, 10'.4 discount w/AD.
care. Excellent references, yearsexperiDOMESTICALLY YOURS- Personalized ence. If you loves them, give them the
Home Oeaning Service. You deserve a best. 846-6087fl25-4039.
break, let me clean your home the way
PRIVATE GERMAN LESSONS- House
you want it done. 892-8522.
cleaning, child & dog sitting, general
OYER'SREMODElING-Kitchens, baths, housework, references. Tanya871-0128
additions, vinyl siding, windows, roof- or 799-1884.
ing, repairs. Quality workmanship. 18
SUNSHINE CLEANERS- Housecleaning,
years experience. Call 761-7967.
weekiy or bi-weekly, by professionally
ECONOMY DOWN- will barter for some trained staff. 16 years experience. Afservices. light trucking, rubbish re- fordable rates, excellent references, inmoval, landscaping, tree work, garage, sured! bonded. Free estimates. Greater
barn, attic demolition. Fall cleanup, pro- Portland. 799-5323.
fessional moving. CalI761~193.
TUCKER'S LIGHT TRUCKING, MainteELECTRICIAN- CALL "FORREST" at nance & Furniture Moving- Painting,
Town &CountryElectric for lowest prices house cleaning, odd jobs, landscaping,
in town. lis. &insured- Fuses to breaker tree work, rubbish removal, handywork.
panels a specialty. Contractors- CALL
Cleaning attics and basements. Free
US! 772-5257.
estimate, low rates. Call 76Hl93.
FAlL CLEAN UP- Leaves raked, brush
hauled, pruning & grass cutting. Free TUCKER'S TRUCKING-Local or long disestimates. PAINTING- Any room size up tance. General trucking & professional
to 14x18,S60. 15years experience. Call moving of all types. Rubbish removal,
basements, attics & garages cleaned,
George anytime, 773-7553.
freight hauli ng. 8 to 24 footers available.
FAlLIS HERE! So call on us, we do Fall Best rates around. Professional service.
cleaning, tighttrucking, rubbish removal, Fall clean up, call 76Hl93.
yard raking,landscaping, lawn Installation, attics, basements & garages WE PROVIDE LAWNCAREAND INSTAlLATION. Hedge trimming and installacleaned. Call 775-79n.
tion fall clean up and snow plowing and
HANDYMAN WITH TRUCK AVAIlABLE more. Freeestimates. Call for more info.
to do odd jobs and moving, locally or Call 883-8207.
long distance. Experienced & dependable with references. call for low rates, WINTERIZE YOUR PROPERTY. FREE
774-2159 anytime.
estimates for removal of dangerous
limbs, Trees, Tops: Gutter cleaning,
ITS Tt"" FOR FAlL ClEANUP! L8iM!5 Raking, Retaining walls repaired, etc.
raked, brush hauled off. call Pete at Magic call MIKE'Z lANDSCAPE & TREE SERMowing and Snow Plow. 892-9274.
VlCE,883-8746.
l. GAllANT CONSTRUCTION· ·We 00
Everything Paving, excavation, asphalt
repa ir, backhoe work, sealcoating,
gravel, sand &loam delivery. Free EstiCOMPULSIVE (CLEANt NG
mates 727-4200. Turkey Lane, Buxton.

16' Wide; $26,695, and its a Norris, or
Fleet 60x28 4 bedr with patio door;
skylights, roof dormer, Glamour bathroom,
dishwasher, and every other deluxe feature
you'd expect, all for $39,995,

real estate
$69,900 tN OLD ORCHARD BEACH- 3
bdrm 2 bath, deck & woodstOYe. By
owner, caJl883-2091.

CARPENTRY & CABINETRY- Projects
detailed and styled for your home or
business. call Paul Keating 846-5802.
CARPENTRY- AlL PHASES, no job too
small or large. 20 years experience,
references available, reasonable rates.
call Bob Thompson, 775.0309.
-CO-N-NQ-LL-Y-S-Pl'--U-M-B-IN-G-AN-D-H-EA-T-ING Fully Insured MasterPtumber. Quality work at reasonable rates new construction renovations, Senior Citizens
discount. 883-2213

stuff for sale

arts & crafts

message.
1986CHEVYS-10 BlAZER, exce11errt condition, 4wd, lo<Iled (PIS, PIB, cassette,
tinted windows, PIl, pm,) new tires, battery, 99k. Asking 54,495 883-9178.
1986 GRAND MARQUILS- Loaded, 4
dr, VB, excellent condition, 58k, $5,BOO.
call 883-6496 after 6:30pm.
1990 CHEVY BlAZER- 1500 Silverado,
auto, IIKceIlent condition. 4x4, V~, 33k
miles, running boards, tinted willlows,
f~lyloaded,gr~Mlr,$15,500767-6278.

86 DELTA 88 OLDSMOBILE ROYALE- 4
DR, V6, hi-way miles, loaded, no rus~
pretty car. New engine, brakes, excellent conClition, spo~ess inside and out
S3,5OO. 883-8382.
AUDI 5000 S, 1988- Extra clean, red,
loaded. Must sell! Asking $7,900. Call
247-3000; after &pm 247-3743.
CAMAROF-41,l982-$800; Ford Escort
stationwagon, l986-S1000. Both as is.
283-3200 or 934-2698 .

TOYOTA LANDCRUlSER, 1972- Long
body, excellent shape, 74K miles, needs
new clutch. $1,600. Call Rob, 766-2650.
TOYOTAMR2, 1986-TWIPlACsunroof,
sport air package, leather inlarior, new
batValt, 4 studded snows. seat covers.
ReducedtoS59OO, must sell. 879-9010.
VW VANAGON GL - 1985, 4 spd, good
cond, pslpb, new muffler system, 0001ant system & tires, am-fm cassette.
Asking $4500. 828-1289, please leave
message.

'.-. S·_:E<'L..L.· S't
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Describe your car, truck, or cycle in
2S words or fewer and we'll run
your ad for four weeks in front of
over 1QO,OOO reader5
FOR ONLY $251
If your vehicle doesn't sell, just
notify us in writing after the fourth
publication and we'll run your ad
again FOR FREEl There~ no limit!
S2S really does sell your car.

yard sales
AlL BABY ITEMS AlMOST NEW- Crib,
cradle, changing table, clothes, toys,
car seat and many more. Also lots of
household items. 10124, Sat, (raindate
10/25),10-5,120 Burnham Rd., Scarborough.

or ~:E Classifleds 775-1234

GARAGE SAlE- OCT. 24, 9-3PM. Moving so lots of items, 8 Ledge Hill Rd,
Gorham, Route 25 toward Standish, left
Ales Rd, 1st right onto Ledge Hill.

changes are S5. No refunds.
Private party only.
Casco Bay Weekly
551 A Congress 51.. Portland. ME 04 I 0 I

GARAGE SAlE: SCARBOROUGH 4
Chambe~ain Terrace, Pleasant Hill off
Nelsen Rd. Bureaus, twin maple bed
frames, entertainment center, small sofa
sleeper, portable washing machine, recliner, dishes, clothes, misc. Sal. Barn
rain or shine.
NEIGHBORHOOO YARD SAlE- SATURDAY, OCT24th 9am-2pm.largevariely of
items. Wil1iamsburg Lane. Scarborough.

wanted
BODY WORK & MECHANICAL WORKFree estimates,low ralas &quality worX.
Call Jim or Dave at n7-4070.
SMAlL BUSINESS FOR GROWTH. All
possibil~lesconsidered. Replies handled
in confidence.
Box 151, 551-A
Congress St, Portland, ME 04101

caw

WANTED: Pine, Oak, Fir & Spruce
Logs- Will pay top dollar! Ask for
candie, 893-1043.

Try our
Wheels Deal/
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animals

NOW IS YOUR CHANCE TO IMPROVE or
learn conversational Spanish. Affordable
lessons by Native speaker. m-l560.

IT'S THE CATS PAJAMAS-Bed & Breakfast for cats, offering NO-CAGE
accomodations. New, largeoutdoorenclosed play area and TlC for your cat
while you're away. call 883-9611.

animals

pordand ~ brunswick
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f·
wor\( In Bath, MOIl- n
.\ live In sacoShare vehicle, Oas, and
8a!1'.-6pmc· !\Ted 777-7777 •
drIVing. a
'

Just send your 20 word listing,
with origination/destination to:

RIDESHARE
Casco Bay Weekly
551A Congress Street
Portland, ME 04101

adult services

"You're not
going to meet
• •
anyone Slttmg
around the

house:'

/vj

learning
POETRY JOURNAlING FICTION WORKSHOP- Wewr~e. Find yourvoice Thursday wenings, 6:30 'iiI 8:30, October
29th through December 10th. Contact
Jennifer Day at 871-9902.

or

CORVETTE $400, BRONCO $50; '89
II SWINGERS HOTLINE! Girls, Guys, LOCAl WOMEN- With phone numbers!
Mercedes $200; '87 BMW $100; '65 FOUND; BrnER WAYS FOR S. PORT· Straight, Gays, Couples. 1-900-776- 1-9OO-884-DATE, ext. 428., S2.90/min.,
LAND CITY HAlL TO 00 BUSINESS,
Mustang $50. U.S. public auction,
t8+. (T.V., Fort Myers, Fl., It.)
AND TO PROVIDE SERVICES TO RESI- 5006, ext. 48. S2Imin.
Oruglord properties. Choosefromthou·
DENTS. ELECT BILL LAIDLEY COUN1-900-2I18-ERICA(3742)... $2Jmin.Adulis MAYAN POSITION? Oassy VHS Demo
sands starting $25. FREE informationCILLOR AT-LARGE NOV, 3RD.
Only,New Number!"ALEGEND!" Roman- reveals patented indoor device. Ad ullsorjy.
24 hour hotline. 801 -379-2930. CopyMake your own or buy one. R8'liewed in
right IME114RC.
HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS FAlL? Jet ~c Stories. EPS Co. 708-882-7873.
Playboy. S17, 1-800-741-3212.
there
anytime
for
only
$169
with
761-4303,YOURPLEASUREisourbusiFORD BRONCO II, 1988- 4WD, clean,
AIRHITCH(r). Call 212-864·2000.
ness- Beautiful spa aHendances. Open 7 MISS CATHY LIVE! 1-900-680-6662,
excel1entcond~ion, PSlPB, b1acklsilver,
$25/call; 1-800-726-9009, all cards,
STORAGEcars,
boats,
motort:ycles,
days,10:30am-12pm.
one owner. Asking 54,700. Call 871Diversified Boynton, FL, 18+.
etc. in large garage. Security alarm.
1534 after 6pm.
AS SEEN ONT.V.! 1-9OO-820-822O,ext
Gorham 839-8513.
26. live psychics, Tarot, Clairvoyants! PERFECT AlTERNATIVES- Dating w/o
FORD E-l50 CONV. VAN, 1989- High
top, long body, AC, color TV and other TENDER LOVE AND HAPPINESS Love? Money? Job? S3.49{min. GMC, nightclubs, 1-900-288-2575, $l .99Imin.
live 1-0N-l TAlK, 1-900-288-2595,
extras. Low milage. S16,OOO'offers. Day, AWAITS YOUR NEWBORN BABY inour Munster, IN. 18+.
$2.991min,Sev.Dem.,L.B., N.Y., 18yrs.+
Vermont home. Considering adoption?
766-2912; after 6,797-9109, Jerry.
BUBBLE BATHS, PRIVATE DANCESLets help each other. Call collect 802Picture taking allowed. Give your favor- SINGLE? SEXY?SMART? call the PORTFORD F-350, 1987-Xl.Tduai wheeis, king 235-2312. Ask for Tom or Ann.
ite bachelor a party to remember. 1- lAND dateline, 1-000-884-1585,$1.991
cab, lo<Iled, black wilt gray, burgundy
800-827-1479.
min. live l-on-l, 1-900-884-1595,
WHEN
WAS
THE
LAST
TIME
YOU
interior. 43K rriles. Asking $15,950. Call
$2.951min. Rand, S.D., CA, 18+.
HElPED
save
a
life?
Do
it
this
week
by
247-3000; after 8pmcalI793-8852.
DANGEROUSlY DELICIOUS DATES, 1donating blood at the Red Cross. For
900-903-5688, Only$2lmin,wlhome/'s;
HONDA ACCORD, 1982-130,000 miles, more information call us at 1-800-428pass this paper on
24 hrs; be 18+. AU AOULT lIFESTYlESnew clutch, radiator & tires, great ste- 0734 or 775-2367.
to a friend
Men, Women, Couples- Your chioce. G.C
reo. $1 ,200. Evenings, 775-6301 ,
Dates Svc. (619)492-8770.
Charles.
LIVE PSYCHICS INTERPRET
-FREE HAlRCOLOR- DROWN IN ECSTASY, SWEET AGONY!
YOUR PAST, PRESENT, &
models needed for advanced
JEEP WRANGLER, 1988- Black, new
1-8oo-72-ERICA. S2.991min. Vis.vMC
FUT\JRE THROUGH THE POWER
salon workshops.
wheels, newtires, oneowner,well-mainOFTHETAROT
tained, great shape, 54K miles. sa,900.
For more information, call
HEAR TAlKING PERSONAlS- 1-900HO()'933·4445
774-1505.
884-8500, $21mil,. (18+) OR: TALK TO
Panache Salon
$1.79/min:18+ only
Portland's Haircolor Specialist.
LIVE GIRLS- 1-000-884-1220, $2.991
1-800·955-5580
TOYOTACORROLlA, 1987-4-doors,5info/c.c.'slmambershi>
min. (18t). CONNECTIONS USA, Ft
772-5767
Whurlwlnd,lnc.
speed, 9OK, great condition inside and
Laud., FL.lnfo: 305-525-5433 (x9t22).
out, no rust, Arn'Fm cassette stereo, 2
snowtires, well-mai ntained.$3500. 3532183, leave message.

Wc:'H keep it.runn.ing

COUNTRY TOUCH CRAFT FAIR-HAllen
Ave. Exit in Falmouth. Friday Oct 3OthSun. Nov. 1st from 9am-4pm. Over 70
Craft persons- bring your friends. Free
admission.

brunswick ~ pordand
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TEACH YOUR DOG TO OBEY - 6 week
beginner course{$25. 5 week puppy
classl$15. Yourdog deserves the best
Instructionswith8-3Oyearsexperience.
Dogs In Training. Portlandl693-6212,
839-8439 or 926-3174.

AKC SAMOYEOS FOR SAlE- Shots,
wormed, ready to go. $250. Must see to
believe how cute! call 833-61116.

rldeshare

FOR INTERNAl PARASITES, TEMlER
PADS, and ear problems. ask OAK HILL
ACE HARDWARE 883-5058 about
TRIVERMIClDE, PADKOTE, M1TEX & EAR
CANKER POWDER Avaiab/e 0-H.

PORTlAND TO AUGUSTA- Uve in Portland, worX In Augusta. Take turns driving? Estabished carpool fine, too. P1ease
call 772-0953.

FOR SAlE- Bagged shavings S2.5OIper
bag delivered locally. 60 bag and up
load. Can deliver larger 10ads 929-5682.
Horses boarded, boxed stall, daily turnout TlC trails and more! 5180.

SEATTLE BOUND: Driving to Seattle,
one-way, looking for responsible passengertosharedrivi ng.!expenses.LeavingNOY. 16. Musttravellighl caJI Scott.
774-3335.

Prove 'em wrong, Run an ad in the pers<?nals.
In fact, you could meet lots of people. Just by placing
a Personal CallQl) ad. It's the proven way to hear from
lots of bright, interesting people. From the comfort and
privacy of your own home. People who share your ideas,
interests, and activities, And have more to do than
hang out in singles' clubs. Run your ad now and
you'll even save money.
Right now a 25 word ad with Persbnal CallQl) is FREE.
To place your ad, call 775-1234.
But this offer expires soon, so do it today.
Who knows, you may meet someone
who's nice to have around the house

Ilft1(,j:£1ii
IIM44~l'J
personals

The Phone call That Could Change Your Lifesm

I" . . . .
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Casco &y Weekly

men .. women

CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO ANY CBW PERSONAL

(Calls cost 1.491mjn. Must be 18 or over. TOLXh-tone phones only. Casco Bay Weekly 207 -775-1234)

women ... men
40s WOMAN. NATURAl.. REDHEAD.
looking for date. No kids. no smoke. no
dope. Job helpful. Artisfs and writers
welcome. 111 tell you more over coffee.
Any race or religion okay. except bigots.
!r14n (11123)
ADVENTUROUS SWF. 33. petite professional. seeks HIS. educated SWM. 2835. to share outdoor activities, quiet
times. and a wide range of activities in
between. Looking forward to keeping
warm this winter. !r1360 (1119)
ALL TROUBlES SlOWlY FADE AWAY...
across the land. through fields of joy.
SWF. 26. pacifistic liberal activist seeking an appreciative male. 23-35. New to
Portland.looki ng for agood friend open
to progression. !r1366 (1119)
ALlURIiNG BIUIETTE SWF. 29. sophisticated. intelligent, altractiv&- Knows tIJw
to live life to the f~lest- desires attractive
man with sirrilars. "1303 (1112)
ATTRACTIVE PROFESSIONAl.. DWF.38.
5'4".1401. healthy. intelligent. fun. 'o'8rsatile. hopeless romantic. You need to
like kids. community activities. sports.
romance. Beatiractive. 34-45. fit. Oon1
wait !r1362 (1119)
ATTRACTIVE SWF. DARK. PETITE.
veggie. into outdoors. Native Spirituality. seeking tall. sensitive. atiractive.
rugged maleinto animals. environment
Innovative. clean. responsible. ttlS. ttl
D. no emotional baggage. Friendship.
possibly more. !rlS13 (11123)

FUN-lOVING. ATIRACTIVE DWF•. 30s.
profesSIOnal. conSiderate~moker.linallclally ~ure. but lonely. I d hketo meet
atall. quite handsome DISWM.with Slm:ar qUaI:rsi' Ihhkodlaughlng. kids. daneno. ca e Ig t Innars. music. wine.
skiing. exploring ON places and making new friends! Call and let's meet!
!r1509(I1I23)

SELECTIVE SINGlE DWF. petits. professional with largevarialy of interests seeks
specialWWM. ttIS. haalthyprofessional
in Greater Portland area. 5'8' & UP. medium build mustache maybe?-claan-cut
dark hair- Is this you? Leave a detailed

message. Just do~! "1487 (11123)

WANTED: KARATE MASTER- Looking
for a special SWM that gives Karate
lessons and thinks he's HOT STUFF!
You're the only one I want Please call.
!r1376 (1119)

ATIENTION SKI BUNNIES: SWM. 6'.
1751. blue/brown. 38. handsome. Looking for slim female for foliage. skiing,
partying, etc. Modern home 5 min. major ski area. !r1350 (1119)

HIS
T
e p ave a ree:
Recycle thjs Paper

ATIRACTIVE. BLONo/BlUE, SWM. 25.
well-built. wishes to meet woman for
safe. physical encounters. No strings.
I'm romantic and h3Y8 great stamina.
Also love older women. !rlS05 (11123)
ATTRACTIVE. SLIM. PROFESSIONAL
MALE. 20. seeks sensuous. attractive,
clean woman to fall asleep with. Romanceoptional. Sensitivity assured. No
mind/emotional games. Discretion appreciated. 'Zr1307 (1112)
AVAILABLE: THATSUPPOSEDL YRARE
MALE with warmth. wiL intelligence and
honesty who doesn·ttalksports. carsor
hunting. Amatiractive. emotionally and
physically healthySWM. 39. with country sense and city smarts. Seaking attractive. trim, indapendentSWF. 28-40.
with a sense of humor and adventure
and a littfe craziness. Enjoy the arts.
hiking. movies. painting. travelling. reading. dining out and x-country skiing.
Excellontconversationalist,affectionate
and never called boring. CBW Box 143.

person of the week
YOU'VE SEEN ME AROUND, assuming I'm taken.
SWF, 28, as yet unencumbered, with city mind and
country heart, wants tall, brilliant man around 30,
who's just realized how nice it would be to commit
himself to the right woman. -zr1502 (11/23)
Each week. a Casco Bay Weekly personal ad is chosen as CBWs "Person of the Week" and is
awarded two free movie rentals. compliments of Videoport. All personal ads are entered in the
drawing.
IF YOU DONT ASK FOR IT. you will
n6ller get it! So. I want one tall. attracti'o'8. somewhat mentally stable. physiCally fit. outgoing w/sense of humor
malo. 30-45. 1believe I amsimilarinthe
opposite sax. !rlS08 (11123)

INTELLIGENT DWF. 39. 5'5". ~hysi
cally-minded.witty&sinc:elllwornanlooking to meat secure SWM with simlar
qualities for beach-walking, movies. and
ATTRACTIVE. STABLE. INDEPENDENT, possible relationship. !r1415 (11/16)
liberal. witty & positive lady. 44. would LOOKING TO GET PERSONAL- Attraclike to get together with a sensitive. tive, full-bodied professional looking to
financially secure feminist male with a get serious and have passionate enstrong sense of humor. in the Portland counters with tall. attractive SWM who
enjoys lazy Sundays. candlelight evearea. 40-SO. over 5'9". !r1312 (1112)
nings and monogamous retationships.
BlONDE. SEXY. FUN-LOVING DWF. 40. 'Zr1359 (11/9)
looking for handsome. intelligent working professional. SlDWM, 3S-45. to LOVE CONQUERS THE MALl! SF. 33.
blondish. IrishlWASP. aspiring writer.
sweep me off my feet !r1495 (11123) disorganized photographer seeks rescue from N.J. by funny. hip, RenaisCOSTARRICAN BEAUTY- Beautiful. pesance man with music in his soul and
tite Costarrican woman relocating, love in his heart (or vice versa). Must
wishes to meet someone special. over love nature. plan to propagate. Write
35. who appreciates sensitivity. beauty. P.O. Box 336, Uvingston. NJ, 07039
and d6ll0tion. !r1355 (11/9)
and call !rt370 (1119)

SPIRIT SAID IT'S TIME to call the
Kundalini rapairman. l'mawomanwalking the deep Forest. dreami ng the Rocky
Coasts. strong of Body & Spirit You are
27/37ish. nature-connected. nyou enjoy Boston. Chinatown. museums. movies. books and brew. I'm lOOking for
you. !r1483 (11123)

WANTED: Non-conventional, anti-professional. impu siY8 adY8nturerto share travel
and laughter. Versatile enough to escape
to the wilds of Glacier. the seduction of
New Orteans. or just a romantic. snowedin cabin of Maine. I know the inexpensive
art of rambling ... Must hunger for the
outdoors. !r1419 (11/16)

STRONG. CREATIVE. CENTERED. DWF.
physically fit. 41 . nice-looking. healthy.
with agreatspirit Enjoysdancing, cooking. adventure and hugs. Seeks atiractive. romantic, adventu rous SlDWM who
doesn't spend his 6IIenings watching
T.V. 'Zr1408 (11/16)

WEEKENOSHENANIGANS! Maybe moreDWF. 37. sincere, dependable. I~erate.
attractive. seeks strong. not-so-silent type,
ruaI. open-minded, skiing. candlelight Lafs
share our single-parenting and each other.
"1479 (/1123)

SWF. 26. ATTRACTIVE. BRIGHT. seeks
handsome. fit, mature, honest male. 2540. for friendship. perhaps more. I love
October. LeI's rent a horror movie.
!r1462 (/1123)

WOMAN WITH A PAST seeks man with
a future. I am almost 37. almost 6'.
almost red-headed. and almost divorced.
Looking for atallish, unnattached gentleman with whom to enjoy civilized dates
(lobster preferred but not essential).
!r1476 (/1123)

SWF, 30. 5'9", LOVES TO SKI. travel.
dance and work out Seeking tall man,
ttlS. with same interests. Not aTrakkie.
no cling-ons, please. 'Zr1471 (11123)
SWF. 33, WS. LOOKING FOR SWM NIS.
35-40. for friendship. I enjoy hiking, working out good conversation. etc. I am caring. honest, & sincere. "1418 (11116)

MID-40s. ATTRACTIVE SWF. cheerful.
caring. conversational. effervescent,
ambitious. healthy, inquisitive, easygoing, vital, thoughtful. who has a life TALL, BLONDE SWF. 25. pretty. honest.
and caraar. desires intimate gentleman open-minded, great sense of humor.
seeks NlS male. 25 •• with similar qualiDWF. STRAWBERRY-BlONDE. aver- to share activities in the Portland area. ties, for friendship and possibly more.
!r1420
(11116)
age-looking 40ish. likes younger men.
!r1372 (1119)
Let's make some memories! I'm a fol- NERDY INTEllECTUAl NEW AGE-TYPE
lower. you be the leader. !r1308 (1112) WANTED forsimilarty inclined SWF. 27. TALL. CUDOL Y TEDDY BEAR WANTED
todebate social policy and other misno- by DWF. 36. 6'112" and queen-sized.
Blonde hairlhazel ayes. I enjoy the ocean.
ElEGANT. SOFT. FEMININE SWF. 31 . mers. !r1401 (11/16)
amusement parks. fairs. C&W music.
atiractive. intelligent. with a lot of heart
& soul desires above-average. unique PETITE PlAYFUL SOLO lADY seeks movies, yard sales, romance. cuddling.
SlDM possessing that special chemis- courageousyoungergentlemanforlong and doing things together. Seeking honwalks with Cheerful. disobedient puppy. esL caring relationship. No head games.
try. !r1302 (1112)
Willing togB! lost in laughter. conversa- !r148S (11123)
FOR YOUR EYES ONLY-Tiredofsingles tions and autumn rains. !r1347 (11/9)
TOSS YOUR T. V.- Caring, compassiondances, honest, caring. intelligent straw- SEEKING SWM.40-50. clealH:ut tall. 17S- ate. professional. SWM. 25. loves hikberry-blonde nurse. 44. needs TLC stat 1901. intelligent que! but exciting. likes ing. skiing. reading and intelligent conBe real and sincere. heavyset O.K.. vices old music. dancing. oomebody. and isfun, versation seeks a peace-loving. envipatient honest with a future. smoking ronmentally friendly. ttlS male. 24-30.
0.1<. Let's talk. !r1423 (11116)
O.K. Lives Portland. "1486 (11123)
!rt433 (11/16)
DWF. 25. SEEKING SIOWM. 22-40.
needs an attractive. trusting. caring romantic that likes children. Are you that
person? Call me! !rt329 (ttl2)

ernie oak

YOU'VE SEEN ME AROUND, assuming
I'm taken. SWF. 28. as yet unencumbered. with city mind and country heart.
wants tall. brilliant man arou nd 30. who's
just realized how nice it would be to
commit himself to the right woman.
!rlS02 (11123)
YOUNG 50 LOOKING for clean-cut 40SO, quiet but exciting, active. intelligent
fun sense of humor with a future. Likes
old & modern music. 'Zr1438 (11/16)

men .. women
29112 & ATTRACTIVE. delusional.looking for intelligent woman with very high
goals: fortune. fame, glamour. comedy,
music. fun. 'Zr1461 (11123)
40Y.0.IN GOOD HEALTH. enjoys outdoor sports. hiking. HIS. easy-going,
not into bar scene. knows how to appreciate a woman. looking for SWF. 30-40.
!r1313 (1112)

l!lilll'idl ol)+he
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IS MY DREAM GIRL OUT THERE? She's
gorgeous. down-to-il3rth. enjoys quiet
6119nings. is very passionate and wants
to be loved. I'm a SWM. 36. Please find
me. !r1464 (11123)

Leonardo DaVinci- Handsome
Rennaissance man desires adventurous woman (28-36) to explore terra
firma, terra incognita and the heavens.
Carpe Phonum! !r1322 (1112) .

FUN- ROMANCE- SHARING-LOVE- All
this for $1.49 and you get me. too!
What a sale! lifetime warranty available. I'm 45 and nice. !r1411 (11116)

CANANYBODY FINO ME SOMEBODYto
love? SWM, saaklng NlS. SlDFforfriendship, conversations. and companionship. Sense of humor and lactose intolerance a plus. 'Zr1506 (11123)
DAMMIT JIM, I'M A DOCTOR. not a
personal ad writer! Actually ... a playful.
spiritual. chem-free. mid-twentiesSWM,
boldly going where no man has gone
belore; his own road less travelled. A
friend of Jonathan Livingston Seagull.
Hook, Velveteen Rabbit & hazelnut coffee. My mission: To seek out & explore
new wortds with emotionally open,available & attractive SWF. 2t -29. Lock on
tight to these coordinates and ... ENERGIZE! 'Zr1424 (11lt6)
DRUMMER. 28. SEEKS ttlS F. 25-32,
with honesty and integrity. Must h3Y8
wild sense of humor. I enjoy Qu iet times
and many outdoor activi ties. Together
we can create the ultimate groove.
!rlS03 (11123)
DWM. 33. 5'9". OK. EYESI OK. HAIR.
father of 4. seeks Sillf for dancing.
dining. friendship and possibly more.
Don1 sit home and let life pass you by.
call now! !r1434 (11/16)
DWM, 46. SEEKING LOVEMATE- GenUe
man. professional, will dote on the right
open-minded woman. I enjoy high-brow
to the exotic and expect same. Intellectually stimulating sincerity could produce
long-term committment I expect senrelianey. equality. and the domestic tranquility of sharing all. "1348 (11/9)
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EDUCATED. WITTY. ACTIVE, honest,
understanding DWM. 45. unafraid of
intimacy. Many varied and eclectic interests. Seeking attractive, physically/
emotionally fit woman. mid-30s to low/
mid-4Os, with asmilein her heart Children/pets welcome. !r1371 (11/9)
EVEN B£TTER THAN THE REAL THING?
Seeking fit SWF. 18-26. who's tired of
"typical". SWM. 22. 6'1".170#. auburn/
blue. Catchtheladiesayes. but... kind of
shy. Good job, bright future. A musician o philosopher. romantiC. good
friend. and unafraid of commitment
Smile! !r1497 (11/23)
EXACTl Y 500 YEARS YOUNGER than

~i~:f, 1~~ with adventure. Call!
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INCURABLE ROMANTIC SNUGGLER.
professional, ttlS. DWM. 38. tired of
takers. Seeking lady with sense of humor for con'o'8rsation. candlelight. caressing. monogamous commitment to
share Iife's adventures and misadventures. 'Zrt480 (/1123)

FANT/lSY MINE AND YOURS- SWM
gentleman. financially secure. seeks
woman.size40rsmallerwhoenjoysatall.
trim weil-bu~man. Oiscretionandchemistryvery important !r1428 (11/16)

By Llluda Barry

The biPJ

DWM. MID-30s.SEEKINGADIAMOM>.
not a look-alike. She's honest. romantic. affectionate. Must give as much as
she takes. I enjoy music, movies. walks
in the park. holding hands. back rubs.
quiet times. All replies answered.
_!r_l_30_4...,:(_"_I2..:,)_ _ _ _ __

!r1373 (11/9)
BAG OF DESIRABLE BONES-SWM. 28.
loves cats. day trips. Kate Bush music.
Seeking brilliant. eminentiy huggable.
witty. gorgeous SF for Friday nights and

BRAINS ARE BEAUTIFUl! n you are a
woman whose intelligence intimidates
most men. call tt1s SWM. 35. and be
yourself. I'm easy to talk with, passionate.
real, attractive, muscular. and desiroos of
marriage and raising child(ren). I still get
carded! Et vous? !r1491 (/1/23)

I'VE HAD IT! No more bars, no more
arranged dates. I'm using tho Personals
tofind an intelligentSlDWF. 27-35. who
isphysically fit. open-minded. attractive
and ad'o'8nturous. You'lI meat an atiraclive. athletiC. professional DWM with
varied interests and a nice srrile. Call
me! !r1402 (11116)

GOOD-lOOKING. VERY ROMANTIC, caring SWM. 36. enjl1fSdancing, dining out
sports, hugs. quiet times. Seeking SWF.
23-36, for maaningf~1 relationship. Nice
dresser a plus. !r1406 (11/16)
GOREgeous taminute! Thoughtso' Bush
maykamoo Ouayle. FutureWortdLeader.
32, seeks mounlain biking partner 10
ogle foliage. NOT the Bushes please!
CBW Box 149. 'Zr1490 (11123)
HANDSOME DWM. 37, SEEKING an
educated. attractive. fun woman. 3037. If you like the outdoors, ro mance.
Quiet dinners and a lasti ng relationship.
then call me. !r1409 (1 1116)
HANDSOME. INTELLIGENT, hardWOrking
SWM. 22. loves cooking. movies. and
dancing. Looking for SWF. 21 -25. with
similar interests !r1496 (11123)
HANDSOME. STRONG. SILENT TYPE.
27. new to area. seeks attractive. sensitive. personable female, 22-30, for fun
andlor compan ionship. Look forward
to hearing from you. 'Zr1469 (/1123)
HOLIDAYS ARE COMING- Let's not
spend them alone. DWM. 33, ttlS. N/D,
works out, runs. has job. looking for
active female with varied interests.
!r1345 (1119)
HONEST. OPEN. CARING MAN seeks
positive. independent. genuine woman
for conversaton . companionsh ip.
warmth. frinedsh ip. No expectationsjust be who you are. 'Zr1410(11116)
IMISSEDYOUATHEMPSTOCK-SWM.
40. who doesn·t think the '60s & '70s
wereawaste oltime. Desperately seeking my "Iittfe wing". Age. race. size
unimportant. 'Zr1330 (1112)

lAUGHTER! tt·s life's best medicineand thisSWM is looking for a SWFwho
thinks so. too.l·m an attractive. sincere
professional. 30. who values friendship.
trust and mutual raspect Enjoy an active lifestyle? Working out, hiking.
roIlerb1ading. dancing. and more. Write
orcall. caw Box 144. 'Zr1413 (11/16)
LAWYER WITH AN ATTITUDE. SO. seeks
petite OF who values her independence
and spirit and treasures friendship as
the glue that binds. !r140S (11/16)
LEAN MONOGAMOUS GIGOLO- Attractive. model. bodybuilder. student. actor.
10'0'8 writing and dancing. Seeks spansor in mutually sensitive and respectful
relationship. !r1414 (11116)
LIKEABlE, 51, AOUARIAN. WITH good
sense of humor. seeks attractive. intelligent female. 35-55. for honest relationship.like "Da Boss" (dog) and loves
to boogie! !r1403 (11/16)
MAN WITH ONLY MINOR FLAWS (fit
active43.S·r.1451)w/someeducation
and cutture. can talk to squirrels 1 on 1
and light a fire In any weather, seeks
slim, somewhat younger woman with
adventure and love in her heart. Children a delight !r1367 (/1/9)

MY HEART HAS LOVE HANDLES... but
not me! Nice-looking.athletlc DWM. 40.
6'2". 185#. active. with numerous Interests. Please be 28-40, ttlS. attractive.
slender. slim. 5'4" •• with a lust for life!
'Zr1324 (1112)
NICE GUV NEEDS NICE GIRL- Professional SWM. 27, Quiet. shy. atiractive.
athletic. sensitive, affluent. seeks intelligent SlDWF. 2t -35. for meaningful.
monogamous relationship. Enjoy all
types of activities. !r1432 (11/16)
ONCE IS MAYBE ENOUGH- Willi ng to
try again at 60•. I am interested in
telling and talking. Let's try it over
lunch. 'Zr1352 (1119)
PORTlAND
WATERFRONT.
HARDWORKING professional SWM. 34.
BlIBl. ttlS. l/O. 5'11". 160lbs. Enjoys
windsurfing. hiking. skiing. cooking.
dining out and dancing. Seeking active
professional SWF. ~34, who enjoys
the outdoors and other more formal
activities. for friendship. possible relationship. Portfand/Scarborough area.
!r1323 (1112)

EE

POST HIPPIE EXECUTIVE. 40, In newly
and mutually non-monogamous marriage. looking for a new friend for fun
and inti maey. Discretion. si ncerety. kindness and lotsa laughs desired and assured. !r1489 (11123)

U C. I SENSE U & I R 2 B 4 '93- SWM,
28. prefers thin. intelligent brunettes.
but will settle for thin and intelligent
Cafes. conversation. companionship.
galleries. wandering. friendship, romance. adventure. !r15OO (/1123)

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED- SWM.
30. well-built. well-mannered. knows
how to please a woman. Seeking SlMF.
who does not gB! enough physical attention. for dayfime and/or 6IIening
rend6ll0us. !r1430 (11/16)

VERY ROMANTICSWM. 29. stable. professional who enjoys travel, cooking.
eating ouL walks. runs. sails. seeks
adventurous. educated SWF. 22-32.
who has her act together. is attractive.
and yearns for a beautiful relationship.
!r131S (tll2)

SEEKING FRIENDSHIP. possible romance with older. mature. responsible.
intelligent. independent. attractive lady.
3s-45. who can successfully break the
age barrier with SWM, 27. handsome,
professional. !r1475 (11123)

SIfY. ATTRACTIVE. HONEST DWM. 41.
6'. 1721. brown hair/blue ayes. caring.
romantic. enjoys ocean. Walks. dancing. giving nowers. poems. loves kids.
outdoors. Call !r1467 (11123)
STRANGE AUTUMN DAYS- Such a decree. I'm sacred beauty thou will see,
Soon embrace'n my pale face queen.
Dark aye musician wad'n my dreams.
Call me. !r1404 (11/16)

SWM. 18.6'. 1851. blonde. green ayes,
native at New Yo~ new to Maine. Ho,,"
bias indude6119rything.Just looking for
a nice girt in the Munjoy Hill area. Portland High school or Dearing High SChool.
to make more friends. Anywhere else is
O.K. too. CBWBox 145. !r1429(11116)
SWM. 25. PROFESSIONAL. interested
in meeting professional female. 25-45.
likes to wine and dine followed with
dancing. Physically fit and enjoys good
company. !r1331 (1112)
SWM, 28. ttlS. PROFESSIONAl.. considered attractive. Am seeki ng outgoing. personable SWF without children.
for positive relationship with direction.
Interests include camping. movies. dining out. sports. !r1311 (1112)
SWM. 28. SEEKING ATIRACTIVE. ttlS.
collag&'career-type SWF. 18-35. I'm
5'10". 1851. professio nal. athletic. goodlooking. Enjoy sports. dining out.
beaches. movies. music. !r1326 (1112)
SWM. 31. ATTRACTIVE (TRULY). professional. athletic. honest. compassionata. with good sense of humor. seeking
SIOWF. 22-35. with similar qualities &
inlerested in the person. not the
possesions. 'Zr1470 (11123)

SWM. 34. 5'7". 1401. STUPID. inarticulate. unnatiractiva. nonprofessional. financially insec ureodrug-addicted. heavysmoking. alcoholic. seeks interesting messages
from single females. "1465 (11123)
SWM. GENUINRYATTRACTIVE. romantic. kind, caring, sensitive. creative, athletic. seeking SWF with similar qualities
betwean 2S-3S. Please send photo & letter
to CBW Box 146 or call "1460 (11/23)
SWM. ITALIAN. 32. 5'5". 1351, secure
business man. new to Maine. seeking
SlDWF. 25-35. attractive and smart.
for dinner. romance and quiet time
together. Children OK. Falmouth area.
!r1351 (1119)
THE BEACHES MUST BE FULL. but we
can find something fun to do. SWM. 29.
5'7". notAdonis. morelikeCandy(John.
that Is). seeks good-natured lady. kids
OK. None of my own. so we ain1 talking
Brady Bunch. Too cold for those long
walks anyway. !r1309 (1112)

FOUR-WEEK

How to respond to a personal ad:
Justcalll -900-370-2041 anytime. 24 hour1l8day. from any touch-tone
phone! Enlerlha four-digit 1t numberoflhead you wish 10 respond 10. listen
10 the greeting. lhen leave a response. (An adverti_ may nol have
recorded a greeting by lhe time you call. You may stilileava a message on
lhal person's line.) The date al the end of the ad is the last day 10 reply to
lhat ad. You may also choose 10 "browse" lhrough all ads in a specific
calegory (companion. and otheno nol available 10 "browse,. Calls cost
$1 .49/rTin. You must be 18 or over.
To respond 10 a CBW Box II. address mail 10 Cssco Bay WeeI</y. SS1A
Congress St .• Portland. ME 04101. making sure to prinl the lhree-digit CBW
Box • dearly in the lower left-hand comer of the envelope.

WAlK. TAlK, ROCK, ClOCK. DOCK.
but no lIock interests you? DWM. 405.
seeks a compaionable friend , 39• . to
also cuddle on cold fall nights. We are
friendly. fun-loving, outgoing, attractive. articulate. compassionate. considerate, honest. romantic. affectionate.
Capable of sharing intense feelings and
desire some committment. Greater
Portland. !r1349 (11/9)
WARM. GOOD-LOOKING. HAPPY. tall.
monogomous man. 30s. secure. interesting, physician seeking slim, warm.
tender lady. 24-34. spirited. into outdoors. exploring. intellectual pursuits.
children. travel. You might be supportive. understanding. patienL ttlS. I'm
absent-minded. gentle. enthusiastic.
creative. well~iked . cross between Harry
on ·Night Court" and Jimmy Stewart
Quiet times 10 be celebrated. not
avoided. Please write CBW Box 147 or
call 'lr1473 (11123)
WHERE'S MY DREAM WOMAN? She's
attractive. stable. gorgeous figure. professiOoal. down-to-earth. enjoys axercise. indoor/outdoor activities. Menall.
well-builL handsome. professional. Rnd
me. !r1318 (11/2)
YOUARElHE GORGEOUS BlONDE,greai
legs. red lips. business suits, that frequarts Green Mountain Coffea. 8:30a.rn,
M4'. So confident so self-assured, so
beautiful. Please call! "1368 (1 t/9)
YOU: CAN MAKE ME NERVOUS with your
srrile. wiL innuendo. and uSB of silence,
are insutted by the mereJy adequate, and
refuse to "grow up". ME: SWM. 29. with
intense job. Call. "1353 (/1/9)

women .. women

TENDERSTRONG- At passions turn.
life's risk the adventu re ensues. At whispersend.1 hearyourvoice. With desires
reach our bodies give way to hearts
excitement and thellowsr unfolds. ttlS.
LF. thirties. invites ttlS. LF to share in
the wonder. !r1484 (11123)
VERY ATTRACTIVE BiFEMAlE, 29. seeks
ladies for really fun times. No experience. but excited to learn. Let's learn
together?Cleanlinessamust. Call soon!
'lr1333 (1112)
VERY FEMININE. PETITE BiWF seeks
BiF for intimaey and fun. Discretion importan!. Call and we'lI hot tub together
for so me good clean fun! !r1321 (1112)
WANT TO SHARE LIFE & LOVE- Lesbian. 45 •• warm. sincere. intelligent.
lighthearted yet at times intense. Spirituality is important Enjoys the serenity
of the concert hall or the excitement of
thesportsarena. Unafraidofintimacy. n
this describes you. too. let's get together. !r14S9 (11123)
WOMEN TO WOMEN- BiMWF seeks
BiMF for adventurous times and to develop afriendship. DIF and clean amust
So let's take a walk and talk. All calls
answered. !r1488 (/1123)
YOU BOTH PlACED ADS ON 1011- I'm
an inexperienced BiWF. would like to
hearfrom BiF !r1333 orBiF!rI321.l'm
24. attractive and very clean. No phone.
so call me! !r1474 (11/9)

men (... men
ATHLETIC. GOOD-LOOKING. into workiog out. ttlS. straight-acting lifestyle. BR
hair/ayes. seeks masculine. fit. ttlS.
good-looking , straight-acting. 21 -30.
!r1365 (11/9)
BEARDED. BALD. BUILT. BORED! GM.
36. intelligent. sensitive, with diverse
interests and hobbies. seeks similar GM.
2S-45. who is chem-free and in shape.
forpossiblereiationship. lamS'6", 1451.
strong and masculine. Ferns are welcome to call. Not into games. only honest inquiries, please. !r1499 (11123)

GWM, 25, REGULAR GUV. INTO MUSIC (classical to progressive). films
(art to cult). reading (classics to comic
books). getting out or staying in, wr~ing. bicycling. hiking. Looking for smart.
active. casual. masculine, open-minded
guys around my age to hang out with.
!rlS10 (11/23)
GWM.33. GOOD-LOOKING. ttIS. straightacting/appearing. Enjoys hiking. travel.
movies. dining out Quiet times. fitness.
Seeks similar, fiL younger men. 21-35,
that have afull head of hair and are nollat
orfeminine, for friendship and that someone spacial. Please write or call soon.
caw f!ox 148. "1481 (11123)
GWM. 40s. 5'9". 1451. BRIHazel. professional, sweet yet paSsionate. shyyet
erotic- but always contidential and discreet. fit. seeking other marrieds for
networking. support. frienship. etc.
Write: Occupant P.O. Box 4655. Augusta. ME. 04330.
GWM. ATIRACTIVE. 30. CARING.
straight-acting. not promiscuous. seeks
similar who can show feelings but not
be effeminate. I enjoy day trips. music.
easy hiking. I don't bite. unless asked.
so give me a call. !r1334 (1112)
I AM UPPER-30s. BROWN hair/ayes.
6·l'. 1951. healthy. physically fit. COilsidered good-looking. somewhat shy,
and. yes. straight-acting. You are. for
the most part, sameasabo'o'8and more
aggressive than I am. Looking for that
serious relationship. Areyou out there?
No femmes. p.lease. 'ZrlS04 (11/23)

WRESTLER WANTED- 35y.o.• 1651 bikini-clad wrestler seeks WM. 18-35.
What better way to keep in shape? Let
me introduce you to the many thrills of
the sport! !r1439 (/1/16)

AD

ROSES ARE FLOWERS. HONDAS ARE
CARS. I'm looking for a man not found
in any bars. GM, 34. intelligent, professional, good-looking. Raffle's for coffee? 'Zr1354 (tl/9)

BEGGING FOR PUNISHMENT- MWM
seeking female Dominatrix to administer punishment. I will worship the
ground you walk on. Call 'lr1421 (11/2)
CORRECTIONWITHAFFECTIO~Domi-

nantWM. makeroffineleatherstraps&
restraints. seeks those interested in
sharing fantasies and fun. Females and
couple preferred. !r1431 (1112)
HUG A TREE FOR JIM HENRV!
MWM. 39. STILL SEARCHING for an
attractive, understanding and sensuous lady. A special friend to share special moments. !rlSOl (11/9)
MWM. CONSTRUCTION WORKER
TYPE. seeks attractive transijenders
for all possibilites. You be 2s-35, clean.
attractive. discreat. I'm a bit shy. but
curious. Call soon. 'Zr143S (1112)
MWM. LATE 3Os. ATTRACTIVE. professional. clean. discrete and intelligent Desires eccentric. adventurous F.
3O-40.forfriendshipand fun. Fraaweekdays. 'lr1466 (11/9)
MWM. LONELY. SEEKS FRIEND- You
are 3s-55. witty. intelligent. adventurous. attractive and desirous of a close.
communicative relationship with a
down-to-earth man. !r1492 (11123)
PHONE FANTASY- SWM. professional
gentleman, 40. tall. dark. handsome.
nice body. workout everyday. looking
for MlDWF for phone conversation only.
Love to hear from you. 'Zr1507 (11/9)
STEVE-I MET YOU AT THE BOUNTY in
Bangor Tuesday. 10/6. while you were
on banking business. You are 32. from
Michigan. lived in Houston 4 years and
Portland fopr 5. I have brown hair,
green ayes and wore jeans and dark
green shirt that night. Please callRhonda (Houston) 'lr1463 (/1/9)

WARM THOSE COOL NIGHTS' GWM.
20. good-looking. BRIBL. looking for
good-looking 18-30 y.o. interested in a
possible relationship. Let's warm our
cool bones! 'Zr1317 (1112)

WITH

WC SEEKS BiF for friendship and inti mate
times. Prefer 30-405 lady. Discretion oxpacted and given. You donl have to be
alone anymore. Call "1498 (11123)
WM. 29. SEEKING MlSlDF. 400r older,
for discreet relationship with no boundaries. I want to give and recievefrom a
sensual. mature lady. Give your fantasy
a try! !r1494 (tl/9)
WM. 29. LOOKING FOR DONNA S. who
appeared in anniversary issue of 40.
magazine. Loved what I saw. would like
to see and know more! Please give me
a call. !r1493 (1119)
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ATTRACTIVE MARRIED COUPlE. 25.
seeks BiF. 2s-35 for fun and garrss. He's
a pilot she's a nurse- come fly with us
betwean the bedsheats! "1436 (1112)

SHY AND OUIET GWM. 27, 57". 135#,
straight-acting. Enjoys music, movies.
and clean Maine air. Wishes to moot
discreet SM. 20-32. !r1358 (1119)

How to place your personal ad:

record your personal introduction. Use your introduction 10 left mora aboul
yourself than your ad does. Give your first name. but DON'T give your last
name. phone number or address. Make sure you ask your callers to leave
lheir names. phone numbers and the best times 10 call1ham. All introductions are reviewed by CBWand go on line within 24 hours.

ATN VNG CPL: OBlHER PlESR-Handsome. affluent, trim WM. 48. seeks
attracliveyoung couple. 18-40. for sensuous th reesomes to 00 uble Her Pleasure. !r1478 (11123)

MASSAGE-MSEEKSM. 22-35. to give
me full-body massage and exchange
massage. Let's hear from you. Thanks.
!r1314 (1112)

GWM, 19. BlOND STUDENT looking for
relationship, 18-24. good-looking.
straight-acting . Interests include theatre, music, art! Discretion expected
and returned. 'Zr1427 (/1/16)

PERSONAL

"DARK SILENCE" READER- You
handled that str. and other well. I
should have jumped 011 thai bus with
you. !r1437 (1112)

MAlE PHOTOGRAPHERWANTEO- Male
looking to be pootogr~~ed by male. 2330. I have film, please just snap away at
my coastal Maine home. Please call. will
answer all. !r1425 (11/16)

REAL MEN WANTED- GWM. 25, 6'. BRI
BR. looking for down-to-earth. intelligent men. 2S-40. looks O.K .• for serious relationship . No alcoholics,
druggies. or fems. Butch preferred.
!r1468 (It123)

Culdellnes:
Paroonal 8:1. are available for aingle people oeeI<ing relationships. Ad. seeking to buy or oellooxual
services Will be refused . No full namee, street acldreaeea or phone numbers will be published. Ads
containing explicit sexual or anatorncallanguage will not be published. We reserve the right to edit,
retu"" or reealegorize any 8:1. Mvet1iooro musl be OYOf 18 years of ege.

..

others

LOOKING FOR A REAL GUY- Goodlooking GM, 33. seeks masculine. aggressive partner with good looks. personality. for meaningful good ti mes. Be
fun. honesL caring, in shape and downto-earth. 'Zr1407 (11/16)

BiWF. 27. looking to meet other BiWFs OECENTLOOKWGGM:30.6'.1801:seeks
for intimate times. Clean and discreat . GM.23-33. h9lghtlweight proportionate.
Call soon! !r1477 (11123)
fromGreater~rtIandforfnandshIP.maybe
more. Winter S too cold &Ionglospand rt
alone.
"1357 (11/9)
I THOUGHT I W/lS IN LOVE B£FORE- I
naedyou to prove mewrong! GWF seeks
fulfillment. romance and understanding. EXERCISES AND RUBDOWN- BiMaie
wants male. 22-32. to assist with indoor
Could it be you? !r1328 (1112)
exercises, then give full-iloItf rubdown
LET ME MAKE YOU HAPPY! DWF. very twice monthly. Discreetness apprecialed.1
pretty. ferrinine. 36. professional, look- can travel. or come here. !r1426 (11/16)
ing to meet same. I can satisfy your
mental and physical needs. Don't wait GOOD-lOOKING GM. 20. looking to
any longer. call now! !r1482 (11123)
meet new people. Please be straightacting. 18-25. !r1363 (11/9)
MBiF SEEKS SAME for friendship and fun
and share good ti mas with! Cleanliness is GWM PROFESSIONAl.. EARLY 405, easya must and discretion also. 20 years and going blue jean type, like to cook, walk on
older please call. !r1S11 (11/23)
beach. watch movies & T.V.. cuddli ng.
kissing.
Looking for aspecial man. 27-48,
SBiF SEEKS ANOTHER WBiF for intimacy- l'm38, newto scene. enjoy mov- for good conversation. friendship & pasies. seeking out fantasy. Discretion, siblecommitmentif the chemistry is right
cleanliness assured and expected. Let's talk. Portland area & south to Yolk
area. !r1S12 (11123)
!r1412 (11/16)
SEEKING SWEET. WHOLESOME and
humorous female for a possible relationship. Please be between 28-35. Write
me! P.O. Box 465. Saco. ME. 04072.
'Zr1346 (11/9)

Oclober 22.1992 39
YOUNG MEN: GWM, 28. 6'4-. '1651.
very attractive. brioht blue ayes, toned
runner's build. Making Slender 18-25
y.o. for sensual. playful. safe. discreet
fun. 'Zr1417 (11/16)
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AUCTION

6:00-8:00

ADMISSION

ONE C TY CENTER

4:00-6:00

COCKTAILS

PREVIEW

I

Antiques

$ 5.00

AUCTIONEERS

Rob & AnneHe Elowitch

Palatable Arts
Jewelry

CONTRIBUIORS

Tracy Johnson

Bob Solitaire

u"'~Itl"-raphs

David Cedrone
Toni Wolf

rniture

Carlo Pittoro
Sally Webb
Andre Verzosa
Brita Holmquist
Cafe Always
Suzane Shifflett
Denise Dionne
Devta Doolan
Danial Gibbings
Marc OuelieHe
Orlando

Martha Mickles
I Love Flowers
Paul Heroux
David Schmutz:
Source: LIFE Magazine 1938

Paul Rodreigue
Michelle Palarcly

Wendy Graham

GIyn Cyr

Orphan Annies

Lori Austill

F.R.Vance

Rose Marasco

Robert Mougalian & Sons

Kendall Tavern

Katahdin

Annette Dragon

Sally & Eugene De Bor

Arrows Restaurant

Back Bay Grill

Elinor Pironti

a1

Diner

Catherine Sears

Breton Flannery Woodworkers

Denise Frolich

Georgia Brown

Mary Goodwin & Scott Potter

Adventures in Antiques

Lynn Duryea
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